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“I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics.”
Richard Feynman, in The Character of Physical Law (1965)
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Doctor of Philosophy
by Christopher Charles Symonds
The Coupled Coherent States family of methods have shown themselves capable of sim-
ulating the quantum dynamics of many different systems. The ability of these methods
to accurately describe quantum behaviour is dependent on using a basis set which covers
a sufficient area of phase space. If the area covered is too small, the basis set will be
unable to adequately describe the dynamics of the system, however if the area is too
large and the basis functions become too widely spaced, coupling will be lost between
the coherent states and the simulation will fall into the semiclassical regime. In some
situations the loss of this coupling becomes accelerated, through trajectories guiding the
basis functions far from each other in phase space for example, limiting the ability of
these methods to accurately describe quantum behaviour.
This thesis demonstrates two techniques for preserving a correct description of the wave-
function in phase space. Firstly a combination of initial sampling using swarms of ba-
sis function trains and basis function cloning during propagation of the wavefunction
is shown to correct a disagreement seen between the two formulations of the Multi-
Configurational Ehrenfest method when simulating the high dimensional spin boson
model. This combination gives a good agreement with benchmark calculations found
using the Multi-Configurational Time-Dependent Hartree method. The techniques used
to correct this disagreement have been used previously for on-the-fly ab initio direct dy-
namics simulations, reported in references [1] and [2], and so this investigation provides
validation for the results obtained in those publications. Secondly a system of adaptive
reprojection of the wavefunction is shown to allow a large grid of coherent states to be
reduced to only the area of interest, while keeping the basis set in that region. It is also
demonstrated that this will still hold even if the equations of motion tend to move basis
functions far away from this area. This adaptive reprojection technique is tested against
the high harmonic generation of an electron bound to a pseudo-atomic potential in one
dimension, yielding results which are in good agreement with benchmark calculations
carried out using the Time-Dependent Schro¨dinger equation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The modelling of quantum interactions has long presented a problem for both compu-
tational chemists and computational physicists. Unlike calculations using classical me-
chanics, quantum mechanical calculations make use of large matrices which can make
computation extremely difficult. When solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion for small systems, typically the wavefunction will be expressed as a set of static,
often orthogonal, basis states with amplitudes which evolve in time. The time depen-
dence of these amplitudes is generally found through calculating the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, however for larger systems with many degrees of freedom
this process becomes extremely computationally expensive, scaling exponentially with
the number of degrees of freedom.
In an effort to circumvent this “curse of dimensionality”, many alternative methods have
been formulated. Many of these methods use time-dependent basis sets and are often
semiclassical in nature. A particularly successful group of simulation methods arise from
the work of Heller, who proposed the use of “Frozen Gaussian” wave packets to construct
the basis set [3–5]. These “Frozen Gaussians” contained both position and momentum
information and so were, by definition, coherent states. Many different methods grew out
of Heller’s approach[6, 7], notably the Herman-Kluk method[8–10], however due to the
semiclassical nature of these methods researchers computing quantum interactions still
had to sacrifice a degree of accuracy when propagating the wavefunction in classically
forbidden regions. More recently, various methods have been developed which have a
stronger quantum mechanical basis and so yield more accurate results for classically
forbidden transitions. These methods range from the more classical, such as the ab
initio Multiple Spawning (AIMS) technique developed by Martinez and Ben-Nun [11–
15], to methods which are more quantumly exact such as the Multi-Configurational
Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) developed by Meyer and co-workers [16–18].
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
The Coupled Coherent States (CCS) method and its variations form a family of numer-
ical methods which draws on the work of Heller and his successors, and yet is capable
of carrying out fully quantum calculations in classically forbidden regions. The CCS
method describes the wavefunction on a basis of coherent states which, as the name sug-
gests, are coupled through the time propagation equations [19]. These coherent states
share many properties with Heller’s “Frozen Gaussians”, and in fact are identical when
the Gaussian wave packets are applied to a harmonic potential, as was often the case
with these earlier methods [9, 20, 21]. The use of coherent states as a basis allows the
wavefunction to be propagated in phase space rather than coordinate space, which is
particularly useful as the classical energy of a point in phase space is always known,
allowing easy scaling of the Hamiltonian. The phase space propagation also allows for
the calculation of quantum amplitudes which, unlike for the semiclassical methods, are
formally exact [22]. This results in simulations which are considerably more accurate
than the semiclassical alternatives, and in many cases comparable in accuracy to the
MCTDH method which is used as a benchmark for many other simulation methods, CCS
included [23–25]. Due to the structure of the basis set and the construction of the initial
wavefunction however, the CCS methods typically require fewer computational resources
than MCTDH. Variations of the CCS method exist, such as the Multi-Configurational
Ehrenfest (MCE) method [23, 24], which is generalised to treat multiple electronic states
and the ab initio Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest method [26, 27] which has shown itself
capable of propagating along a potential energy surface which is calculated “on-the-fly”,
requiring no precalculated potential energy surface to be used.
While the CCS methods have had some success, there are still some applications that
are very difficult to simulate. A property common to many trajectory-guided basis
set methods is that the basis functions will spread out in phase space as the basis
set is propagated in time. This spreading allows the wavefunction to be described
over larger areas of phase space, however in some systems the spreading which occurs
may not be sufficient to cover a large enough area to properly describe the dynamics
of the wavefunction. In other cases however as the basis functions spread they may
become sufficiently separated to lose coupling, thus becoming unable to correctly model
classically forbidden regions and falling into the semiclassical regime. For some model
Hamiltonians, this process becomes accelerated under certain conditions, and so they
become very difficult to simulate. Other systems may need longer time propagation, and
thus be difficult to simulate properly due to the spreading out of the basis set. In previous
publications the basis set has been propagated continuously with no modifications made
to the basis set during propagation. There is no requirement for this to be the case
however, and various basis set handling procedures are available which can limit the loss
of coupling between the basis functions.
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In this thesis, methods to ensure that the wavefunction remains properly described
by the basis set in phase space are investigated using basis set sampling methods and
modifications to the propagation of the wavefunction. Chapter 2 will discuss in more
detail the background to the CCS and MCE methods, compare them to other current
numerical methods and discuss where they stand in the landscape of methods used
for computational chemistry. Chapter 3 will investigate the application of the MCE
method to the spin boson model, a two level system-bath model, and reveal a discrepancy
between the results obtained with the two formulations of the MCE equations. It will be
shown that this discrepancy can be overcome through implementation of modifications
to the propagation of the wavefunction used in the ab initio Multiple Cloning method
of Makhov et al. [1, 2], thus verifying the results obtained by this method. Chapter 4
will investigate the applicability of the CCS method to high harmonic generation, an
extremely non-linear strong field phenomenon, and the implementation of modifications
to the propagation of the wavefunction through reprojection of the wavefunction onto
adaptive grid basis sets. Chapter 5 will give a summary and conclusion for the work
presented in the previous chapters. The appendices give details of the functioning of the
program that was written for the purpose of carrying out the CCS and MCE calculations
(Appendix A), derivations of the governing equations for the methods used (Appendix
B), and the use of the CCS/MCE program (Appendix C).

Chapter 2
Background and Theory
2.1 Introduction
To solve the Schro¨dinger equation for a Hamiltonian with multiple degrees of freedom,
one risks the “exponential curse”, also known as the “curse of dimensionality” where the
computational cost of modelling the interaction grows exponentially with the number
of degrees of freedom such that when modelling on a grid, the number of grid points
needed, N , is given by
N = lM (2.1.1)
where l is the number of grid points per degree of freedom for M degrees of freedom.
Many different methods have been developed of modelling the quantum mechanical
behaviour of molecules semiclassically or in a semiclassically inspired manner in the hope
of circumventing this effect. Many of these methods can be traced back to the work of
Heller [4] and later work by Herman, Kluk and co-workers [8, 28, 29], whose methods were
based on the propagation of “Frozen Gaussian” wave packets, and to the earlier work of
Miller and George [30], who first described a method of continuing classical mechanics in
classically forbidden regions through the use of an Initial Value Representation (IVR). In
the last few decades, a group of simulation methods based on the propagation of coherent
basis states along classical trajectories has had not inconsiderable successes in modelling
fully quantum interactions over short time scales, while avoiding the exponential scaling
which renders direct calculation prohibitively computationally expensive through use
of Monte Carlo sampling which, instead of scaling exponentially, can in principal scale
quadratically. The method of Coupled Coherent States [31] and related techniques
belong to this group. In this section, the historical basis of the CCS method will be
considered and a review of the work carried out using this method will be presented,
along with work carried out using the more general Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest
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(MCE) method which succeeded it [32]. The place of the CCS family of methods will
also be considered in the overarching context of computational chemistry through a
comparison with alternative approaches to the simulation of quantum effects.
2.2 Initial Value Representation methods and “Frozen Gaus-
sian” Dynamics
2.2.1 The Miller Initial Value Representation
The work of Miller and co-workers in the early 1970s focused mainly on describing atomic
collisions in terms of classical S matrix theory [33, 34]. The initial value representation
was first introduced as a more general expression for the S matrix in terms of clas-
sical quantities and a way of more accurately treating highly non-classical transitions
[34]. This was expanded later to utilise different representations since one representa-
tion is equivalent to another provided one transforms between the two properly [30].
It later became apparent however that Miller’s formalism, and the similar technique
of Marcus [35], required “a difficult root search for all classical trajectories, starting
with specified classical action for reactants and ending with a specified classical action
for products, proving to be prohibitive computationally for even the simplest chemical
reactions” [10]. Through later expansions on Miller’s work however, the Initial Value
Representation (IVR) became one of the more favoured methods of modelling classically
forbidden interactions [31]. The appeal of these IVR techniques was that they allowed
the researcher to extract quantum information from trajectories directly determined by
their initial conditions and as such “allowed phenomena to be understood in intuitive
physical terms familiar from ordinary quasi-classical and classical molecular dynamics
treatments [9]”.
In the basic IVR method, one often starts with the time evolution operator in co-ordinate
representation
Kt(x′,x) =
〈
x′
∣∣∣ Kˆt ∣∣∣x〉 = 〈x′∣∣∣ e−iHˆt~ ∣∣∣x〉 (2.2.1)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian. Knowledge of Kt(x′,x) allows one to describe the time
evolution of the wavefunction in the usual way through an integral over all x. One can
then apply the van Vleck semiclassical approximation [9, 21, 36], such that
Kt(x′,x) = (2pii~)f/2
∑∣∣∣∣det∂x′∂p
∣∣∣∣− 12 eiSt(x′,x)/~−ipiν/2, (2.2.2)
where f is the number of degrees of freedom of the system and the sum is taken over
all trajectories which originate at point x at time 0 and end at point x′ at time t. ν is
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an integer known as the Morse phase, which changes discontinuously at the roots of the
Jacobian det∂x
′
∂p , at which the van Vleck expression will diverge. St(x
′,x) is the classical
action, given by
St(x′,x) =
∫ t
0
dτ [pτ q˙τ −H(pτ ,qτ )], (2.2.3)
where (pt,qt) are the position and momentum at time t, qt = x′, and q0 = x, and H is
the classical Hamiltonian. The formulation of equation (2.2.2) gives the boundary value
problem mentioned earlier where a root search will result in multiple roots of the system.
Simplification of (2.2.2) can be carried out by substituting the van Vleck propagator in
the identity
Kt(x′,x) =
∫
dq
∫
dqtδ(x′ − qt)Kt(qt,q)δ(x− q), (2.2.4)
and subsequently it is possible to change the integration parameters such that
Kt(x′,x) =
∫
dp
∫
dqδ(x′ − qt)
∣∣∣∣det∂qt∂p
∣∣∣∣ 12 eiSt(x′,x)/~−ipiν/2(2pii~)f/2 δ(x− q). (2.2.5)
As the Jacobian is now in the numerator rather than the denominator (as in equation
(2.2.2)) the integrand no longer diverges at roots, but becomes zero instead. While
the integrand no longer diverges due to the Jacobian however, the roots still cause a
degradation in accuracy [9]. If the above expression is applied to the correlation function
about Kˆt, the delta functions are replaced by the wavefunctions at time 0 and time t.
In light of this, it is possible to convert this expression into Dirac notation to obtain
an initial value representation for the time evolution propagator itself in terms of co-
ordinate states, such that
Kˆt =
∫
dp
∫
dq
[∣∣∣∣det∂qt∂p
∣∣∣∣ (2pii~)−f] 12 eiSt(q,p)/~−ipiν/2 |qt〉 〈q| . (2.2.6)
The change in the terms of the action is allowable as qt = qt(q,p), and so St(qt(q,p),q) =
St(q,p).
The above expression gives a method of computationally propagating a wave function in
time, provided the roots can be found (which on systems with many degrees of freedom
can be computationally expensive). This type of calculation became the basis of much of
the later work in semiclassical molecular dynamics and in attempts to accurately model
quantum mechanical behaviour, as will be shown later.
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2.2.2 The “Frozen Gaussian” Approximation to Quantum Molecular
Dynamics
The difficulty of using the basic IVR formulation led Heller [3–5] to propose a system
based on “Frozen Gaussian” wave packets. In this system, a swarm of Gaussian wave
packets with fixed width parameters (hence ‘frozen’) were propagated along classical
trajectories, which had some success in describing quantum mechanical behaviour in the
modelling of vibrational spectra [4]. Further improvements were formulated by Metiu
and co-workers [6, 7] who suggested that the wavefunction could be expanded using a
basis set of trajectory guided Gaussian functions.
A drawback of Heller’s method was that while reasonable results could be obtained for
short time dynamics, it “lacked a rigorous semiclassical basis, in the sense of passing over
to the [van Vleck] ~→ 0 limit of the quantum propagator” [10]. The major improvement
on Heller’s “Frozen Gaussian” approach was provided by Herman and Kluk [8, 28, 29].
As Heller’s derivation had been largely heuristic, Herman and Kluk set out to rigorously
derive the “Frozen Gaussian” approximation using the van Vleck propagator as a starting
point[9]. This derivation revealed a new pre-factor which had previously been missing
from Heller’s approach, and which was to be applied to each member of the swarm
as well as giving Gaussian smoothing to the van Vleck pre-factor and thus removing
the problem of discontinuities around the caustics. Both Kay [9] and Miller [21] have
shown how the HK method, as it became known, could be given in terms of the IVR
representation, reconciling the “Frozen Gaussian” approximation and the older Initial
Value Representation method. The qualities of the “Frozen Gaussian” states place
them well in line with the definition of coherent states. Indeed, if applied to a harmonic
oscillator potential with a frequency ω, as they most often have been [4, 8, 9, 20, 21,
28], these “Frozen Gaussians” are themselves coherent states. The standard coherent
state in coordinate representation is defined as a state which describes non-spreading
wave packets for the harmonic oscillator [37]. First formulated by Schro¨dinger [38] as
a minimum uncertainty Gaussian wave packet, this was expanded upon by many, most
importantly by von Neumann [39] and later by Glauber [40, 41]. If equation (2.2.6) is
given in terms of coherent states, it can be shown that
Kˆt = (2pi~)−f
∫
dq
∫
dpCi(q,p)eiSt(q,p)/~ |ptqt〉 〈pq| , (2.2.7)
where the St integral is unchanged from equation (2.2.3) and the HK pre-factor Ci is
given by
Ci(q,p) =
∣∣∣∣12
(
∂qt
∂q
+
∂pt
∂p
+
~γ
i
∂qt
∂p
+
i
~γ
∂pt
∂q
)∣∣∣∣ 12 . (2.2.8)
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The coordinate space wavefunction for the coherent states is given by
〈x| pq〉 =
(γ
pi
) f
4 e(γ/2)|x−q|
2
eip(x−q)/~ (2.2.9)
with a similar expression for 〈x| ptqt〉. As γ →∞ these coherent states become position
states, and as γ → 0 they become momentum states. It can be seen therefore that in the
limit γ →∞ equation (2.2.7) reduces to equation (2.2.6), and similar for the momentum
representation of equation (2.2.6). As such, this HK equation is a form of IVR which
follows on from the Miller method.
Further modifications to the basic HK method were made by including Monte Carlo sam-
pling, which improved scaling with dimensionality and resulted in many applications of
the theory in the following years [42–50]. Even recently, methods which are very much
based on developments of the HK method have been used to model quantum interactions
[51–59], under names such as Semiclassical Initial Value Representation or the Heller-
Herman-Kluk-Kay method. The HK method, and its successors, are still semiclassical
models however, which do not model the exact quantum waveform. In addition to this,
the HK pre-exponential factor can increase uncontrollably in certain applications, mean-
ing that convergence is only possible with the use of very large numbers of trajectories,
a situation which was still the case even fifteen years after the original formulation of
the method [22]. In light of this, there was motivation to create a method which could
accurately model the quantum mechanics of a system and as such many methods were
developed, among these the CCS method.
2.3 Formulation and Refinement of the Coupled Coherent
States Method
The Coupled Coherent States method was first developed by Shalashilin and Child in
2000 [60]. In this paper, Shalashilin and Child set forth to propagate the quantum
wave function exactly on a coherent state basis drawing from work done by Shalashilin
and Jackson [61] and earlier by Metiu and co-workers [6, 7], rather than using the HK
propagator which, as they point out, may be regarded as a semiclassical propagator in
coherent states Husimi representation [62], since it is a Gaussian smoothing of the van
Vleck semiclassical propagator in coordinate representation [60]. The approximation
of the integral form of the Schro¨dinger equation to a finite sum, as is done with this
method, leads to the propagation of the wavefunction in a continuous basis of coherent
states in phase space, rather than coordinate space as was the case previously. This
phase space propagation is particularly useful as the classical energy of a point in phase
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space is always known, allowing easy scaling of the Hamiltonian. It also allows for the
calculation of quantum amplitudes which, unlike for the HK or Heller approaches, are
in principle exact [22]. Another important difference with respect to the HK and other
semiclassical methods is that the trajectories along which the wavefunction is propagated
are not guided by a classical potential, but instead by a quantum average over the
guiding coherent state [63]. Due to the formally exact nature of the CCS model, it was
found that a number of semiclassical propagation techniques such as the Heller “Frozen
Gaussian” approximation, HK method and “Thawed Gaussians” could be derived as
approximate analytical solutions of the CCS integro-differential Schro¨dinger equation
[64]. This integro-differential form of the Schro¨dinger equation causes the Hamiltonian
to appear in the form of a kernel, rather than a matrix [31].
The first formulation of the CCS method exploited special properties of harmonic oscil-
lator coherent states to form a non-orthogonal basis, and was given as a one-dimensional
case [60], however in later formulations multi-dimensionality was included [19, 65]. In
the following derivation, this later multi-dimensional version is shown.
2.3.1 Governing Equations for the Coupled Coherent States approach
The CCS equations can be found by using a coherent state representation of the wave-
function, known as the Husimi representation, as an initial starting point,
〈q, p| Ψ〉 =
∫
dx 〈p, q| x〉 〈x| Ψ〉 , (2.3.1)
where the overlap between x and the (p, q) state is the same as for the HK method,
shown in equation (2.2.9). The |q, p〉 notation is changed to the |z〉 notation, which
means that equation (2.2.9) becomes
〈x| z〉 =
(γ
pi
) f
4 exp
[
−γ
2
(x− q)2 + i
~
p(x− q) + ipq
2~
]
, (2.3.2)
which you will note differs by an insignificant phase factor of exp(ipq/2~). The |z〉 state
is an eigenstate of the annihilation operator, such that
aˆ |z〉 = z |z〉
〈z| aˆ† = 〈z| z∗,
(2.3.3)
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where the creation and annihilation operators can be given in terms of position and
momentum operators as
aˆ =
(γ
2
) 1
2
qˆ +
i
~
(
1
2γ
) 1
2
pˆ
aˆ† =
(γ
2
) 1
2
qˆ − i
~
(
1
2γ
) 1
2
pˆ.
(2.3.4)
This lets us define the eigenvalues z as
z(m) =
(
γ(m)
2
) 1
2
q(m) +
i
~
(
1
2γ(m)
) 1
2
p(m)
z∗(m) =
(
γ(m)
2
) 1
2
q(m) − i
~
(
1
2γ(m)
) 1
2
p(m).
(2.3.5)
The above equations are the one-dimensional versions, representing a point in phase
space, and can be easily transformed to the multi-dimensional versions by way of
|z(t)〉 =
M∏
m=1
∣∣∣z(m)〉 (2.3.6)
for a system of M dimensions. Using this notation it is convenient to use the ordered
form of the Hamiltonian, such that
Hˆ(pˆ, qˆ) = Hˆ(aˆ, aˆ†) = Hˆord(aˆ†, aˆ). (2.3.7)
As a consequence of this, a matrix element of the Hamiltonian on a coherent states basis
reduces to 〈
z′
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣z〉 = 〈z′∣∣ z〉Hord(z∗′, z), (2.3.8)
where Hord(z∗′(m), z(m)) is the classical analogue of Hˆord(aˆ†, aˆ). Equation (2.3.5) allows
z and z∗ to be used as the variables of propagation in place of q and p. Through this,
the time evolution of z and z∗ can be found from Hamilton’s equations, such that
dz
dt
= − i
~
∂Hord(z∗, z)
∂z∗
,
dz∗
dt
=
i
~
∂Hord(z∗, z)
∂z
. (2.3.9)
It should be noted that the coherent states form an over-complete basis since any co-
herent state can be expressed as a superposition of all others. This can be seen by the
expression
|z〉 =
∫
d2z′
piM
∣∣z′〉 〈z′∣∣ z〉 , d2z
piM
=
M∏
m=1
dq(m)dp(m)
2pi~
, (2.3.10)
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where the integration is taken over the entire phase space. The overlap in the above
expression can be found by
〈
z′
∣∣ z〉 = exp [z∗z− z∗′z′
2
− z
∗z
2
]
=
M∏
m=1
exp
[
z∗′(m)z(m) − z
∗′(m)z′(m)
2
− z
∗(m)z(m)
2
]
.
(2.3.11)
From equation (2.3.10), one can obtain an expression for the identity operator in the
coherent states basis,
Iˆ =
∫
d2z′
piM
∣∣z′〉 〈z′∣∣ , (2.3.12)
and as such we obtain a form of the Schro¨dinger equation,
dΨ(z, t)
dt
= − i
~
∫ 〈
z
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣z′〉Ψ(z′, t)d2z′
piM
, (2.3.13)
which is altered by the inclusion of terms describing nonadiabatic coupling, such that
dΨ(z, t)
dt
=
∫ [〈
z˙
∣∣ z′〉− i
~
〈
z
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣z′〉]Ψ(z′, t)d2z′
piM
. (2.3.14)
If a wavefunction representation is used which includes a pre-exponential factor and the
classical action, S, i.e.
〈z| Ψ(t)〉 = Ψ(z(t), t) = C (z(t)) exp
(
i
~
Sz
)
, (2.3.15)
then equation (2.3.14) becomes an exact integro-differential form of the Schro¨dinger
equation in a basis set of moving coherent states,
dC(z(t))
dt
= − i
~
∫ 〈
z
∣∣ z′〉 δ2Hord(z∗, z′)exp( i~(S′ − S)
)
C(z(t))
d2z′
piM
, (2.3.16)
where the classical action is given by
S =
∫ [
i~
2
(
z∗
dz
dt
− zdz
∗
dt
)
−Hord(z∗, z)
]
dt (2.3.17)
and
δ2Hord(z∗, z′) = Hord(z∗, z′)−Hord(z∗, z)− ∂Hord
∂z
(z′ − z). (2.3.18)
The coupling between the basis states in equation (2.3.16) is local and weak, which is an
advantage in terms of computational expense. It is also important to recognise that the
pre-exponential factor C(z(t)) used is smooth both in space and time; the majority of
oscillations encountered during simulation are due to the classical action. This is good
as it allows for Monte Carlo sampling of the integral, which would not be possible for
an oscillatory wavefunction. By switching the integral in equation (2.3.16) for a finite
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sum over N randomly selected basis functions, and using this discretised version of the
coherent basis Schro¨dinger equation in conjunction with similarly discretised versions of
the Hamilton’s equations (2.3.9) the trajectories can be mapped and the wavefunction
propagated computationally from the initial state
Cn(zn(t = 0)) = 〈zn(0)| Ψ〉 for (n = 1, N). (2.3.19)
Using Liouville’s theorem, conditions are met allowing the use of importance sampling
in this system, meaning that the integration over the initial phase space can be biased
towards the peak of the initial wavefunction, and the classical mechanics of the coherent
states keeps the basis set localised around the wave function [19]. This can speed up
convergence of the simulation.
2.3.2 Applications and Modifications to the Coupled Coherent States
method
The Coupled Coherent States method has shown itself to be applicable to many differ-
ent models. The first application [60] was the simulation of a Morse oscillator in one
dimension. Through this simulation it was shown that the CCS method allowed for
propagation without the need for the inverting of a near singular overlap matrix, unlike
other simulation methods which use a non-orthogonal basis [60]. There was also an
advantage over the HK method in that there was no possibility of exponentially grow-
ing pre-factors. In this first application a fixed rectangular grid was found to give the
highest accuracy, with comparable accuracy being possible from a moving rectangular
grid centred on the mean guiding classical path at the expense of the speed of time
propagation. At this point Monte Carlo sampling was not used, but the later possibility
of including it in a multi-dimensional version of the method was considered. The terms
of the derivation were given as resulting from a harmonic oscillator, and this link to a
harmonic system carried over to all subsequent formulations of the CCS equations as
the properties of the harmonic oscillator are exploited to achieve the phase space qual-
ities of the method. A second application of the method proved that the CCS could
accurately simulate a fully quantum interaction, and so was a fully quantum technique,
by simulation of one dimensional tunnelling and the handling of zero point energy [22].
These types of simulation are extremely computationally expensive using most semi-
classical methods, but this was not the case for the CCS simulation. Monte Carlo and
quasi-random Sobol grids were used for the simulation, with stable results being found
for the Monte Carlo grid using 2000 trajectories, and for the quasi-random Sobol grid
using 500 trajectories for the one dimensional case, showing tunnelling related beating in
the autocorrelation function as is shown in “exact” split-operator propagation. The HK
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autocorrelation function however had no beating structure. A two-dimensional case was
also examined using 104 trajectories, but unfortunately convergence could only be seen
on timescales less than the beating period. The number of trajectories needed however
was an order of magnitude lower than for the HK propagator.
The use of random and quasi-random grids introduced an important feature of the CCS
method, in that it does not necessarily require a regular grid on which to propagate
the wavefunction. This is in contrast to most simulation methods capable of modelling
quantum interactions. In place of a regular grid, the CCS method is capable of describing
the wavefunction using a compressed random swarm in phase space. The coherent state
grid points travel along averaged trajectories in order to propagate the wavefunction,
as is illustrated in figure 2.1. This reduces the computational expense considerably,
Figure 2.1: Comparison between the propagation of a wavefunction represented on
a dynamic random grid and that on a regular grid. As can be immediately seen, the
computational cost for propagation of the wavefunction on a regular grid will be higher
as every grid point must be simulated for all time steps. Since the grid points (coherent
states) are trajectory guided for the CCS method, they are capable of fully describing
the wavefunction after time t. Original from ref [66]
however requires multiple repeat simulations to obtain a well converged result. In the
CCS methods, the initial wavefunction is taken to be a Gaussian wave packet. As
this can be shown as a coherent state the initial wavefunction can then be given as
|Ψ(0)〉 = |z0〉, using the coherent state z notation. To construct the initial basis set
|zk(t)〉 as a random swarm, it is necessary to calculate a set of basis functions biased
towards the centre of the initial wavefunction [67] and sampled from a compressed initial
distribution such that
F (zk) ∝ exp
[−αc|zk(t)− z0|2] , (2.3.20)
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where αc is an empirical compression parameter related to the width of the initial Gaus-
sian swarm which can be changed depending upon the numbers of basis functions or
degrees of freedom of the system.
The next publication on the CCS method [19] introduced a multi-dimensional generali-
sation of the CCS equations, as detailed in the previous section. This multi-dimensional
version of the CCS allowed the scaling properties of the Monte Carlo sampling to be
tested as applied to the coherent states, and it was found that the only quantity which
detracts from the exact accuracy of the integro-differential Schro¨dinger equation is the
truncation of the integral to a finite sum, provided that the Hamiltonian is re-ordered
exactly. The multi-dimensional CCS method was applied to 2D, 6D, 10D, and 14D
Henon-Heiles potentials, and an approximately linear scaling was seen for these models,
as opposed to quadratic scaling under the HK approach. During work on this simulation
it was noticed that the use of importance sampling meant that eventually the coherent
basis states separated sufficiently in phase space so as to stop “talking” to each other,
and thus uncoupled, imposing a long time limit on the model. With the viability of the
multi-dimensional CCS equations confirmed, the method was applied to a real system -
the Fermi-resonance and intra-molecular energy transfer in the CHD3 molecule [65]. In
this simulation, it was shown that the CCS method was able to “perform fully quantum
simulations of energy flow between the modes in a fashion similar to classical trajectory
molecular dynamics methods [65]”. Various strengths of the CCS method were high-
lighted in this work, such as confirming the good scaling with dimensionality that had
been mentioned in the previous publication, showing that the method was capable of
treating multi-dimensional quantum dynamics, and proving that the method did not
rely on the sparsity of the interaction, unlike some other methods. It could also be seen
from the simulation that the choice of initial conditions allowed the simulation to be
focused on a narrow part of the spectrum, in this case the Fermi-resonance. A further
result of this simulation, highlighting one of the main limitations of the CCS method,
was that the noise intrinsic in any Monte Carlo simulation causes the autocorrelation
function to decay. It was found to be possible however to reduce the noise to a sufficient
level to extract eigenvalues from the autocorrelation function. The success of this sim-
ulation indicated that the CCS method was able to carry out fully quantum molecular
dynamics simulations of realistic systems with many degrees of freedom.
Following this work, the CCS method was applied to the calculation of the infra-red
absorption spectra of a 3D model of water trimer torsional dynamics[68], the modelling
of the 26D absorption spectrum of pyrazine[69], and multi-dimensional tunnelling in
2, 10 and 20 dimensions[63]. The simulation of the water trimer infra-red absorption
spectrum required a reformulation of the equations of propagation in order to change
the pre-factor and allow calculation of the Boltzmann operator in imaginary time. The
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modelling of the 26D absorption spectrum of pyrazine required propagation over two
potential energy surfaces (PESs) rather than one, as was the case for all previous simu-
lations reported, which was achieved by way of a so-called ‘mapping’ Hamiltonian based
on earlier semiclassical simulations by Meyer and Miller [70], changing the 24 vibrational
modes of pyrazine into a 26D problem by incorporating two electronic modes relating
to the PESs. While this simulation cannot be called entirely successful, it did repro-
duce some important features of the spectrum. The simulations of multi-dimensional
tunnelling confirmed the fully quantum nature of the multi-dimensional CCS approach,
showing very good agreement with the results of other simulation methods for symmet-
ric 2D and 10D tunnelling, but showing some discrepancies attributable to the sampling
of the initial wave packet in the simulation of asymmetric 20D tunnelling.
One fairly interesting application of the CCS method was to the electron dynamics of
the two lowest states of the H2 molecule [71]. This was achieved through modifications
to the propagation equations. It was demonstrated that not only was the CCS method
able to model electronic dynamics successfully, but there were also advantages to the
using the CCS method for this type of simulation over the Multiple Spawning method
of Mart´ınez and Ben-Nun [11, 12, 72, 73], which is also based upon trajectory guided
coherent states. The use of the coherent states and a non-orthogonal basis allowed for
quantum averaging, which eliminated the problem of Coulombic singularities, replacing
them with an error function. This simulation also showed that the CCS technique is
well suited for the simulation of collisions, unlike methods based on standard grids or
basis sets, since the most important part of the wavefunction is always followed by the
trajectory guided grids. The importance of including motion in all 3 dimensions for the
electron was shown also when compared with a 1D simulation, and information about
the trajectories of re-collision events was shown to be extractable from the simulation. A
comparison to this technique was given in a companion paper [74] which gave a version
of the diffusion Monte Carlo method in terms of coherent state quantum mechanics.
Building upon the work in ref. [71], a method of Fermionic Coupled Coherent States
(F-CCS) was developed [75], which served to describe Fermionic molecular dynamics in
terms of the CCS framework. As a test of principle, the strong field dynamics of helium
atoms were analysed with the simulations of double ionisation events yielding results
that were in good agreement with experimental data.
Due to the multiple sampling methods used in the course of the development of the
CCS method, a test using three sampling methods was carried out [67]. These three
methods were (i) swarm sampling, where coherent states are sampled from a normally
distributed random swarm, (ii) pancake sampling where the coherent states are sampled
from a swarm which is normally distributed on the real (q) axis but is flat (or infinitely
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compressed) on the imaginary (p) axis, and finally (iii) train sampling1 where a “train”
of coherent states are created by propagating a central coherent state backwards and
forwards in time and sampling along this propagation, thus creating a basis set where
every member follows the same path in phase space. The three sampling methods were
tested using a Henon-Heiles potential, and compared against the results of a simulation
carried out using the MCTDH method. A compression factor, αc, was used along with
changing the basis set size to improve convergence, a method which gave very promising
results. In the same paper, some changes to the CCS equations were reported, and as
these equations became the basis for the later Multi-configurational Ehrenfest method,
and are used as the basis of simulation in Chapter 4, a brief overview of the changes will
be given here; a more rigorous derivation is given in Appendix B.2. The ansatz for the
wavefunction is set as
|Ψ〉 =
∑
k
Ak |zk〉 , (2.3.21)
with the identity matrix taking the form
Iˆ =
∑
j,k
|zj〉 (Ω−1)jk 〈zk| , (2.3.22)
where Ω−1jk is the inverse of the overlap matrix Ωjk = 〈zj | zk〉 with elements (Ω−1)jk.
The time evolution of the coherent states is still given by equation (2.3.9), however as the
pre-factor has changed, so too will the equations governing it. For ease of propagation,
the coefficient Ai in equation (2.3.21) is split into a fast oscillating exponent and a
smooth pre-factor Ak = DkeiSk (with the action still controlled by equation (2.3.17)),
which results in the time evolution equation
∑
i
〈zj | zi〉 dDi
dt
= − i
~
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉 δ2H ′∗ord(zj , zk)Dkexp (i(Sk − Si)) , (2.3.23)
where δ2H ′∗ord(zj , zk) differs slightly from equation (2.3.18) in that now,
δ2H ′∗ord(zj , zk) = Hord(z
∗
j , zk)−Hord(z∗k, zk)− i(z∗j − z∗k)z∗k. (2.3.24)
A comparison between (2.3.23) and the discretised version of equation (2.3.16) shows
that Ck and Dk are related by way of the inverse overlap matrix, and indeed using
equation (2.3.22), bearing in mind the initial conditions for Ck from equation(2.3.19), it
1Train sampling had previously been used in conjunction with the Ab-Initio Multiple Spawning
technique by Ben-Nun and Mart´ınez[76], who referred to them as time displaced basis sets.
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can be seen that
|Ψ(0)〉 =
∑
j,k
|zj(0)〉 (Ω−1)jk 〈zk(0)| Ψ(0)〉
=
∑
j
|zj(0)〉 (Ω−1)jkCk(0)
= Dk(0)eiSk(0) |zj(0)〉
∴ Dk(0) =
∑
j
(Ω−1)jkCk(0)e−iSk(0).
(2.3.25)
This is the form of the equations which were later developed into the basis of the Multi-
Configurational Ehrenfest method (MCE), which will be covered in the next section.
2.4 The Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest method
The Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest method can be seen as a generalised form of the
CCS method applied to the interaction of more than one PES for non-adiabatic dy-
namics. It is a relatively new technique in comparison to the others considered in this
chapter, first presented in 2009 [23], but has given very encouraging results in all the
applications reported. The method is based on the Ehrenfest approximation using a
self-consistent mean-field formalism developed originally by Billing [77]. The Ehrenfest-
Billing approach splits the Hamiltonian into a quantum system, a classical bath and an
interaction potential such that
Hˆ(Pˆ, Qˆ,p,q) = Hˆsstmqntm(Pˆ, Qˆ) + Vˆint(Pˆ, Qˆ,p,q) +H
bth
cl (p,q), (2.4.1)
where Pˆ and Qˆ are the quantum operators of the system and p and q are the classical
position and momentum vectors for the bath. The trajectories of the classical bath are
found through Hamilton’s equations for p and q applied to the Ehrenfest Hamiltonian,
HEhr =
〈
Ψsstm(t)
∣∣∣ Hˆ(Pˆ, Qˆ,p,q) ∣∣∣Ψsstm(t)〉 , (2.4.2)
where ∣∣Ψsstm(t)〉 = a(1)(t) ∣∣ϕsstm1 〉+ a(2)(t) ∣∣ϕsstm2 〉+ ..., (2.4.3)
and the time evolution of the coefficients, giving the time evolution of the quantum
system, is found from
da(l)
dt
= − i
~
∑〈
ϕl
∣∣∣ Hˆ(Pˆ, Qˆ,p,q) ∣∣∣φj〉 a(j). (2.4.4)
The Ehrenfest-Billings approach has had many successful applications in the past, how-
ever by definition as an approximation it has limits on its accuracy. Drawing on the
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success of the CCS method, an exact method was developed using the Ehrenfest dynam-
ics equations (2.4.1-2.4.4) as a starting point. Unlike regular Ehrenfest dynamics, the
MCE technique treats all degrees of freedom, including those of the classical bath, at a
fully quantum level making MCE a fully quantum technique. The use of coherent states
to model the bath was already known to be efficient from previous tests using the CCS
method where a set of trajectory guided coherent states was able to accurately model
tunnelling in a double well potential coupled with a harmonic bath [63]. It had also
been demonstrated by Martinazzo et al.[78], whose work indicated the ability of single
coherent states to describe a bath of thousands of degrees of freedom when the system
is described by a regular basis.
2.4.1 Governing Equations for the Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest
method
Two formulations of the MCE equations have been presented to date, the first in the
2009 paper which introduced the method, [23] and then the second in a 2010 paper [24]
which made important modifications to the propagation system. As both formulations
are used in Chapter 3, the equations of both will be presented here. These equations are
given using atomic units, i.e. ~ = 1. The equations are formulated for the interaction of
two PESs however they can be easily generalised for more, and when applied to a single
PES they collapse down to the CCS equations given earlier. A brief outline of the ways
in which these equations are derived is given here, and a more robust derivation is given
in Appendix B.
2.4.1.1 The Governing Equations for the First Formulation of the Multi-
configurational Ehrenfest method (MCEv1)
The starting point for the first formulation of the MCE method, which shall be referred
to as MCEv1, is the ansatz of the wavefunction. This ansatz is given by
|Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
k=1,N
|ψk(t)〉
=
∑
k=1,N
(a(1)k (t) |1〉+ a(2)k |2〉) |zk(t)〉 ,
(2.4.5)
where the orthonormal number states make up the quantum system states and the
bath states are supplied by the set of |zk(t)〉. The individual configurations are coupled
through the amplitudes a(r)k , and so these configurations are not normalised. The wave-
function therefore is described by a linear combination of several configurations |ψk(t)〉.
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Propagation of the wavefunction is carried out by way of the simultaneous propagation of
|zk(t)〉 , a(1)k (t), and a(2)k (t). The time dependence for |zk(t)〉 is found through applying
a variational principle [79] to the single configuration Lagrangian of the system, and the
time dependence for the a(1,2)k (t) amplitudes is found through the multi-configurational
Lagrangian. The single configurational Lagrangian in given by
L =
〈
φk(t)
∣∣∣∣∣ i ∂ˆ∂t − Hˆ
∣∣∣∣∣φk(t)
〉
, (2.4.6)
where unlike for the earlier CCS two PES simulation, the Hamiltonian is not a ‘mapping’
Hamiltonian but instead is
Hˆ =
∣∣∣∣∣H
(11)
ord H
(12)
ord
H
(21)
ord H
(22)
ord
∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.4.7)
which is similar to the Hamiltonian used by Worth and coworkers [80, 81] in previous
simulations of the vibration of pyrazine in that the off diagonal elements provide the
coupling between the two PESs. Expansion of the Lagrangian introduces the Ehrenfest
Hamiltonian which for a system with 2 electronic states takes the form
HEhr =
〈
φ
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣φ〉∑
r
(
a(r)∗a(r)
)
=
〈
z
∣∣∣ Hˆ(11) ∣∣∣z〉 a(1)∗a(1) + 〈z∣∣∣ Hˆ(22) ∣∣∣z〉 a(2)∗a(2)
a(1)∗a(1) + a(2)∗a(2)
+
〈
z
∣∣∣ Hˆ(12) ∣∣∣z〉 a(1)∗a(2) + 〈z∣∣∣ Hˆ(21) ∣∣∣z〉 a(2)∗a(1)
a(1)∗a(1) + a(2)∗a(2)
.
(2.4.8)
It should be noted that the Ehrenfest Hamiltonian is similar in spirit to the ordered
Hamiltonian used in the CCS method, in that for a single electronic state
〈
φ
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣φ〉 ≡〈
z
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣z〉. Applying the Lagrange equations of motion for z∗ to the single configuration
Lagrangian gives
iz˙ =
∂HEhr
∂z∗
, (2.4.9)
which it should be noted is exactly the Hamilton’s equations for |z〉 notation with an
Ehrenfest Hamiltonian. When the Lagrange equations of motion for the a(1)k amplitudes
are applied to the multi-configurational Lagrangian we get∑
k
ia
(1)
k 〈zj | zk〉− 〈zj | zk〉H(11)
(
z∗j , zk
)
a
(1)
k − 〈zj | zk〉H(12)
(
z∗j , zk
)
a
(2)
k +
i
[(
z∗j − z∗k
)
z˙k +
z˙kz∗k
2
− zkz˙
∗
k
2
]
〈zj | zk〉 a(1)k = 0.
(2.4.10)
Introducing the expression
a(r) = d(r)eiS
(r)
(2.4.11)
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allows for the reformulation of equation (2.4.10) in terms of a smooth pre-exponential
factor, such that in general∑
k
id˙
(r)
k e
iS
(r)
k 〈zj | zk〉 =
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉 δ2H ′(rr)
(
z∗j , zk
)
d
(r)
k e
iS
(r)
k
+
∑
k
∑
s 6=r
〈zj | zk〉H(rs)
(
z∗j , zk
)
d
(s)
k e
iS
(s)
k ,
(2.4.12)
where the classical action is given by
S(l) =
∫ [
i
z˙z∗ − zz˙∗
2
−
〈
z
∣∣∣H(rr) ∣∣∣z〉]dt, (2.4.13)
and where
δ2H ′(rr) = H(rr)
(
z∗j , zk
)−H(rr) (z∗k, zk)− i (z∗j − z∗k) z˙k. (2.4.14)
Through equation (2.4.12) both the configurations and the potential energy surfaces are
coupled. As such, for the MCEv1 method equations (2.4.12), (2.4.9) and (2.4.13) make
up the propagation scheme for the wavefunction.
2.4.1.2 The Governing Equations for the Second Formulation of the Multi-
configurational Ehrenfest method (MCEv2)
The second formulation of the Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest method, referred to here
as MCEv2, was the result of modifications to the ansatz (Eq. 2.4.5). These modifications
were needed as in the original formulation of the method the coefficients of the system
basis states were coupled, not just within the same configuration (intraconfigurational),
but also across configurations (interconfigurational), making the bath coherent states
effectively coupled also. To remedy this the coupling of the configurations is separated
from the coupling of the potential energy surfaces by the inclusion of an extra amplitude.
This changes the ansatz to
|Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
k=1,N
Dk(t) |φk(t)〉
=
∑
k=1,N
Dk(t)(a
(1)
k (t) |1〉+ a(2)k |2〉) |zk(t)〉 .
(2.4.15)
Now, propagation of the wavefunction is carried out by way of the simultaneous propaga-
tion of |zk(t)〉 , a(1)k (t), a(2)k (t) and Dk(t). As the amplitudes a(r)k act only within a single
configuration, the time dependence for |zk(t)〉 , a(1)k (t) and a(2)k (t) are found through ap-
plying a variational principle to the single configuration Lagrangian of the system, and
the time dependence for Dk(t) is given through application to the Schro¨dinger equation
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as was done for Ck in the CCS equations. Coupling between the configurations is there-
fore only present in the propagation of Dk. As a result of the separation of the couplings
the individual configurations (|φk〉 in eq. 2.4.15) are normalised, i.e.
∑
r
∣∣∣a(r)k ∣∣∣ = 1. The
time evolution of the coherent basis is unchanged from the MCEv1 method and still
given by equation (2.4.9), however the equations for the amplitudes are changed. Ap-
plying the Lagrange equations of motion for a(r) to the single configuration Lagrangian
gives
a˙(r) = i
[
i
z˙z∗ − zz˙∗
2
−
〈
z
∣∣∣H(rr) ∣∣∣z〉] a(r) − i∑
s 6=r
〈
z
∣∣∣H(rs) ∣∣∣z〉 a(s). (2.4.16)
If we again introduce equation (2.4.11), equation (2.4.16) becomes
d˙(r) = −i
∑
s 6=r
〈
z
∣∣∣H(rs) ∣∣∣z〉 d(s)ei(S(s)−S(r)), (2.4.17)
where the classical action is still given by equation (2.4.13). Derivation of the time
evolution of the pre-exponential factor Dk begins with the Schro¨dinger equation
d |Ψ〉
dt
= −iHˆ |Ψ〉 (2.4.18)
and substituting in the first part of equation (2.4.15) such that
∑
i
dDi(t)
dt
|ϕi(t)〉 = −i
∑
k
Dk(t)Hˆ |ϕk(t)〉 −
∑
k
Dk(t)
∣∣∣∣dϕ(t)dt
〉
, (2.4.19)
and hence
∑
i
dDi(t)
dt
〈ϕj(t)| ϕi(t)〉 = −i
∑
k
Dk(t)
[〈
ϕj(t)
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣ϕk(t)〉− i〈ϕj(t)∣∣∣∣ dϕk(t)dt
〉]
.
(2.4.20)
Using the results from the equations for the other amplitudes this can be simplified to
∑
i
dDi(t)
dt
〈ϕj(t)| ϕi(t)〉 = −i
∑
k
[〈
ϕj(t)
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣ϕk(t)〉− 〈zj(t)| zk(t)〉Hjk
−i 〈ϕj(t)| ϕk(t)〉
(
z∗j (t), z
∗
k(t)
)
z˙k(t)
]
Dk(t)
= −i
∑
k
∆2〈H〉jkDk(t),
(2.4.21)
where
∆2〈H〉jk =
〈
ϕj(t)
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣ϕk(t)〉− 〈zj(t)| zk(t)〉Hjk − i 〈ϕj(t)| ϕk(t)〉 (z∗j (t), z∗k(t)) z˙k(t)
(2.4.22)
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and
Hjk =a
(1)∗
j
〈
zk(t)
∣∣∣ Hˆ(11) ∣∣∣zk(t)〉 a(1)k + a(1)∗j 〈zk(t)∣∣∣ Hˆ(12) ∣∣∣zk(t)〉 a(2)k
+a(2)∗j
〈
zk(t)
∣∣∣ Hˆ(21) ∣∣∣zk(t)〉 a(1)k + a(2)∗j 〈zk(t)∣∣∣ Hˆ(22) ∣∣∣zk(t)〉 a(2)k . (2.4.23)
As such for the MCEv2 method equations (2.4.17), (2.4.9), (2.4.13) and (2.4.21) make
up the propagation scheme for the wavefunction.
Due to the separation of the intraconfigurational and interconfigurational couplings, the
propagation equations for the single configurations (eqs. (2.4.17), (2.4.9) and (2.4.13))
can be calculated independently of each other, with the expensive cross-configurational
equation (2.4.21) calculated separately. This means that the MCEv2 method is suitable
for on-the-fly ab initio calculations such as would be necessary for the simulation of the
dynamics of small molecules. The inclusion of this property in the MCE method was
the main motivation for the reformulation of the equations.
2.4.2 Applications of the Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest approach
The first application of the MCE model in the introductory article was to simulate
the spin boson model [23]. This is a typical system-bath model with applications to
photonic crystals, quantum dots, decoherence and quantum information, among others.
Some extremely good results were available for comparison from the work of Wang and
Thoss [82, 83] who simulated a system with thousands of degrees of freedom without
approximations using MCTDH, the only method at that time with abilities sufficient
to model systems on this scale. The simulations with the MCEv1 formulation showed
that a basis set of only 50-200 Ehrenfest configurations was sufficient to accurately
reproduce the MCTDH calculations using up to 2000 degrees of freedom. This result
was encouraging to say the least, as the accuracy of the MCTDH method had previously
been outside the reach of almost all alternatives.
The follow-up paper in 2010 used the MCEv2 formulation to simulate the vibrational
modes of pyrazine [24] with a much greater success than achieved with the CCS method
[69]. As mentioned earlier, this paper included modifications to the MCE equations
with an eventual aim of looking at ab initio dynamics. For the full 24D model, good
results were obtained with only 250 trajectories per state when compared against re-
sults from MCTDH and G-MCTDH simulations. This number was reduced through
an optimisation process reported the following year [32], which brought it down to 34
trajectory-guided configurations. Also reported in the same paper was a set of simula-
tions to model the sticking of hydrogen to a surface, which can be modelled as a Morse
oscillator coupled to a harmonic bath of phonons, however due to an approximation in
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the form of the density operator, the MCE results for the sticking probability were 15%
below MCTDH results for the same system. In this paper it was also suggested that
the MCE approach could be applied to ab initio environments in light of the indepen-
dence of the trajectories from each other, and their relatively slow divergence. This was
applied by Saita in 2012 [26], who used the MOLPRO electronic structure program to
calculate the potential energy surfaces on the fly, and applied the technique to the sim-
ulation of the excited state dynamics of ethylene. The results compared very favourably
to simulations using the AIMS technique despite the difference in trajectory guiding
equations. The adaptation to an ab initio method makes the technique easily applicable
to large molecules. This was shown in a 2013 paper by the same author [27] where
the ultrafast photodynamics of pyrrole were calculated, showing a good agreement with
earlier calculations using surfaces from the CASSCF method corrected by the MRCI
method. In addition to this, the results showed a hitherto unknown photodisassociation
mechanism whereby the wave packet follows the first excited electronic state after the
initial dissociation of the H atom, before relaxing to the ground state very soon after
by way of another intersection reached by the vibrational motion of the pyrrole radical
ring.
A further application of the MCE method was demonstrated by applying the MCEv1
method and its success with the spin boson model to the problem of the Choi fidelity of a
unitary controlled-Z gate by Ye, Shalashilin and Serafini [84], which is a difficult system
to model outside of the perturbative regime. As well as the spin boson Hamiltonian,
the rotating-wave Hamiltonian was also used which is an extremely useful Hamiltonian
in the fields of quantum information and quantum optics. In using this rotating-wave
Hamiltonian, it was found that when mediated by a discretised Ohmic bath, the counter-
rotating terms improve the fidelity. The analysis did however raise some questions
regarding the effectiveness of the method in the strong coupling regime as convergence
required limiting of the coupling strengths.
2.5 Comparison with Other Simulation Techniques
2.5.1 The MCTDH Family of Simulation Methods
When considering the benefits of the CCS and MCE methods it is standard practice
to speak in terms of computational expense and of accuracy, with accuracy being the
more important quality. In terms of accuracy, due to the fully quantum nature of the
CCS method, there are definite advantages to using CCS over the semiclassical meth-
ods discussed in section 2.2. There exist however other alternatives, and chief among
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these is the Multi-Configurational Time Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method. The
MCTDH method was introduced in 1990 by H.-D. Meyer and co-workers [16] as a way
of introducing correlation between the dimensions for a multi-dimensional wavefunction
to the earlier Time Dependent Hartree method, and has since become established as
one of the most favoured simulation methods. In the MCTDH method the variational
principle is applied to an entire multi-configurational wavefunction, constructed as a
sum of orthonormal single particle functions with time-dependent amplitudes. Through
application of the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle, one can solve the Time Dependent
Schro¨dinger equation giving a fully variational set of equations of motion for all param-
eters coupled through mean field operators [17]. As all possible configurations are built
the method is fully quantum however as a result the method is subject to exponential
scaling, albeit with a small base compared with the standard methods. The small base
of exponentiation makes the method practicable despite the scaling problems, and so
allows systems with many degrees of freedom to be treated with extremely high levels
of numerical accuracy [18], provided sufficient computation resources are available. The
accuracy possible with MCTDH and the later modifications of this method is such that
it has become a benchmark for most other methods, CCS included.
The MCTDH method has been applied in many situations including calculating the
spectra of various processes [85–87], modelling relaxation of molecules with many de-
grees of freedom [80, 81], calculating reaction rates [88], tunnelling [89], and simulating
the behaviour of the spin boson model [82, 83]. Modifications to the standard MCTDH
equations to take advantage of the presence of many identical particles has resulted
in the formulation of the Multi-Configurational Time Dependent Hartree method for
Bosons (MCTDHB) [90, 91] and the Multi-Configurational Time Dependent Hartree-
Fock method (MCTDHF)[92–94] which is optimised for use with fermionic systems. This
has allowed the MCTDH methods to be extended to applications such as the splitting
of a Bose Einstein Condensate [95, 96], laser-matter interactions [97–100], simulation
of quantum carpets [101] and the excited state dynamics of molecules [102]. Further
modifications to the MCTDH method have allowed hybrids of the MCTDHF and MCT-
DHB methods capable of simulating various Bose/Fermi mixtures[103] and hybrids of
the MCTDH and Optimal Control Theory able to simulate unitary quantum gates [104].
One of the most important modifications to the MCTDH method is the Multi-Layer
Multi-Configurational Time Dependent Hartree or ML-MCTDH method [83]. This
method takes the single particle functions of MCTDH and expresses them using a time-
dependent multi-configurational expansion resulting in an extra layer of time dependent
coefficients to be propagated. This allows the method to treat systems of up to a few
hundred or thousand degrees of freedom, which is much larger than was previously
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possible with MCTDH, although due to the larger overhead this method is less effi-
cient for systems with fewer degrees of freedom [25]. The ML-MCTDH method has
had many successful applications, notable among those being the accurate modelling of
pyrazine and a 1458D Henon-Heiles potential [25], modelling the Boltzmann operator
in a time-correlation function [105], proton transfer in condensed phase [106], photo-
induced electron transfer [107], and the spin boson model at zero temperature with very
high dimensionality[108].
A different set of modifications, inspired by the earlier semiclassical simulation methods,
made use of Gaussian wave packets in the MCTDH framework. In this method, dubbed
G-MCTDH, some or all of the single particle functions of standard MCTDH are replaced
by parametrised Gaussian functions which are then applied to the variational principle.
The method was first proposed in 1999 [109] yet the first application was not published
until 2003 [110] which showed that the use of Gaussians simplified the equations of
motion due to Ehrenfest’s theorem (stating that the centre of a Gaussian will move
classically), and also showed that using this method the potential no longer had to be
known globally, but could be known locally instead meaning that a large regular grid
was no longer necessary [111]. The use of Gaussians also had the effect of removing the
orthogonality of the basis functions, however it was found that only a few Gaussians were
needed to fully describe the wave function. The G-MCTDH method was later applied to
such systems as a system-bath model with up to 60 harmonic bath oscillators [112], and
to the absorption spectrum of pyrazine [113]. A special case of the G-MCTDH method,
not limited to system-bath dynamics, is the vMCG method. The vMCG method is
equivalent to the G-MCTDH method under the conditions that only a set of Gaussians
is used as a basis, with no need for the coupling mean field operators present in standard
MCTDH. The vMCG method was introduced in 2004 [114] and has received a modest
amount of attention since, showing itself able to perform direct dynamics calculations
using on-the-fly electronic structure calculations [115]. The equations of the vMCG
method need not be presented in the style of MCTDH, as was shown first by Shalashilin
and Burghardt in 2008 [116] and then more comprehensively five years later by Ronto
and Shalashilin [117], who reformulated the working equations of vMCG in the style of
the CCS equations. It should be noted that like CCS the wavefunction is expressed in
terms of Gaussians yet unlike CCS this is a fully variational method where all treatments
are quantum in nature.
2.5.2 The Multiple Spawning Family of Simulation Methods
Another family of methods which also has links to the CCS method is the Multiple
Spawning (MS) group which comprises Full Multiple Spawning (FMS) and the later ab
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initio Multiple Spawning (AIMS). FMS was first introduced in 1996 [11] as a method
of modelling multi-electronic state dynamics but in an almost classical framework. The
general idea behind MS is that classical mechanics can be used to generate a basis set
within which the nuclear Time Dependent Schro¨dinger Equation can be solved [11–
13]. “Frozen Gaussians” are used for the basis functions which travel along classical
trajectories. The defining feature of MS is that a wave packet, upon reaching an area
of strong nonadiabatic coupling between two potential energy surfaces will not undergo
surface hopping as would occur in a semiclassical method. Instead, a “child” wave packet
will be “spawned” on the other PES and both “parent” and “child” will propagate
together for a time. This means that effectively for a short time while the “parent” and
“child” have a non-zero overlap the wavefunction can be said to be in a superposition
of both states. In situations where multiple traversals occur over a short time period
such as the quenching of Na∗+H2 [73, 118] this type of system can be extremely useful
as it allows quantum mechanical behaviour to be approximated in an almost classical
manner. While there are similarities to the surface hopping method of Tully [119], it
has been shown that branching ratios are better converged under FMS [120, 121] as the
wavefunction normalisation is automatically conserved [72]. Although FMS was initially
designed for electron dynamics, due to the quasi-quantum nature of the simulation it
has also shown itself adept at simulating tunnelling [122], photo-dissociation [123] and
quantum non-adiabatics [124].
A modification of FMS, hinted at originally in the first MS paper [11] is Ab Initio
Multiple Spawning (AIMS). The first application was in 1998 [14] where cis-trans pho-
toisomerisation of ethylene was studied using an ab initio potential. It soon became
apparent that AIMS was a very powerful tool for non-adiabatic transitions [15] in sit-
uations where the potential energy surfaces and their non-adiabatic couplings are not
known beforehand including simulations of non-saturated hydrocarbons, charge transfer
in excited small hydrocarbons such as 1,3-Butadiene [125] and chromophores of photo-
active proteins [126] to name a few, and the acceptance of this method has been such
that it has been included in the widely used MOLPRO software [127]. Although the
design of the system has high flexibility while keeping a low computational cost [128],
the fact remains that this method, rooted as far as it is in classical mechanics, has prob-
lems with high accuracy when more than a very small number of degrees of freedom are
included (although for a couple of degrees of freedom the FMS method has the ability
to return results which border on numerically exact [15]). One of the main impediments
to accuracy for the FMS and AIMS systems is the parent-child coupling which begins
to decay as the trajectories move away from an intersection [32]. While attempts have
been made to optimise the initial conditions so as to maximise this coupling [129], it is
still an issue which limits the applications available to FMS and AIMS.
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2.5.3 Comparisons Between the CCS, MCTDH and MS Methods
It has been well documented that a properly constructed problem acted on by the
MCTDH or ML-MCTDH methods can be taken to be numerically exact [18, 105]. These
methods, and the G-MCTDH and vMCG methods, have extremely high accuracy, being
fully variational methods, and so have often been used as benchmarks against which
other methods can be checked [23–25]. It is however the case that the exponential scaling
needed for the accurate simulation of a system under MCTDH combined with the need
for a certain analytical form of the PES makes the MCTDH method and the related
methods highly computationally expensive [32]. The attraction of the CCS method,
and the multi surface generalisation MCE especially, is that comparable accuracy is
possible [23, 24] while keeping the computational cost much lower [66]. It should be
noted however that in a recent comparison between single surface CCS and the CCS
style reformulation of vMCG running on even footing, the expense and accuracy were
comparable for some applications [117].
At the other end of the scale, the strong classical flavour of AIMS and FMS allows
simulations to be run under this method with lower computational expense than the
CCS or MCTDH methods. It was never the intention of this method to be numerically
exact however, and as such in terms of accuracy both of the more expensive methods are
superior [66, 71]. In addition to the accuracy of the system, the CCS method, or in this
case the MCE method as there is more than a single PES, has the advantage over the
MS method that the length of time during which quantum behaviour can be simulated
is greater. This is due to the coupling between the “parent” and “child” Gaussians in
MS. As mentioned earlier the coupling between “parent” and “child” is only valid for a
short amount of time. Once the coupling is lost the system becomes equivalent to the
“Frozen Gaussian” approximation and thus can only give semiclassical results. This is
true of the MCE method also, except that the basis functions stay close together and
well coupled for much longer thus preserving quantum behaviour longer. This behaviour
is illustrated in figure 2.2.
In light of the above comparisons, it can be said that the CCS and MCE methods
represent a comfortable middle ground between low expense yet low accuracy methods
and high accuracy yet high expense methods, however there is promise that this position
could be improved. Indeed it is the aim of the continuing development of the MCE and
CCS methods that a comparable level of accuracy could be achieved in simulation as
is available to the MCTDH methods while preserving a low computational expense,
an aim which is made all the more possible when considering that for some particular
simulations using the CCS and MCE methods, results have been obtained which were
indistinguishable from the MCTDH results [23, 67].
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between MCE trajectories (a) and MS trajectories (b) in an
area near the intersection between two PESs. The grouping of the MCE trajectories
stays compact for a comparatively long time, thus preserving coupling and quantum
behaviour. The coupling between a MS “parent” and “child” however is quickly lost as
the Gaussian bases rapidly separate. Initial and final positions of the bases are shown
as red and blue respectively. Original from ref [32]
2.6 Concluding Remarks
This section has described the Coupled Coherent States group of methods, showing the
successes and limitations of these methods, as well as the background behind them. The
generalisation of the CCS method to the MCE method marked a clear and important
step up, and the results published show a system with the benefits of a fully quantum
approach but with a much lower computational expense. There is a common feature
of all trajectory guided methods, in that once the basis functions become sufficiently
separated they lose coupling and become equivalent to the Heller “Frozen Gaussian”,
misguiding the basis by classical dynamics. As such the use of correct sampling methods
become important so as to keep the coupling and position the basis in the right place.
The range of possible applications of the CCS family of methods has to date been very
promising, with the recent applications to problems in quantum information, fermionic
molecular dynamics, and ab initio molecular dynamics showing very encouraging results.
More recent enhancements of the CCS group of methods are in development or planned,
including the development of a two-layer MCE method which will be used on systems
where there are a small number of important degrees of freedom in a larger system such
as assymetric tunnelling where the tunnelling mode can be treated in a more quantum
manner, or 24D pyrazine where there are 4 important modes which can be propagated
differently to the rest. A second very important enhancement is the use of basis set
cloning which has been developed by D. Makhov and coworkers [1, 2] which draws on
the AIMS technique to increase the size of the basis set when needed through cloning
particular basis functions. This technique will be discussed in much greater detail in the
following sections.

Chapter 3
Adaptive Basis Sets for Better
Convergence with the
Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest
method (MCEv2)
3.1 Introduction
The Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest method has shown itself to be a useful tool for
the simulation of quantum mechanics. The first formulation of the MCE method was
tested on the spin boson model with very good results, producing results which were
almost indistinguishable from earlier numerically exact calculations [23]. While this
formulation showed promise, it was subject to some drawbacks. Firstly, as the couplings
between the trajectories and between the electronic states were combined into a single
set of variables, it was a property of the trajectories that they would “push” on each
other. There was also the problem that the individual basis functions were unable to
be run separately from each other, something which can be very useful when dealing
with electronic structure calculations. To remedy this, a second formulation of the
MCE equations was developed [24], which promised greater stability in the simulations
as well as an ability to run the single configuration equations independently, allowing
use with ab initio “on-the-fly” direct dynamics calculations. This second formulation
has shown itself to be capable of simulating various systems, especially the dynamics of
small organic molecules [24, 26, 27]. Improvements to the MCEv2 equations have been
made also, using the cloning of basis functions in a manner reminiscent of the AIMS
method to account for problems in regions where the electronic states are decoupled.
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Figure 3.1: Simulated velocity map image for the photodisociation of pyrrole with
respect to laser pulse polarisation, assuming a transition dipole moment pointed in x(A)
and y(B) directions, calculated using the AIMC method, taken from ref [2]. Definition
of the axes is supplied also, and a comparison to experimental data is given inset for
the transition dipole moment pointed in the x direction. This shows that the AIMC
method is capable of reproducing the main features shown in the experimental data.
This method, dubbed ab initio Multiple Cloning (AIMC) was developed by Makhov et
al. [1, 2] and has shown that the MCEv2 equations are capable of accurately reproducing
experimental results, such as is shown in figure 3.1. Despite this, there has never been
a direct comparison of the two formulations of the MCE method on a system with high
dimensionality.
In this chapter this comparison is made using the spin boson model, a high dimensional
two state system, and a surprising discrepancy is observed. It is seen through an in-
vestigation and discussion of the discrepancies between the two formulations that they
are due to a misguiding of the coherent states resulting in the basis set not covering a
large enough area of phase space to properly describe the quantum mechanics of the
system. The existence of this discrepancy becomes important when one considers that
the second formulation of the MCE method is used in “on-the-fly” ab initio calculations.
This discrepancy shows the need for modifications to the second formulation of the MCE
method. It will be shown that the modifications first implemented in the MCE method
by Makhov et al. [1, 2] are capable of resolving this discrepancy, thus confirming these
results.
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3.2 The Spin Boson Model
The subject of open-system quantum mechanics has been of strong interest and impor-
tance since the early days of quantum theory. Particularly in condensed matter and
chemical physics, the description of dissipative systems and their quantum effects is
a central task. It has long been known that a large collection of harmonic oscillators
can simulate dissipation when coupled to a discrete set of quantum states [130]. The
spin boson model [131] is such a system, a paradigmatic physical model which at its
most basic consists of a two state (spin 1/2) system linearly coupled to a bosonic bath,
and is the most simple model to describe the effect of an environment on constructive
and destructive quantum interference, also allowing the investigation of decoherence and
dampening on the quantum system [132].
In the spin boson model the two state system (with diabatic donor and acceptor states
|1〉 and |2〉) and harmonic bath use the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = HB + σzHC + σz+ σx∆, (3.2.1)
where HB and HC are the bath and coupling Hamiltonians respectively, σx and σz are
the Pauli matrices
σz = (|1〉 〈1| − |2〉 〈2|)
σx = (|1〉 〈2|+ |2〉 〈1|) ,
(3.2.2)
and where the bias detuning parameter  and the tunnelling amplitude between states
∆ can both be taken to be constant. It can be reasonably assumed that the latter
of these parameters is approximately independent of the vibrational degrees of freedom
[133]. The partial Hamiltonians HB and HC can be expressed in terms of mass-weighted
co-ordinates [82, 83] as
HB =
∑
m
1
2
(
p(m)2 + ω(m)2q(m)2
)
HC =
∑
m
C(m)q(m)
(3.2.3)
or, as is more appropriate for our purposes, in terms of the creation and annihilation
operators [23, 84] as
HB =
∑
m
ω(m)
(
aˆ†aˆ+
1
2
)
HC =
∑
m
C(m)√
2ω(m)
(
aˆ† + aˆ
)
.
(3.2.4)
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(a) Symmetric Wells (b) Asymmetric Wells
Figure 3.2: Illustrations of the two state system in the spin boson model for the
symmetric and asymmetric cases, showing how the bias detuning parameter, , affects
the relative depths of the wells. The separation of the wells has been greatly exaggerated
for the purposes of clarity.
In the above equations, the strength of the coupling between the bath and the two
state system is given by the parameter C(m). Information about the harmonic bath is
encapsulated in the spectral density
J(ω) =
pi
2
∑
m
C(m)2
2ω(m)2
δ(ω − ω(m)), (3.2.5)
which can be chosen to model various physical systems such as a solvent, phonons of a
solid or other condensed phase environments [108]. In the general case, J(ω) is often
taken to have a power-law distribution, i.e. J ∝ ωs, where 0 < s < 1 is referred to
as the sub-Ohmic case and s > 1 is referred to as the super-Ohmic case. A widely
used special case is that of the Ohmic case which has a characteristic low-frequency
behaviour J(ω) ∝ ω and is peaked by at a cutoff frequency ωc, which defines the time-
scale distribution of the bath dynamics [134], such that
JO(ω) =
pi
2
αkωe
(−ω/ωc), (3.2.6)
where αk is the Kondo parameter1. In this case, the quantum system is damped equally
at all frequencies, which is the case for many physical systems [132].
The simplicity of the spin boson model makes it an ideal candidate for modelling various
systems. The ability to model decoherence in a two state system makes it well suited for
the investigation of decoherence which is a primary issue for the realisation of quantum
1This parameter appears due to the applicability of the spin boson model to the Kondo problem
when using path-integral methods. The mechanics of the Kondo problem are beyond the scope of this
work and will not be explored here, however the interested reader can find full discussion of the relation
of the spin boson model to the Kondo problem in refs [130] and [131] where it is discussed at length.
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computation [84, 135, 136]. Further applications in theoretical and condensed matter
physics include investigating the light-atom interaction of an ensemble of two-state atoms
interacting with a single quantized mode of the electromagnetic field [135], the coupling
of a quantum dot to a boson and a femion bath [137], macroscopic quantum coherence
[138] and many more. The spin boson model has also found many uses in chemical
physics such as modelling of hydrogen tunnelling [139], the vibrational relaxation of a
molecular impurity in a crystalline solid [140] and particularly electron transfer processes
in the condensed phase [141], which cannot be described in purely classical terms as they
often exhibit significant quantum effects arising from the tunnelling motion of electrons
and nuclei [133]. Often application to different systems requires the careful choosing of
an appropriate spectral density to describe the harmonic bath, for example to investigate
outersphere electron transfer processes in polar solvents, Thoss et al. use the so-called
Debye spectral density [142], an Ohmic spectral density with a Lorentzian cutoff, or
a bimodal spectral density [133], which comprises both a Gaussian part to describe
ultrafast inertial decay and a Debye part describing slower diffusion.
The physical applications of the spin boson model are not its only strength. It is argued
by Leggett [131] that as the spin boson model is “probably the simplest example of
a quantum-mechanical problem that has simultaneously the features of being in the
extreme nonclassical limit and being extremely sensitive to dissipation, it is therefore
a crucial test-bed for quantum-mechanical many-body theory and would be important
as a model problem even if it had no experimental realizations”. To that end it has
been used to test and develop many different simulation methods, both approximate
and numerically exact [82, 136]. Many of these approximate methods are based in
perturbation theory, such as the non-interacting blip approximation [131] or Redfield
theory [143–147], or based on mixed quantum-classical methods such as the classical
Ehrenfest model [148–151], the semiclassical self-consistent field approach [134] or the
surface hopping approach [30, 152–154].
The vast majority of numerically exact approaches applied to the spin boson model
rely on path integral calculations [155–159] based on the Feynmann-Vernon influence
functional [160, 161]. When using path integral methods, the dissipative bath can be
integrated out [50, 135] which leads to an effective action reminiscent of a spin chain
with long range correlations after the fashion of an Ising chain [162]. Algorithmic im-
provements to the path integral approach have been developed, such as decomposing the
path integral into a series of shorter time operations leading to an iterative algorithm
[140] or applying importance sampling to the set of possible paths [82]. A numerically
exact alternative to path integral methods is using a basis set approach. The use of basis
set methods for system-bath problems like the spin boson model has in the past been
thought to be impossible due to the problem of exponential scaling mentioned in chapter
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2 from which such methods generally suffer. The feasibility of basis set approaches for
larger systems, such as the spin boson model, has been demonstrated through simula-
tions using the MCTDH [82] and ML-MCTDH [108] methods, and also by the MCE
method [23] all of which have shown that numerically exact simulations of the spin
boson model using a basis set approach can be obtained with computational expense
comparable to the path integral approach.
3.3 The Spin Boson Model in the Multi-configurational
Ehrenfest method
As mentioned in sections 2.4.2 and 3.1, the first formulation of the MCE method was
tested against the spin boson model with great success [23]. For this application the
spectral density was taken to be the Ohmic case. In this case, the continuous bath
spectral density given in equation (3.2.6) is discretized to the form of equation (3.2.5)
by way of the relation [163]
C(m)2 =
2
pi
ωj
JO(ω(m))
ρ(ω(m))
, (3.3.1)
where ρ(ω) is a density of frequency satisfying
ω(m)∫
0
dωρ(ω) = m, m = 1, ...,M. (3.3.2)
It is determined in [163] and elsewhere that the precise functional form of ρ(ω) does not
affect the final answer provided a large enough total number of bath modes M is used,
however it can affect the total number of bath modes needed to correctly represent the
continuum. In this case ρ(ω) is taken to be
ρ(ω) = a
JO(ω)
ω
, (3.3.3)
where
a =
2
pi
M
αkωc
1
1− e−ωmax/ωc , (3.3.4)
where ωmax is the largest frequency of the bath modes considered, taken to be ωmax =
5ωc. Using this discretization, the equation for the coupling coefficient between the
system and the bath Cm can be found as
C(m) = ω(m)
√
αkωc
M
(
1− e−ωmax/ωc), (3.3.5)
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and the frequencies of the bath can be found as
ω(m) = −ωc ln
[
1− m
M
(
1− e−ωmax/ωc
)]
. (3.3.6)
As already discussed, the MCE method builds a basis set around a single coherent state
|z0〉. For the spin boson model the values for this initial coherent state are sampled from
a thermal Boltzmann distribution by way of the 1D density operator
ρˆ(z(m)0 ) = σ
(m)e
−σ(m)
˛˛˛
z
(m)
0
˛˛˛
. (3.3.7)
In practise this means the M values for the z(m)0 coordinates are sampled from a normally
distributed random swarm centred at (q, p) = (0, 0) with width σ(m), where
σ(m) = eβω
(m) − 1. (3.3.8)
The variation of the parameters ωc, αk,  and the thermal parameter β = 1/(kBT )
allows a range of different systems to be modelled each requiring different numbers of
degrees of freedom and basis set sizes. The basis set for MCE is often constructed as a
normally distributed random swarm similar to the initial |z0〉 state around which it is
centred, using the distribution
F (zk) ∝ e−αc|zk−z0|
2
, (3.3.9)
where αc is the empirically determined compression parameter, an inverse of the width
of the Gaussian swarm, which can be tuned so as to best describe the wavefunction
with a finite number of basis functions. Due to the random swarm used to generate
|z0〉, a number of repeat propagations Nrpt is needed to obtain fully converged results
for all methods of sampling the initial basis set. As with all Monte Carlo based systems
however, convergence with the number of repetitions is the easiest to achieve and to
check (for details of this, see Appendix C.4).
As described in section 2.4, the Hamiltonian used by the MCE method must be in the
form
Hˆ = H(z∗, z). (3.3.10)
This can be easily achieved through the relation given in equation (2.3.3) and thereby,
as with equation (2.3.8), the bath and coupling Hamiltonians for the spin boson model
become 〈
zj
∣∣∣ HˆB ∣∣∣zk〉 = 〈zj | zk〉∑
m
ω(m)
(
z
∗(m)
j z
(m)
k +
1
2
)
(3.3.11)
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and 〈
zj
∣∣∣ HˆC ∣∣∣zk〉 = 〈zj | zk〉∑
m
C(m)√
2ω(m)
(
z
∗(m)
j + z
(m)
k
)
. (3.3.12)
3.4 Comparisons of the two formulations of the Multi-
configurational Ehrenfest method
The two formulations of the MCE method differ in the ansatz used to describe the
wavefunction, with the MCEv1 method using
|Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
k
(∑
r
d
(r)
k e
iS
(r)
k |r〉
)
|zk〉 (3.4.1)
and the MCEv2 method using
|Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
k
Dk
(∑
r
d
(r)
k e
iS
(r)
k |r〉
)
|zk〉 , (3.4.2)
where as elsewhere in this work, the index r refers to electronic states or potential
energy surfaces, and the index k refers to the set of basis functions. As a result of
the differences in the ansatz, the methods of coupling between the basis functions and
between the electronic states are different, with the MCEv1 method coupling both the
electronic states and the basis functions through the time propagation equations for the
d
(r)
k amplitudes, and the MCEv2 method coupling only the electronic states through
the time propagation equations for the d(r)k amplitudes while the basis functions are
coupled through the equations for the Dk amplitudes. While the MCEv2 method has
been successful at simulating small organic molecules [24, 26, 27, 32], there has never
been a test on a model system with high dimensionality comparing the two methods on
an even footing.
To this end, a program was written which was capable of comparing these two methods
on an even footing through use of a modular design which treated the wavefunction
in exactly the same way for both methods, differing only in the subroutines called for
the calculation of the time evolution of the wavefunction parameters. Through this
modular design, the program, written in Fortran 95, was also capable of propagating
the wavefunction using different Hamiltonians and incorporating different modifications
into the basis set sampling and propagation processes (details of the notable algorithms
and programming details can be found in Appendix A, and information on the use of
the program can be found in Appendix C).
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(a) Comparison of the MCEv1 and MCEv2 population difference for the spin boson
model with symmetric wells, using the parameters ωc = 2.5, αk = 0.09, β = 5.0,
∆ = 1.0 and  = 0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom and N = 50 basis functions and
Nrpt = 256 repetitions. Results are also compared to the numerically exact MCTDH
result from ref [83]
(b) Comparison of the MCEv1 and MCEv2 population difference for the spin boson
model with asymmetric wells, using the parameters ωc = 7.5, αk = 0.10, β = 5.0,
∆ = 1.0 and  = 1.0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom and N = 200 basis functions
and Nrpt = 256 repetitions. Results are also compared to the numerically exact
MCTDH result from ref [82]
Figure 3.3: Comparisons of the two formulations of the MCE method for symmetric
and asymmetric wells
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(a) Comparison of the single basis function and MCEv2 population difference for the spin boson
model with symmetric wells
(b) Comparison of the single basis function and MCEv2 population difference for the spin boson
model with asymmetric wells
Figure 3.4: Comparisons of the MCEv2 formulation with single basis function simu-
lations
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the normalised average overlap between the coherent states
for both formulations of the MCE equations for the asymmetric case of the spin boson
model, using Nbf = 200 basis functions and the parameters ωc = 7.5, αk = 0.10,
β = 5.0, ∆ = 1.0 and  = 1.0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom, averaged over Nrpt = 100
repetitions.
A comparison was made using the spin boson model looking initially at a pair of sym-
metric wells (figure 3.3a) and at a pair of asymmetric wells (figure 3.3b). It can be
immediately seen that there is a great disparity between the two results, with the os-
cillations for the MCEv2 result overemphasised in both cases. When discovered, this
result was very surprising, as numerically the wavefunctions should be identical and it
was thought that the strength of the coupling between the basis functions should not
have been affected by the MCEv2 equations. It is a cause of further surprise that when
contrasted against the result obtained when using a single basis function for the cal-
culations, rather than an ensemble of coupled basis functions, it can be seen that for
the symmetric case the MCEv2 population difference is identical (fig 3.4a) and for the
asymmetric case the MCEv2 population difference matches for the first few oscillations
(fig 3.4b). This would seem to indicate either that the basis set has fallen into the semi-
classical regime, behaving as either an ensemble of independent non-interacting basis
functions due to a loss of coupling or that the basis is behaving as a set of basis func-
tions guided by trajectories which are too similar to each other, thus behaving almost as
a single larger basis function. A loss of coupling between the basis functions would, in
most cases, indicate a loss of overlap between the coherent states, however if the guiding
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the density plots for identical swarms of coherent states
acted on by the MCEv1 and MCEv2 equations for the asymmetric case of the spin
boson model, using Nbf = 200 basis functions and the parameters ωc = 7.5, αk = 0.10,
β = 5.0, ∆ = 1.0 and  = 1.0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom, shown at t = 5 a.u.
intervals. To create plots, data for a set of 2D histograms was divided by the total
number of points present and each pair of (q, p) coordinates for all basis functions and
degrees of freedom is considered for a histogram over 10,000 points.
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trajectories are too similar this would most likely result in a higher overlap. As such, a
comparison of the normalised absolute average overlap, i.e. an average over the absolute
values of all elements of the overlap matrix Ωjk, was prepared. As is seen in figure 3.5
the overlap for the MCEv2 simulation is higher than that of the MCEv1 simulation,
decaying much slower and not as smoothly. This means that the basis set does not
spread to cover as much of an area of phase space when using the MCEv2 equations.
This is confirmed in figure 3.6, which shows the evolution of the coherent states in the
wavefunction at four different time intervals for both formulations of the MCE method,
starting with the same initial basis set swarm. It can be seen from these plots that while
both methods have the same starting point, the wavefunction spreads out more for the
MCEv1 simulation, as is indicated by the density of contour lines and the higher peak
at the centre of the wavefunction for the MCEv2 simulation plots. This effect can be
understood by considering that the time propagation equations for the coherent states
uses the Ehrenfest Hamiltonian HEhr, which has a dependency on the amplitudes d(r)k .
For the MCEv1 equations, the interconfigurational coupling is contained within these
amplitudes and so the coherent states will effectively “push” on each other, spreading
the basis functions out to cover a larger area in phase space. As this is not the case
for the MCEv2 equations, the coherent states become less spread out and so the basis
set cannot adequately describe a sufficient area of phase space to fully account for the
quantum mechanics of the system. Obviously this behaviour is not ideal, and so steps
should be taken to allow the basis functions to spread more and cover a larger area of
phase space.
3.5 Basis set Refinements and Improvements in the MCEv2
method
There have been various methods used for improving the MCE method, one of which in-
volves using coherent state ”trains” for initial sampling [67] which applies a “smoothing”
to the propagation of the wavefunction. Another method involves basis set cloning [1]
which grows the basis set when intersections are encountered. In the following sections,
both of these options are explored and a discussion of the ways in which the MCEv2
method can be improved through their inclusion will be presented.
3.5.1 Use of Basis Function Trains to Improve MCEv2
Coherent state trains were first proposed in the context of coupled coherent states in
2008 [67] as a way of inserting some “regularity” into a random swarm. The argument is
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that a random swarm, while improving scalability, necessitates a sacrifice in convergence.
At the other end of the scale, a regular grid allows extremely fast convergence but scales
exponentially, resulting in high numerical expense for all but the smallest of systems. The
ideal compromise lies somewhere between these two extremes, with not total regularity
but not a true random swarm either.
In a coherent state train, the basis functions form a line in phase space along the path
of propagation for a single basis function. This allows the basis set to cover a larger area
in phase space than is covered by a compressed random swarm. Due to the structure
of the trains, the process of constructing the initial basis set is somewhat different to
that described earlier. As with the construction of a random swarm the initial wave
packet is calculated first, which for the spin boson model is given by equation (3.3.9),
however a random swarm is not constructed around this initial wave packet. Instead
the single configuration amplitudes are set be (1 + 0i) for the initial electronic state in
|z0〉, and a parameter ∆ttrn is set which is defined to be the timespace between two
adjacent basis function “carriages”. The wave packet is then propagated backwards in
time by a number of time steps equal to half the desired length of the train multiplied
by the number of time steps required to make up the “train spacing” parameter, ∆ttrn
before being propagated forward again by twice this number of time steps. After every
t = ∆ttrn the configuration is saved such that a set of coherent states with single
configuration amplitudes are obtained, all of which follow the same path in phase space,
hence the term “trains”. The cross configuration amplitude Dk is then calculated over
all the single configuration basis function “carriages” and so the wavefunction is spread
out over the length of the train.
The train spacing parameter determines the degree to which the initial basis functions
overlap. Too large a spacing would result in a loss of coupling between the basis func-
tions, as this coupling is dependent upon the overlap matrix. As such, care must be
taken in choosing the correct spacing between the basis functions and it should be re-
membered that the optimum spacing parameter will be dependent upon the system
being simulated. In some systems the basis functions may move faster through phase
space than in others, resulting in a more rapid reduction of the coupling. It should also
be noted that the number of basis functions in the ensemble is of great importance, as
the combination of a small ∆ttrn value and a small number of basis functions will result
in a train which does not have sufficient size in phase space to properly describe the
wavefunction.
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3.5.2 Use of Basis Function Cloning to Improve MCEv2
Multiple cloning is a recent inclusion into the MCE method, having been introduced in
a coupled coherent states context in two papers published by Makhov et al. [1, 2]. It
takes inspiration from the Multiple Spawning method of Mart´ınez and Ben-Nun [11–
15, 122, 126] in which a Gaussian wave packet, guided by classical mechanics, is split
upon reaching an area of strong nonadiabatic coupling. This allows the wavefunction to
be simultaneously projected onto two potential energy surfaces, thus describing popula-
tion transfer properly while still using classical mechanics to propagate the wave packet.
This is very different from the standard MCE method, in which a wavefunction, pro-
jected upon a set of Gaussian wave packets, propagates not along the potential energy
surface classically but on a quantum average of the potential using the time propagation
equations given earlier which are derived from the variational principle and the time
dependent Schro¨dinger equation.
The Multiple Cloning MCE method uses the same quantum average over the potential,
however it is a problem inherent to all methods based on Ehrenfest dynamics that in a
region of nonadiabatic coupling where the population of an Ehrenfest trajectory is split
almost equally across multiple potential energy surfaces with different forces, this average
is not a faithful representation of the system, propagating the wavefunction subject to
a force which is an average of different forces on each electrionic state. To remedy this,
that basis function is cloned, with one instance projected onto the first potential energy
surface, and the other projected onto the second potential energy surface (assuming a
two state system). If, before a cloning event, a single basis function for a two state
Figure 3.7: Illustration of the differences between the way in which the MCE, AIMS
and Multiple Cloning MCE systems behave in the region of an intersection. Adapted
from a version which appears in [27].
system is given by
|ψk(t)〉 = Dk
(
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)
|zk〉 , (3.5.1)
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then after cloning two basis functions will exist, given by
∣∣ψ′k(t)〉 = (Dk ∣∣∣d(1)k ∣∣∣)
 d(1)k∣∣∣d(1)k ∣∣∣eiS
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k |1〉+ 0eiS(2)k |2〉
 |zk〉 ,
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(3.5.2)
The determination of when to clone a basis set is dependent upon the force between the
potential energy surfaces, as given by
Fbr1,k = −Fbr2,k =
∣∣∣a(1)k a(2)k ∣∣∣2∇(V1 − V2). (3.5.3)
In the spin boson model the differential of the potential is a constant, and as such the
maximum of the breaking force can be determined to be where the single configura-
tional amplitudes are equal for both potential energy surfaces. As such, an appropriate
condition for cloning would be when
∣∣∣a(1)k a(2)k ∣∣∣2 < 0.249. A further necessary condition
would be the limiting of cloning events on the same configuration within an appropriate
number of timesteps, allowing the basis function to move away from the intersection of
the two potential energy surfaces, thus preventing multiple cloning events being applied
to a single basis function due to the same intersection.
As the basis set increases in size this means that the wavefunction can be better described
in phase space. Furthermore, as the cloned basis functions propagate, they will spread
out further than the original basis function as a result of the difference in the electronic
state amplitudes. This should counteract the effect of the higher overlap seen in figure
3.5 for simulations using the MCEv2 equations. This is in addition to the fact that
due to the cloning process the wavefunction no longer becomes ill-defined in the region
immediately after passing through an intersection. This makes it a useful addition to
the MCE method and potentially very useful in solving the problems encountered with
the spin boson model.
3.6 Results
The following sections detail the process of determining the best combination of methods
and parameters to accurately describe the spin boson model using the MCEv2 method.
As for all variations on the method there is an aspect of Monte Carlo sampling. To
ensure convergence unless otherwise stated all results are an average over 256 repeat
simulations. This is deemed sufficient as it is shown in ref [23] that for most cases 100
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repeats is sufficient for convergence. For details on how convergence is assured through
comparison of the cumulative average results at the time of data collection refer to
Appendix A.
3.6.1 Tests for the Effectiveness of Basis Function Trains
As mentioned in section 3.5.1, when projecting the wavefunction onto a train-type basis
set, the quality of said basis set is dependent on the basis set size Nbf (that is, the
“length” of the train) and on the space between adjacent basis functions, which is
given by the parameter ∆ttrn. In order to assess the improvement to the MCEv2
Figure 3.8: Plot showing the way in which the range of the fluctuation in the norm
changes for different values of ∆ttrn and train length (Nbf ) for the symmetric case of
the spin boson model using a single train as the structure of the basis set, taken as an
average over Nrpt = 256 repetitions.
method provided by the use of a train-type basis set the correct combination of these
parameters must be found. To this end, various combinations of these parameters were
tested against the symmetric and asymmetric cases of the spin boson model, using the
same system parameters as in section 3.4. As a first test, the behaviour of the norm of
the wavefunction was investigated over the duration of propagation.
In simulations using the basis set approach, it is often the case that an improperly
constructed basis set will not conserve the norm of the wavefunction properly. Even
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Figure 3.9: Plot showing the way in which the range of the fluctuation in the norm
changes for different values of ∆ttrn and train length (Nbf ) for the asymmetric case of
the spin boson model using a single train as the structure of the basis set, taken as an
average over Nrpt = 256 repetitions.
in the best cases, the norm is not completely conserved as small numerical errors often
creep in during propagation. As such the deviation of the norm over the length of
propagation is a good measure of the quality of the simulation. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 give
plots showing this deviation, indicating the difference between the initial and final values
of the norm on a logarithmic scale, taken from an average over 256 repeat simulations.
From previous work it has been found that a deviation on the order of 1 × 10−6 is
adequate for faithfully reproducing results generated using the MCTDH approach in
MCEv1 simulations of the spin boson model [23].
It can be seen in figure 3.8 that to maintain the norm within these limits a basis set
train with a separation of ∆ttrn ≥ 0.17 a.u. is sufficient for all train lengths. It should be
noted that for all train lengths, a spacing of ∆ttrn = 0.1 a.u. results in an increase in the
norm, which is often an indicator of instability in the propagation of the wavefunction,
and so spacings of this size should be ruled out for all train lengths. Also, it was found
that when ∆ttrn ≥ 0.3 a.u., the initial norm of the wavefunction is too low being in the
region of 〈Ψ| Ψ〉 = 0.97 regardless of the length of the train.
For the asymmetric case (figure 3.9) it appears that the longer trains exhibit similar
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behaviour past a spacing of ∆ttrn = 0.1 a.u., and for all train lengths a spacing of
∆ttrn ≥ 0.175 a.u. is sufficient to ensure that the norm does not decay by more than the
limit of 1 × 10−6. The plateau between ∆ttrn = 0.1 a.u. and ∆ttrn = 0.15 a.u. in the
region of 4×10−6 for trains of a length of Nbf ≥ 100 allows for some leeway in this figure.
The fact that the larger basis sets behave in similar ways with regards to the norm is
expected considering that to properly describe this case the MCEv1 method requires a
swarm of 200 basis functions. It should be noted however that for the asymmetric case
when ∆ttrn > 0.20 a.u., the initial norm of the wavefunction is again too low being in the
region of 〈Ψ| Ψ〉 = 0.97. As such, trains with these values for the separation between the
basis functions can be deemed as unsuitable for properly describing the wavefunction.
From these preliminary tests, an indication of acceptable ranges of the train spacing
can be determined, however while the behaviour of the norm can be a good indication
of the stability of the simulation, it cannot predict the quality of the final result. To
that end, a comparison of the agreement of the population difference with that from
MCTDH benchmark simulations is required. As before, the MCTDH results for the
symmetric case are from ref [83] and those for the asymmetric case are from ref [82].
Such a comparison is given in figures 3.10 and 3.11 for the symmetric case and in figures
3.12 and 3.13 for the asymmetric case.
When considering the results for the symmetric case, it is apparent that for the smaller
∆ttrn values the smallest basis set (Nbf = 20) gives unstable results. This is as ex-
pected when the behaviour of the norm is considered. It should also be noted that for
∆ttrn = 0.10, the different values of Nbf give very different results, with the larger ba-
sis sets experiencing greater dampening of the oscillations than is seen in the MCTDH
benchmark while the smaller basis sets show less dampening. For ∆ttrn = 0.15 much
better and stable results are seen with the Nbf ≥ 100 results agreeing both with each
other and to a good extent with the MCTDH benchmark. Unfortunately, for these re-
sults there is too large a deviation seen in the norm and as such these are unsuitable.
Better results are seen for ∆ttrn = 0.20 and ∆ttrn = 0.25, and indeed for ∆ttrn = 0.25
the results for all but the smallest basis set size are almost completely converged with
no difference visible for any of the population differences where Nbf ≥ 100, and only a
very slight difference visible for Nbf = 50. From this and considering the deviations in
the norm the best separation between the basis functions is ∆ttrn = 0.25 for a basis set
of Nbf = 50 or more.
For the asymmetric case when the separation between adjacent basis functions is too
small the instability is more pronounced compared to the symmetric case, noticeable
to some degree for all sizes of the basis set. Increasing the separation to ∆ttrn =
0.10 improves the result slightly for Nbf ≥ 150 however smaller basis sets still show
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(a) ∆ttrn = 0.10
(b) ∆ttrn = 0.15
Figure 3.10: Comparisons of population differences from MCEv2 simulations of the
symmetric case of the spin boson model with a single train as the basis set, using
different lengths of basis train for particular values of the train spacing parameter
∆ttrn. As before the spin boson parameters for this case are ωc = 2.5, αk = 0.09,
β = 5.0, ∆ = 1.0 and  = 0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom and N = 50 basis
functions and Nrpt = 256 repetitions. The MCTDH population difference is included
for comparison [83]. Further values of ∆ttrn are compared in 3.11.
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(a) ∆ttrn = 0.20
(b) ∆ttrn = 0.25
Figure 3.11: Comparisons of population differences from MCEv2 simulations of the
symmetric case of the spin boson model with a single train as the basis set, using
different lengths of basis train for particular values of the train spacing parameter ∆ttrn.
As before the spin boson parameters for this case are ωc = 2.5, αk = 0.09, β = 5.0,
∆ = 1.0 and  = 0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom and Nrpt = 256 repetitions. The
MCTDH population difference is included for comparison [83]. Further values of ∆ttrn
are compared in 3.10.
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(a) ∆ttrn = 0.05
(b) ∆ttrn = 0.10
Figure 3.12: Comparisons of population differences from MCEv2 simulations of the
asymmetric case of the spin boson model with a single train as the basis set using
different lengths of basis train for particular values of the train spacing parameter
∆ttrn. As before the spin boson parameters for this case are ωc = 7.5, αk = 0.1, β = 5.0,
∆ = 1.0 and  = 1.0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom and Nrpt = 256 repetitions. The
MCTDH population difference is included for comparison [82]. Further values of ∆ttrn
are compared in 3.13.
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(a) ∆ttrn = 0.15
(b) ∆ttrn = 0.20
Figure 3.13: Comparisons of population differences from MCEv2 simulations of the
asymmetric case of the spin boson model with a single train as the basis set, using
different lengths of basis train for particular values of the train spacing parameter
∆ttrn. As before the spin boson parameters for this case are ωc = 7.5, αk = 0.1, β = 5.0,
∆ = 1.0 and  = 1.0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom and Nrpt = 256 repetitions. The
MCTDH population difference is included for comparison [82]. Further values of ∆ttrn
are compared in 3.12.
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(a) Symmetric case, using Nbf = 50 ∆ttrn = 0.25 a.u.
(b) Asymmetric case, using Nbf = 200 ∆ttrn = 0.15 a.u.
Figure 3.14: Comparisons of the single-train-type MCEv2 simulations with the most
acceptable parameter sets and Nrpt = 256 repetitions with the swarm-type MCEv2
simulations and those from the MCTDH method [82, 83]
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instability and misshapen oscillations, especially as the wavefunction decays into the
second electronic state. The results improve somewhat for ∆ttrn = 0.15, with instability
only seen in the Nbf = 20 and Nbf = 50 results and well defined oscillations seen for
all other results. The results for the larger two basis sets appear to begin converging
also for this separation. Increasing the separation past this point causes convergence to
be lost slightly, as seen in the plot for ∆ttrn = 0.20. The reason for this is most likely
that increasing this separation by even 0.02 a.u. causes the initial norm to be too low,
indicating that past ∆ttrn = 0.15 the basis set is not dense enough to properly describe
the motion of the wavefunction. As such it would appear that the best separation value
would be ∆ttrn = 0.15, and as the smaller of the two largest basis sets seems more
sensitive to the changes in the separation, using a train length of Nbf = 200 would be
more prudent.
As the most acceptable parameter sets have been selected for both the symmetric and
asymmetric cases it is now possible to assess the improvement that using a train-type
basis set would make to the simulation of the spin boson model. A direct comparison
of the MCEv2 simulations using both swarm-type and train-type basis sets against
the MCTDH benchmarks is given for the symmetric case in figure 3.14a and for the
asymmetric case in figure 3.14b. In the symmetric case the oscillations are noticeably
damped by the inclusion of trains, however not so much as to agree with the MCTDH
benchmark. Similarly, for the asymmetric case the oscillations are damped to a greater
extent, however the wavefunction does not decay on to the second electronic state as
quickly as for the MCTDH benchmark and the oscillations are still much larger than
desired. From this it can be deduced that a train-type basis set cannot, on its own, fully
improve propagation of the basis set for simulations with the MCEv2 method.
3.6.2 Tests for the Effectiveness of Basis Set Cloning
As the cloning procedure increases the basis set size greatly, this can cause problems
with the system requirements of the simulation. While a simulation using a swarm of
Nbf = 50 basis functions will take usually less than an hour to complete normally, when
cloning is included this can increase the basis set by a factor of up to 2Ncln for Ncln
cloning events, increasing the runtime to a matter of days, and furthermore the memory
requirements increase from the range of tens on MB to a few GB. As such limits must be
put on the amount of cloning allowed. Obviously a larger Ncln is better as too few cloning
events will mean that the simulation cannot benefit properly from the procedure. In
the symmetric case of the spin boson model we set Ncln = 4, as in this case exponential
growth of the basis set is encountered. For the asymmetric case the situation is slightly
different, as for this system the wavefunction as a whole is decaying onto the second
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(a) Symmetric case
(b) Asymmetric case
Figure 3.15: Comparisons of the population differences from cloned MCEv2 simula-
tions with those from the uncloned MCEv2 simulations, both using swarm-type basis
set and Nrpt = 100 repetitions. These are also compared against those from MCTDH
simulations [82, 83].
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electronic state and so once the cloned basis functions are placed wholly onto the two
states it will only be the function placed on the first electronic state which will experience
cloning again. As such the basis set only grows by a factor of Ncln + 1 which allows
much more cloning to occur before the size of the basis set becomes unmanageable. As
such for this case we set Ncln = 8.
Figures 3.15a and 3.15b show the degree to which cloning can improve the MCEv2
method for the spin boson model for the symmetric and asymmetric cases respectively.
As with the application of basis set trains, cloning dampens the overlarge oscillations
in the population difference from the MCEv2 method, bringing the result closer the
MCTDH benchmark simulations. Also like the application of trains, this dampening
is not sufficient to bring the two results into complete agreement. A similar situation
is seen for the asymmetric case, where the oscillations are much smaller than for the
standard MCEv2 method but still too large. It should be noted however that despite
the larger oscillations, with cloning the wavefunction seems to decay onto the second
electronic state at the same rate as for the MCTDH benchmark. This is in contrast
to the result when using trains, where the wavefunction appears to decay much slower,
ending with a higher population difference than expected. It should also be noted that
when the cloning procedure is applied there is no instability seen in the oscillations,
unlike for basis set trains.
The cloning procedure is a powerful tool and can even improve the results starting with
only a single basis function (i.e. a single coherent state at |z0〉 located using equation
(3.3.9) rather than a swarm centred around this point found using equation (3.3.8)), as
is shown in figures 3.16a and 3.16b. While not as good as for a cloned swarm of basis
functions (as one would expect) there is a definite improvement in these cases. It is
apparent however that once cloning stops the increased spread of the basis functions
can be lost quickly when the basis set is so small, and at that time the population
difference will tend back towards the uncloned MCEv2 result. It is also apparent that in
the results for the asymmetric case for the small basis the oscillations are poorly formed,
however this is not present for the larger cloned swarm so should not be an issue for
future simulations. It is extremely promising that cloning of such a small basis set can
have such a marked result; nevertheless, these results, however promising, indicate that
on its own cloning is not sufficient to correct the discrepancy between the MCEv2 results
and the MCTDH benchmark.
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(a) Symmetric case
(b) Asymmetric case
Figure 3.16: Comparisons of the population differences from MCEv2 simulations
using a single cloned basis function at |z〉 = |z0〉, with those from the uncloned MCEv2
simulations, both with Nrpt = 100 repetitions. These are also compared against those
from MCTDH simulations [82, 83].
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3.6.3 Tests for the Effectiveness of the Combination of Basis Function
Cloning with Basis Function Trains
While neither of the improvements considered are sufficient to correct the MCEv2
method alone, it is entirely possible that a combination of the two can be used suc-
cessfully. In light of this it was decided that this should be tested. Figures 3.17 and 3.18
show the population differences for a cloned single train with initial basis set Nbf = 50
in size. Due to the increase in basis set size as a result of cloning, it is entirely probable
that the longer train needed for the asymmetric case will be unnecessary. The results
for the cloning of a single basis set given in the previous section would seem to give
weight to this. The amount of cloning experienced by the basis set is an important
consideration. In the previous section the assumption is made that a greater number
of cloning events is better, and so for the asymmetric case we set Ncln = 8. While
this assumption is logical it requires testing, especially when one considers that in the
asymmetric case it is only the basis functions placed in the |1〉 electronic state which
undergo cloning, and the amplitudes associated with the basis functions in this state
become ever smaller with each successive cloning event. As such, there is a possibility
that a lesser number of cloning events are needed and so figure 3.18 also includes the
population differences from basis sets which undergo only 4 cloning events. Due to the
extra computational expense caused by the exponential scaling of the basis set when the
symmetric case undergoes cloning, we keep Ncln = 4 for figure 3.17. The dynamics of
the wavefunction cause each basis function to be cloned around every 0.75 a.u.−0.8 a.u.
and so the majority of cloning for Ncln = 4 would take place in the first 4.5 a.u. of the
simulation. Therefore any deviation caused by insufficient cloning can be expected to
be seen after this time.
In figure 3.17 it can be seen that the agreement between the population differences from
the MCEv2 simulations and the MCTDH benchmark calculations [83] are in much better
agreement than was see previously. The agreement is, in fact, almost to the same level
as is given by the MCEv1 method with only a slight difference in the period of the last
half oscillation. The degree to which the population differences agree at this stage is
unsurprising as the symmetric case is considered to be one of the easier cases of the spin
boson model to simulate.
Figure 3.18 is a different matter. While the agreement for both the given population
differences is again much closer to the MCTDH result [82] than using trains or cloning
alone, the level of agreement is not yet at the level of the MCEv1 simulations. The
expected discrepancy between the results as a consequence of insufficient cloning starting
around t = 4.5 a.u. is seen, with the oscillations becoming less dampened once cloning
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of the population difference for the symmetric case of the
spin boson model from the single-train-type basis set MCEv2 method using Nrpt =
100 repetitions with basis function cloning against that from the MCTDH benchmark
calculations [83], with initial basis set of Nbf = 50 basis functions
Figure 3.18: Comparison of the population difference for the asymmetric case of
the spin boson model from the single-train-type basis set MCEv2 method with basis
function cloning using either 4 or 8 cloning events and Nrpt = 100 repetitions against
that from the MCTDH benchmark calculations [82], with initial basis set of Nbf = 50
basis functions
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has ceased before decaying rapidly onto the second electronic state towards the end of
the simulation.
It can be determined therefore that a larger number of cloning events gives the best
results; however, these results still do not agree fully with the MCTDH benchmark.
The disagreement could be a consequence of the fact that when only a single train is
used, even when cloning is present, every single basis function in the basis set will follow
the same trajectory. This may result in the motion of the wavefunction being improperly
described. A possible solution would be to construct the basis set as a hybrid of trains
and swarms.
3.6.4 Basis Function Cloning with Swarms of Basis Function Trains
A basis set can be constructed which has the benefit of the regularity and smoothing
afforded by trains, but also covers a larger area in phase space by starting with a small
swarm of basis functions biased to |z0〉 rather than a single central basis function with
position |z0〉. If this swarm is then propagated backwards and forward in the manner
described in section 3.5.1, the basis set will take the form of a swarm of basis function
trains. This swarm of trains can then undergo cloning as was done with single trains in
the previous section. The construction of a swarm/train type basis set could possibly give
better convergence and, it is hoped, better agreement with the MCTDH simulations. An
important consideration with this method however is the necessity of larger basis sets.
A swarm of 20 trains, each only 10 basis functions in length, would have an initial size of
Nbf = 200, growing to Nbf = 3200 for the symmetric case with 4 cloning events and to
Nbf = 1800 for the asymmetric case with 8 cloning events. This represents a significant
cost in terms of memory and computing expense. The size of basis set discussed for
the symmetric case would put the memory and time requirements for the simulation
beyond what is feasible for a system based on OpenMP parallelisation (see Appendix
A.4), requiring weeks of simulation time and well over 32 GB of memory. As such, for
this case the basis set was constructed as a swarm of 10 trains, each 10 basis functions
in length for an initial basis set of Nbf = 100 and a final basis set of Nbf = 1600. This
test uses Nrpt = 100 repetitions, which is sufficient to attain convergence.
Figure 3.19a shows an excellent level of agreement with the MCTDH benchmark, slightly
improved from the cloned single train result in figure 3.17. As with the cloned single
train, the agreement is not as good at the very end of the oscillations however in light of
the difference due to a lower number of cloning events seen in figure 3.18 this could be
simply due to the fact that only four cloning events occur during propagation. Definitely,
the agreement is complete for the first 2 oscillations. The improvement seen in figure
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(a) Symmetric case of the spin boson model with the parameters ωc = 2.5, αk = 0.09,
β = 5.0, ∆ = 1.0 and  = 0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom and Nrpt = 100
repetitions. The basis set is constructed as 10 trains, 10 basis functions in length
with ∆trn = 0.25 a.u.
(b) Asymmetric case of the spin boson model with the parameters ωc = 7.5, αk = 0.1,
β = 5.0, ∆ = 1.0 and  = 1.0 with M = 50 degrees of freedom and Nrpt = 100
repetitions. The basis set is constructed as 20 trains, 10 basis functions in length
with ∆trn = 0.15 a.u.
Figure 3.19: Comparisons of the population differences for cloned MCEv2 simulations
using a swarm/train type basis set against those from uncloned swarm-type MCEv2
simulations and those from the MCTDH benchmark calculations [82, 83]
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of the normalised average overlap between the coherent
states for both formulations of the MCE equations with uncloned swarm type basis
sets and the cloned swarm-of-trains type basis sets with the MCEv2 equations for the
asymmetric case of the spin boson model, using Nbf = 200 basis functions and the
parameters ωc = 7.5, αk = 0.10, β = 5.0, ∆ = 1.0 and  = 1.0 with M = 50 degrees of
freedom, averaged over Nrpt = 100 repetitions.
3.19b is much better than is seen for a single cloned train with either four or eight
cloning events. For the majority of propagation, the agreement is almost complete,
with a slight overestimation of the oscillations towards the end of the simulation. This
result is extremely encouraging, especially when one considers that the final cloning
event occurs around t = 6.75 a.u. and that it is shortly after this that the discrepancies
begin. Figure 3.20 confirms the earlier assertion that with cloning the basis functions
are able to spread out more to cover a greater area in phase space, and it can be seen
that the decay of the overlap with cloning is more in line with the way in which the
basis functions spread when propagated using the MCEv1 equations. Again, however,
the decay of the overlap levels out somewhat once cloning has ceased. It can therefore
be reasonably expected that if more cloning events were allowed, the agreement with
the benchmark calculations would persist for longer. This behaviour in the overlap is
confirmed in figure 3.21, which shows the evolution of a swarm of trains undergoing
cloning over the course of propagation. When compared against the MCEv2 plots in
figure 3.6, it can be seen that the density of contour lines and the colour of the centre
of the wavefunction decreases much more when the modifications to the MCE method
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Figure 3.21: Density plots for the coherent states of an AIMC wavefunction for the
asymmetric case of the spin boson model, using Nbf = 200 basis functions and the
parameters ωc = 7.5, αk = 0.10, β = 5.0, ∆ = 1.0 and  = 1.0 with M = 50 degrees of
freedom, shown at t = 2 a.u. intervals. To create plots, data for a set of 2D histograms
was divided by the total number of points present and each pair of (q, p) coordinates
for all basis functions and degrees of freedom is considered.
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are included, more in line with the behaviour of the coherent states when acted upon
by the MCEv1 equations. It should also be mentioned however that this decrease in the
proportion of the wavefunction at the centre stops once cloning has ceased, confirming
the conclusions inferred from figure 3.20. One interesting feature shown by figure 3.21
is that when compared with both the MCEv1 and MCEv2 density plots, the spread
of the wavefunction in the central area for the simulation with modifications is in fact
lower, with the area immediately around central point of the wavefunction encompassing
around 23% of the total wavefunction coordinates at t = 0, while in the MCEv1 and
MCEv2 simulations this number is closer to 8.5%. This is thought to be due to the
smaller swarm used as central points to construct the trains which by necessity is more
compressed than a simple swarm-type basis set and so it is possible that a larger initial
swarm would change this. Despite the larger initial concentration of the wavefunction
in the centre, it can be seen that more coherent states are present in the area of phase
space away from this central region than is seen in either the MCEv1 or MCEv2 density
plots in figure 3.6. The level of improvement in the results afforded by the modifications
to the propagation of the basis set is proven through figure 3.19, and, as such, this
represents the main result of this chapter.
3.7 Conclusion
In summary, this chapter has investigated the disagreements between the two formula-
tions of the Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest method when simulating a two-level model
system, and the procedures necessary to correct this disagreement. It has been seen
that for a system which cannot be accurately simulated with the unmodified MCEv2
method, the combination of using swarms of basis function trains when sampling the
basis set and basis set cloning during propagation with the MCEv2 method can generate
results with an excellent level of agreement to benchmark calculations. It has also been
shown that this combination is necessary, as using just one of these modifications is
not sufficient to correct the disagreement entirely. While the computational cost of the
MCEv2 method with these modifications is high compared to that of MCTDH for the
spin boson model, it has been shown that comparative levels of accuracy are achievable
This result is of great significance as it confirms the validity of the methods applied by
Makhov et al. [1, 2] in their simulations of ultrafast processes in small organic molecules.
In such simulations, due to the structure of the MCEv2 equations, the single configura-
tional equations can be run separately to the calculations for the cross-configurational
amplitudes. It is the single configurational equations which contain computationally
expensive electronic structure calculations and so separating these from the rest of the
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simulation can be beneficial. If information is saved at each time step, this can speed
up calculations significantly, as each individual configuration propagated can be made
into a basis function train at no extra cost, meaning that the swarm of trains basis set is
effortlessly constructed. Cloning also only occurs on this level, meaning that the cross-
configurational calculations can be run independently of the modifications discussed in
this chapter. In confirming the validity of the modified MCEv2 method, the original
motivation for creating the second formulation of these equations is finally and fully
realised.
Further simulations of the spin boson model are ongoing, as the investigation of only
two parameter sets is not sufficient to say definitively that this method will correct any
disagreements between the two methods in all situations. A possible area where this
may not work would be for a simulation of localisation at β =∞ (i.e. zero temperature)
such is presented in ref [23] Fig 6, as in this case the wavefunction does not approach
an intersection meaning that cloning would not occur.
Chapter 4
Using Adaptive Basis Sets for
Simulation of High Harmonic
Generation with the Coupled
Coherent States method∗
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, modification of the basis set during propagation was investigated
through the use of basis function cloning. This technique was designed to account for
the equations of motion for the coherent states not allowing the basis set to spread
out in phase space to enough of an extent to properly describe the dynamics of the
wavefunction. In this chapter, a different problem is investigated, where the coherent
states, guided by Hamiltons equations, become too widely spaced during propagation of
the wavefunction. This results in a decrease in the overlap between the basis functions,
and thus the coupling between the basis functions is lost.
By periodic reprojection of the wavefuction onto a new basis, the coherent states can be
prevented from becoming too widely spaced. Provided the amplitude terms are properly
recalculated and the sampling of the new basis set is acceptable, the wavefunction itself
would remain properly described after such a process. As a test for this, a system in
which the coherent states would be guided far away from the initial position and from
each other is considered. This system is an electron in a strong laser field undergoing
high-order harmonic generation.
*The work discussed in this chapter is the basis of a paper in Physical Review A[164].
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High-order harmonic generation (HHG) is a phenomenon in which electrons bound to a
nucleus respond in a highly nonlinear fashion to a strong input near-infrared field, gener-
ating high frequency radiation up to the extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray regimes[165].
This phenomenon has many applications in spectroscopy due to its ability to create at-
tosecond pulses of coherent light. Various theoretical methods have been developed
to study this and other nonlinear optical effects with varying degrees of success. All
methods have drawbacks though, from exponential scaling to improper behaviour under
certain conditions. In this chapter, high harmonic generation from a single electron
bound to a pseudo-atomic potential will be considered, and it will be shown that with
modifications to the basis set during propagation the CCS method can carry out this
simulation with a high level of accuracy.
4.2 High Harmonic Generation
Experimental results involving intense laser fields in the 1980s and early 1990s showed
very unusual results. It was found that when a sufficiently intense laser pulse was applied
to an atomic medium, the frequency of the driving radiation would be up-converted by
up to two orders of magnitude[166]. The reason these results were seen to be so unusual
is that to generate these harmonics the atom would have to absorb many photons,
however the absorption of this many photons would be above the number needed for
ionisation, i.e. Ip/ω where Ip is the ionisation energy of the atom. As a free electron
should not absorb any more photons, the highest harmonics seen should not be much
higher than this, however it was seen that, for example, where hydrogen in an intense
800nm field should release no harmonics higher than N = 11, harmonics upwards of
N = 100 were being seen. Furthermore, when considering the harmonic spectrum, the
harmonic peaks did not fall off as some power law of the intensity but instead exhibited
a singular structure, in that the harmonics rapidly fell off for the first few harmonics,
followed by a plateau structure where a series of odd harmonics of comparable strengths
were seen up to a high harmonic, at which point the harmonics exhibited a sharp cutoff
and fell off rapidly. An example of such a high harmonic spectrum is given in figure
4.1. For a single atom or molecule, the harmonic spectrum can be found by taking the
Fourier transform of the dipole acceleration
S(ω) ∝
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞ dt
〈
Ψ(t)
∣∣∣ d¨z ∣∣∣Ψ(t)〉 eiωt∣∣∣∣2 , (4.2.1)
for a pump linearly polarized along z [168]. It has been shown by Protopapas et al.
that the HHG spectrum requires a few cycles to build up[169], as can be seen in figure
4.2. This shows that it is only after a few cycles that the harmonic peaks appear,
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Figure 4.1: Example of a high harmonic spectrum showing the plateau of odd har-
monics and the cutoff. From [167]
although the general shape of the spectrum is visible right from the first half cycle of the
laser, i.e. the first recollision. The singular shape of the harmonic spectrum, originally
seen experimentally, was backed up by numerical calculations using the time dependent
Schro¨dinger equation [170] which placed the cutoff in the region of
Ec ≈ 3.2Up + Ip, (4.2.2)
where Up is the ponderomotive energy, the cycle-average energy of electron oscillations
in the laser field equal to Up = E20/4ω20 for a laser with amplitude E0 and frequency
ω0. While such simulations confirmed the high harmonic generation, an explanation
of the mechanism behind it was still missing. This conundrum was answered with the
semiclassical three-step model [171–173].
4.2.1 Explaining High Harmonic Generation with the Three-Step Model
As the name suggests the three step model explains the behaviour of the atom/light
interaction by splitting it into three parts, all of which take place over a single optical
period. Firstly, the combination of the intense field with the atomic potential increases
the tunnelling probability of the valence electron. Secondly, once the electron is freed
from the atomic potential it is accelerated by the laser field. Finally, it is driven back
towards the parent ion where it recombines, releasing a high energy photon1. The three
step model acts under the following assumptions:
1It should be noted that the three step model, as well as explaining the mechanism behind high har-
monic generation also provided explanations for other non-linear optical effects, namely above-threshold
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Figure 4.2: Comparisons of the HHG spectra taken at different times along a sim-
ulation, showing how the spectrum pattern builds up over multiple laser cycles, with
harmonic spectra calculated after (a) one half laser cycle, (b) 1.5 laser cycles, (c) 2 laser
cycles and (d) 4 laser cycles. From [169]
(a) The electron is born in the continuum at any time within the quarter of the laser
cycle;
(b) The electron is born near the ionic core with zero velocity;
(c) The electron returns to the ionic core and its instantaneous energy of return is
converted into the harmonic photon;
(d) The pull of the ionic core on the electron can be neglected.
This model can be used to explain the key features of the harmonic spectrum (the
plateau, the cutoff and the existence of only odd harmonics). The cutoff can be ex-
plained as originating from the maximum kinetic energy an electron can acquire from
a monochromatic laser. Numerical calculations by Corkum [171] for a helium atom in
a λ = 800nm, I = 5 × 1014Wcm−2 laser field shed some light on this. Through classi-
cal mechanics it was shown that half of the electrons that are field ionised by linearly
ionisation (ATI) and non-sequential double ionisation (NSDI). The study of these phenomena comprises
a large field itself and is beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the three-step model
Figure 4.4: The energy distribution of electrons at the first encounter with the parent
ion in the case of helium with λ = 800nm, I = 5× 1014Wcm−2, from [171]
polarised light pass the ionic core once during the first laser period following ionisation,
and in figure 4.4 the probability per unit energy per laser cycle of an electron with a
particular kinetic energy passing the core in this time is given. This shows clearly that
there is a maximum value of the kinetic energy which was found to be at Ek = 3.17Up,
meaning that the maximum total energy that can be released upon recombination is
Ec = 3.17Up + Ip. (4.2.3)
This gives a physical basis for the cutoff seen in high harmonic spectra and agrees with
the approximate value found by Krause et al.[170].
It has been shown, through the use of the Floquet theorem, that due to parity transfor-
mations in the presence of a symmetric potential, only the odd Fourier components of a
transform of the dipole will result. This is the origin of the odd harmonics rule [174]. It
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should be noted however, that when the target is a molecule rather than a single atom,
the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation will result in violation of the
odd harmonics rule [175].
The formation of the plateau has its roots in interference between the trajectories in
the HHG process. Through a comparison of high harmonic spectra found numerically
from full quantum mechanical, semiclassical Herman-Kluk, and classical Monte-Carlo
calculations, it was seen that the plateau was only visible for the former two methods,
indicating an interference effect [176]. By identifying different classes of trajectories
determined by initial momenta, it was found that this was the interference of free tra-
jectories with trajectories whose return to the core has been delayed, deemed “stranded”
(delayed above the barrier of the effective potential Veff (x) = V (x)−xE0) and “trapped”
(subject to chaotic behaviour). This interference has also been associated with high fre-
quency oscillations in the acceleration form of the dipole moment, found using TDSE
computations [169] and the HK propagator [177, 178] for cases where an initial wave
packet starts far from the core.
4.2.2 Previous Theoretical Work on High Harmonic Generation
For theoreticians, HHG poses an interesting problem in that by its nature it is difficult to
calculate. Many theoretical approaches have been established to compute HHG spectra.
The numerical solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation contains no physical
approximations, including both the field and the potential, and is straight forward for
one-dimensional, one-electron systems [179, 180], but as the numerical effort increases
exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom, it is not applicable to a system in
which large amplitude motion requires a very large basis set even in one dimension such
as is the case for HHG. As such the TDSE has at most been employed in realistic models
of helium [181]. This is a serious obstacle towards modelling correlated multi-electron
dynamics in the attosecond regime, which is important as these dynamics play a ma-
jor role in many strong-field phenomena such as, for example, electron migration and
attosecond hole creation (for a review see, e.g., [182] and references therein). Further-
more, as it lacks the clarity of an orbit-based picture it is difficult to define a physical
interpretation using this method unless this information is extracted indirectly. Typical
examples include the use of windowed Fourier transforms, both in the time-frequency
and in the intensity/reciprocal-intensity domains in order to extract such information
[183, 184].
One may however employ semi-analytical approaches such as the strong field approxi-
mation (SFA). The SFA is numerically inexpensive and underlies many of the current
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analytical approaches to HHG and also other strong-field phenomena, such as above-
threshold ionisation (ATI) or non-sequential double ionisation (NSDI), providing a trans-
parent physical picture for quantum interference in these phenomena [185–187]. The SFA
has the advantage that the propagator can be found analytically, giving the quantum
mechanical description of the behaviour of a free electron in the laser field [166], and
also allows an intuitive physical interpretation in terms of trajectories. When using
the SFA however, the laser field is neglected when the electrons are bound to atoms or
molecules, the Coulomb potential is neglected when the electrons are in the continuum,
and the internal atomic structure is over simplified[167]. It has further problems in that
it is not gauge invariant[166], and the continuum states, when approximated by field-
dressed plane waves, are no longer orthogonal to the bound states. This approximation
poses serious difficulties when the interplay between the Coulomb potential and the ex-
ternal field becomes important, and can result in loss of translational invariance [188]
and ambiguities in patterns related to structural interference [189]. Recently, Coulomb-
corrected analytical approaches have been developed and successfully applied to strong
field phenomena [190–193]. These approaches however require the external field to be
dominant. In the specific case of HHG, the SFA has had problems in that there is an
overall discrepancy between the intensity in the spectra, which is much larger in the
TDSE, and that the SFA does not reproduce below-threshold and low-plateau harmon-
ics in a satisfactory way, as these harmonics depend very strongly on the core structure.
Futhermore, even in the cutoff region, a quantitative agreement between the SFA and
the TDSE is only obtained if the SFA is modified to allow for a momentum and position
spread of the returning electron, and continuum-to-continuum transitions [194]. It has
also been reported in refs [183] and [184] that time-resolved spectra indicate that there
is an over-enhancement of the long SFA orbit, in comparison with the TDSE. This has
been attributed to the lack of spatial extension in the core in the SFA case2.
A second approach introduced recently is time dependent R-matrix (TDRM) theory.
This method has its roots in the R-Matrix introduced in the late 1940s [196, 197] to
describe the boundary of the internal region for complex nuclear reactions, which was
later expanded in the 1970s as an ab initio procedure for calculating accurate electron-
atom and electron-ion collision cross sections[198, 199]. Further expansions of R-matrix
theory by Burke and Burke introduced a time-dependent variant capable of solving a
one-dimensional model problem [200] which was then extended to a three-dimensional
method by Lysaght et al.twelve years later [201], capable of describing the rearrangement
dynamics of complex multielectron atoms in intense ultrashort light pulses. The recent
incarnation of R-matrix theory works by splitting the configuration space into an inner
region in which electron exchange and correlation effects are important, and an external
2For a discussion of this spatial extension the reader is referred to reference [195].
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region where only the scattered electron exists and is subject to long range potentials,
with both regions acted upon by an input laser field. TDRM has shown itself to be
a powerful tool for examining the dynamics of many-electron atoms in strong fields,
and in the past few years it has been applied to the problem of harmonic generation
for noble gasses, investigating the interference between competing pathways [202] and
the influence of multiple ionisation thresholds [203] on generation of harmonic photons
for the Ar+ ion in an ultraviolet field, as well as the effect of different initial magnetic
orientations of the Ar+ ion on the harmonic spectrum [204]. These studies were only
able to generate spectra with the first few harmonics since they were carried out at
an intensity of 4 × 1014 W/cm2, and it was found that higher intensities increased the
ionisation probability to the extent that it was impossible to accurately determine the
harmonic spectrum [205]. Later simulations of the Ne+ ion were able to use intensities
of up to 1×1015 W/cm2, allowing generation of a full high harmonic spectrum [205], and
simulation of HHG was also carried out for Kr and Xe atoms in a strong near-IR field
[206]. Further work based on TDRM has been carried out by the group of O. Smirnova
using a modification of TDRM referred to as analytical R-matrix (ARM) theory [207]
which they have shown to be capable of simulating strong field photoionisation of the
CO2 [208] and NO2 [209] molecules, with an aim for accurately simulating HHG spectra
for molecules in the near future.
High harmonic generation is not just a phenomenon of interest to theoreticians, as it
has useful applications, most notably in spectroscopy. If the recombination occurs to
the exact same state that the electron left from then the phase of the emitted high
harmonic photons is the same from one atom to another. As such, coherent radiation
can be generated in the medium. This makes it ideal for two major applications. Firstly,
high harmonic emission can generate attosecond pulses of light for use in time-resolved
pump-probe experiments [210–212]. Secondly, it can generate coherent light sources in
the extreme ultraviolet [213–215] and soft X-ray [216–218] frequency ranges which can
be used in attosecond molecular imaging [219, 220] with a combination of sub-Angstrom
spatial and attosecond temporal resolution [166].
4.3 High Harmonic Generation with Coupled Coherent
States
The above problems serve as motivation for the development of a method able to model
strong field phenomena which is orbit-based but makes no simplifications on the target
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or binding potential. The Coupled Coherent States (CCS) approach3 is such a method,
allowing simulation of multi-dimensional many-body quantum dynamics without the
constraints of exponential scaling present in the TDSE, while allowing the treatment
of the binding potential and of the laser field on an even footing unlike the SFA. In
the past variations of the CCS method have shown themselves capable in a strong field
environment, accurately describing the ionization yield from the ATI of helium [75] as
well as the low energy structure and angular distribution of photoelectrons from NSDI
in intense long-wavelength laser fields [221].
The Hamiltonian for an electron acted upon by a strong laser field is given in atomic
units by
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2
+ Va + VE , (4.3.1)
where Va is the binding potential and Vε is the interaction potential with the laser field in
the length gauge. For the sake of simplicity and as a proof of principle we consider only
the motion of the electron along the principle axis of the laser field as a one-dimensional
system. As the more commonly used soft core potential or one-dimensional Coulomb
potential cannot be found analytically in the coherent states z-notation, the binding
potential used is a 1D short range Gaussian potential VG(x) = −exp
[−λx2] with a
width of λ = 0.5.
The kinetic part of the Hamiltonian in equation (4.3.1) is easy to find through substi-
tution of equation (2.3.5). From combination of z∗ and z, it is possible to get
z∗ − z = −i
√
2
γ
p
∴ p = i
√
γ
2
(z∗ − z) .
(4.3.2)
From this, it is possible to calculate the kinetic energy term of the Hamiltonian in
z-notation, such that〈
zj
∣∣∣∣ p22
∣∣∣∣zk〉 = −γ4 〈zj∣∣ z∗2 − z∗z− zz∗ + z2 ∣∣zk〉
= −γ
4
〈
zj
∣∣ z∗2 − 2z∗z−M + z2 ∣∣zk〉
= −γ
4
(
z∗2j − 2z∗jzk −M + z2k
) 〈zj | zk〉 ,
(4.3.3)
where M appears due to the commutator
[
zk, z
∗
j
]
= δjk (4.3.4)
3The equations for the Coupled Coherent States method are given in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, and
the ansatz used is the one given in the latter of these sections, ie |Ψ(t)〉 =PkDkeiSk |zk〉.
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being applied for every degree of freedom. In practise, this would be applied as
〈
zj
∣∣∣∣ p22
∣∣∣∣zk〉 = −γ4 〈zj | zk〉
M∑
m=1
(
z
∗(m)2
j − 2z∗(m)j z(m)k − 1 + z(m)2k
)
. (4.3.5)
The conversion of the pseudo-atomic potential is less straight forward to calculate, re-
quiring integration using
〈
zj
∣∣∣ Oˆ(x) ∣∣∣zk〉 = ∞∫
−∞
〈
zj
∣∣∣ x〉〈x∣∣∣ Oˆ ∣∣∣zk〉 dMx = ∞∫
−∞
〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉 Oˆ(x)dMx, (4.3.6)
and
〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉 =
(γ
pi
)M
2 exp
[
−γ (x− ρjk)2] 〈zj | zk〉 , (4.3.7)
where
ρjk =
(z∗j + zk)√
2γ
=
M∑
m=1
(
z
(m)∗
j + z
(m)
k
)
√
2γ
. (4.3.8)
Equation (4.3.7) is derived in Appendix B.1.1, and in the above equations, the vector x
denotes a spatial vector with elements along all axes, and should not be confused with
the spatial x axis which will be used later. As such, for the inverted Gaussian potential
in an arbitrary number of spatial dimensions, VG = −e−λx2 ,〈
zj
∣∣∣− e−λx2 ∣∣∣zk〉 = −∫ ∞
−∞
e−λx
2 〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉 dMx
= −
(γ
pi
)M
2 〈zj | zk〉
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
[
−λx2 − γ (x− ρjk)2] dMx
= −
(γ
pi
)M
2 〈zj | zk〉
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
[− (λ+ γ) x2 + 2γxρjk − γρ2jk] dMx.
(4.3.9)
Using the well known Gaussian integral identity that∫ ∞
−∞
exp
[−ax2 + bx+ c] dx = √pi
a
exp
[
b2
4a
+ c
]
, (4.3.10)
this, when integrated over all degrees of freedom, becomes
〈
zj
∣∣∣− e−λx2 ∣∣∣zk〉 = −(γ
pi
)M
2 〈zj | zk〉
(√
pi
λ+ γ
exp
[
γ2ρ2jk
λ+ γ
− γρ2jk
])M
= −
(
γ
λ+ γ
)M
2
〈zj | zk〉 exp
[
− γλ
λ+ γ
ρ2jk
]
,
(4.3.11)
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and if η = γλ/(λ+ γ), this becomes
〈
zj
∣∣∣− e−λx2 ∣∣∣zk〉 = −(η
λ
)M
2 exp
[−ηρ2jk] 〈zj | zk〉 , (4.3.12)
which in practise would be applied as
〈
zj
∣∣∣− e−λx2 ∣∣∣zk〉 = (−1)M M∏
m=1
(η
λ
) 1
2 exp
[
−ηρ2(m)jk
]
〈zj | zk〉 . (4.3.13)
The laser field can be converted in a similar way to the atomic potential. The laser field
interaction potential for a linearly polarised field will have the form
VE(x, t) = xE(t), (4.3.14)
and because the field itself only acts in one direction it need only be integrated along
that degree of freedom. As such, the equation for the laser field in z-notation can be
found by
〈zj |xE(t) |zk〉 = −
(γ
pi
) 1
2 E(t) 〈zj | zk〉
∫ ∞
−∞
xexp
[
−γ (x− ρjk)2
]
dx (4.3.15)
in the direction of the laser field. This is true for simulations in one or in multiple
dimensions, although if a circularly polarised field is used this does not apply. By using
the well known identity that∫ ∞
−∞
xexp
[−ax2 + bx+ c] dx = √pi
a
b
2a
exp
[
b2
4a
+ c
]
, (4.3.16)
it can be found that
〈zj |xE(t) |zk〉 = −
(γ
pi
) 1
2 E(t) 〈zj | zk〉
[√
pi
γ
2γρjk
2γ
exp
(
4γ2ρ2jk
4γ
− γρ2jk
)]
= ρ(x)jk E(t) 〈zj | zk〉 ,
(4.3.17)
where ρ(x)jk is the component of ρjk that lies along the x-axis, which here is taken to be
the direction of the laser field.
Using these terms, an ordered Hamiltonian for this system in one dimension can be
constructed in the coherent state formalism using the z-notation such that
Hord
(
z∗j , zk
)
=− γ
4
(
z∗2j + z
2
k − 2z∗j zk − 1
)
−
√
η
λ
exp
[−ηρ2jk]+ ρjkE(t). (4.3.18)
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This reordering results in changes to the effective potential, giving a shallower poten-
tial than the form in coordinate representation such as that used in [222]. The HHG
spectrum of this system is calculated from the Fourier transform of the time-dependent
dipole moment d(t) which can be given as the expectation value of the dipole operator
dˆ
d(t) =
〈
Ψ(t)
∣∣∣ dˆ ∣∣∣Ψ(t)〉 . (4.3.19)
This is easily expanded out in terms of the elements of the dipole momentum matrix
djk such that
d(t) =
∑
j,k
D∗jDk exp [i(Sk − Sj)]
〈
zj
∣∣∣ dˆ ∣∣∣zk〉
=
∑
j,k
D∗jDk exp [i(Sk − Sj)] 〈zj | zk〉 djk(t).
(4.3.20)
The dipole moment can be expressed in length, velocity or acceleration forms [223, 224].
In the length form, the dipole moment is very large in regions away from the core and
hence the dynamics in these regions is over-emphasised. In the velocity form, no spatial
region is favoured over another. In the acceleration form however, the region close to
the core is probed, which is the region in which HHG occurs according to the three-step
model. Using the Heisenberg equations this acceleration form can be computed, and for
the Gaussian potential this gives〈
zj
∣∣∣ d¨ ∣∣∣zk〉 = 〈zj∣∣∣−∇~V (x) ∣∣∣zk〉 = 〈zj∣∣∣− 2λxe−λx2 ∣∣∣zk〉 . (4.3.21)
By using equation 4.3.7 this becomes
〈
zj
∣∣∣ d¨ ∣∣∣zk〉
z
= −2λ
(γ
pi
) 1
2 〈zj | zk〉
∫ ∞
−∞
xexp
[− (λ+ γ)x2 + 2γxρjk − γρ2jk] dx (4.3.22)
in the direction of the laser field and〈
zj
∣∣∣ d¨(t) ∣∣∣zk〉 = −(γ
pi
)M−1
2 〈zj | zk〉
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
[− (λ+ γ) x2 + 2γxρjk − γρ2jk] d(M−1)x
(4.3.23)
in all other directions. It should be noted that here as earlier, the vector x denotes
a spatial vector with elements along all axes, and should not be confused with x used
in equation 4.3.22, which denotes the x-axis along which the laser field travels. By
applying equation (4.3.16) in the direction of the laser field and equation (4.3.10) in all
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other directions, these then combine to give
〈
zj
∣∣∣ d¨ ∣∣∣zk〉 = −2λ(γ
pi
)M
2 〈zj | zk〉
[√
pi
λ+ γ
γ
λ+ γ
ρ
(x)
jk exp
(
− γλ
λ+ γ
ρ2jk
)]
×
[(
pi
λ+ γ
)M−1
2
exp
(
− γλ
λ+ γ
M∑
m=2
ρ
(m)2
jk
)]
= −2λ
(
γ
λ+ γ
)M+2
2
ρ
(x)
jk exp
(
− γλ
λ+ γ
ρ2jk
)
.
(4.3.24)
By introducing the term η as with the previous equations, this becomes
djk = −2
√
ηM+2
λM
ρ
(x)
jk exp
(−ηρ2jk) . (4.3.25)
It should be noted that the CCS method is not without its limitations. In phenomena for
which coherence is important, there exists a major challenge to overcome, namely that
as the wavefunction propagates in phase space, the interference may not be accurately
represented by a small CCS basis. This happens due to the fact that at longer times
trajectories can misguide the basis, making propagation increasingly inaccurate. This is
not as much an issue when modelling electron momentum distributions from NSDI for
example, as often quantum interference is not paramount, insomuch as classical models
are very successful in this case. For HHG however, quantum interference is essential.
This is due to the fact that HHG is a coherent phenomenon, which needs at least a few
cycles to build up. Hence, the phase of the wave function must be obtained and the
coherent sum over the CCS trajectories must be performed. Furthermore, while being
close to the core limits the number of trajectories that must be taken, as discussed in
this work, this too brings difficulties as it is in this region that the interplay between the
laser field and the binding potential is most relevant. This interplay leads to an irregular
behaviour in phase space [176, 225, 226], which would not be a problem for trajectories
far away from the core.
4.4 Preliminary Tests and Necessary Modifications
To carry out a preliminary set of tests to ensure that the CCS method can be applied
to the generation of HHG spectra, the program discussed in Chap. 3 and Appendix
A was expanded to allow propagation using the CCS equations and the Hamiltonian
given in eq. 4.3.18. Further expansions were made to the way in which the initial
basis set is constructed. It has been usual practice in previous applications of the CCS
method to construct the basis set for a CCS wavefunction from a compressed random
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swarm which follows a Gaussian distribution [67]. In the case considered here this initial
distribution is unsuitable for modelling the wavefunction as a compressed basis is too
localised to sufficiently describe the wavefunction fully at long times. To remedy this, the
wavefunction was described as a basis set corresponding to a grid in phase space with a
regular spacing between grid points. This allows the initial wavefunction to be described
over a much larger area in phase space. As we consider a case where the electron starts
in the ionic core, the grid was symmetrically ordered around the initial basis function
z0 which was located in phase space at (q, p) = (0, 0). For these preliminary tests we
consider a simple linearly polarised cosine field with the form E(t) = xE0cos(ω0t) with
intensity E0 = 0.1 and frequency ω0 = 0.05. Calculating using classical mechanics,
this gives a maximum electron excursion length of E0/ω20 = 40 a.u. and a maximum
momentum of (2Ekmax)
1/2 =
(
3.17 E
2
0
2ω20
)1/2
= 2.5 a.u. It was found empirically that
an grid of 80 × 20 points was sufficient to model the initial wavefunction with an
adequately high norm, with an additional point located at z0 which serves to provide
further stability. The size of the grid on the q-axis must of course account for the
maximum displacement experienced by the wavefunction so as to avoid significant loss
of amplitude from the trajectories near the edge of the grid which would greatly affect
the norm. In addition to the high harmonic spectrum, we consider the autocorrelation
function (ACF), given by
ACF =
∑
k
〈z0| zk〉DkeiSk . (4.4.1)
Unlike some other observables, the ACF is sensitive to changes over the entire wavefunc-
tion. It can be seen from figure 4.5 that even with a large grid the wavefunction decays
after a short time and the autocorrelation function no longer matches the benchmark,
which was calculated using the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation.
(a) Real part of the ACF (b) Imaginary part of the
ACF
(c) Absolute of the ACF
Figure 4.5: Real and imaginary parts of the autocorrelation function, together with
the absolute value of the autocorrelation function, compared against those from TDSE
calculations, for unmodified propagation
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This has a detrimental effect upon the harmonic spectrum, as when there is a very small
overlap between the wavefunction and the initial basis function located at the core,
recombination effects cannot take place. As can be seen in figure 4.6 the characteristic
features of the high harmonic spectrum are absent, with little evidence of the initial
decrease, a steady loss of amplitude where the plateau would be expected and no sharp
cutoff.
Figure 4.6: High harmonic spectrum with unmodified propagation
This behaviour can be understood by considering the trajectories along which the co-
herent states move. Figure 4.7 shows two of these trajectories from near the centre of
the initial grid. It can be seen that only one trajectory stays in the vicinity of the core
for any length of time; indeed of all the trajectories it is only this one trajectory and the
one originating at |z0〉 that does. Eventually even this trajectory travels far from the
core. For trajectories with higher initial momentum this is more pronounced, and after
a short time the wavefunction as a whole is guided far away from the core.
A second problem encountered is that a regular grid requires more trajectories to describe
the wavefunction than a swarm of basis functions, and the larger the grid the higher
the computational requirement, meaning that past a certain grid size the computational
requirements are too large for the system to be modelled effectively.
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Figure 4.7: The path of the trajectories initially located close to the centre of the
wavefunction as they propagate through phase space when not reprojected. The smaller
frame shows the path the trajectories take in the region close to the origin. As a result
of this after a short time, approximately 20 a.u., the overlap between the wavefunction
trajectories and the initial grid points becomes too small for the CCS dynamics to be
accurately calculated and the coherent states lose coupling.
A solution to these problems can be found by using an adaptive reprojection technique.
This technique serves to keep the maximum size of the grid low, needing to only describe
a large enough area in phase space to account for the movement of the wavefunction
over a small time τ . A further reduction in overall computational cost of over 50%
can be achieved by truncating those trajectories which do not give a large contribution
to the wavefunction. Similar techniques have been used in the past to counter time
restrictions in simulations using the Herman-Kluk method [61, 227], the hybrid Heller
“Frozen Gaussian” method [228, 229], or in the phase space approach [230] with success.
This technique consists of three stages:
(a) The overlap between the wavefunction |Ψ(t)〉 made up of N basis functions |ψk(t)〉
and the initial regular grid made up of N0 grid points z
grid
j , separated by distances
dq = ∆
√
2
γ and dp = ∆
√
2γ (where ∆ is the grid spacing parameter), is calculated
to find the quantity
C ′j =
N∑
k
〈
zgridj
∣∣∣ zk(t)〉Dk(t)eiSk(t), (4.4.2)
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then values of C ′j that do not satisfy the condition∣∣C ′j∣∣ ≥ ζ (4.4.3)
are discarded, leaving N ′ of the initial N0 values. In equation (4.4.3), ζ is the
basis threshold parameter. As equation (4.4.2) is calculated at each reprojection
using the entire initial grid, grid points that were previously discarded at a prior
reprojection using the condition given in equation (4.4.3) need not be discarded
for all following reprojections. This ensures that the area of importance in phase
space remains properly described as the wavefunction propagates.
(b) The wavefunction is reprojected upon the initial regular grid, not including those
grid points which correspond to values of C ′j which have been discarded. This is
done by using the form of the identity operator in equation (2.3.22) such that
|Ψ(t)〉 =
N ′∑
i,j
N∑
k
∣∣∣zgrid′i 〉Ω−1ij 〈zgrid′j ∣∣∣ zk(t)〉Dk(t)eiSk(t)
=
N ′∑
i
D′i
∣∣∣zgrid′i 〉 .
(4.4.4)
As such the set of trajectories describing the wavefunction after reprojection is∣∣∣zgrid′i 〉 and the set of amplitudes D′i can be calculated from the set of linear
equations
C ′j = Ω
grid′
ij D
′
i (4.4.5)
with the action set back to S′i = 0 ∀ i.
(c) The wavefunction is propagated for an amount of time τ using the equations
(2.3.9), (2.3.17) and (2.3.23). The selected grid points move and exchange ampli-
tudes, then reprojection is started again for the wavefunction |Ψ(t+ τ)〉.
It can be immediately seen that both the accuracy and computational cost of the method
will increase as ζ → 0.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 High Harmonic Generation with Reprojection
To rigorously test the effectiveness of the reprojection process, a Hamiltonian should
be used which is as simple as possible. As such, for these tests the linearly polarised
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cosine field used in the preliminary tests from the previous section is retained. Since for
larger values of the basis threshold parameter the wavefunction is likely to be projected
on fewer trajectories, these values will require denser grids to adequately describe the
wavefunction. The density of the grid is determined by the spacing parameter ∆ and, by
choosing the value of ∆ correctly, the initial norm of the wavefunction is set very to close
to unity. To evaluate the quality of results, the properties of a wavefunction calculated
using the CCS method are compared against those calculated using the TDSE solver,
considering various values for the basis threshold parameter.
Figure 4.8: Changing number of basis functions for different values of the basis thresh-
old parameter investigated in a logarithmic fashion. Selected values values from a range
of ζ = 10−1 to ζ = 10−10 are given, namely ζ = 10−1 (large dashed), ζ = 10−3 (small
dashed), ζ = 10−5 (dotted) and ζ = 10−8 (dot-dashed), as well as the case where ζ = 0
(solid) and so the number of basis vectors stays constant.
For ζ 6= 0, as the system is propagated in time the wavefunction spreads out and the
number of basis vectors above the cutoff increases until it reaches a plateau value around
which it stays for the duration of propagation with small fluctuations where trajectories
are discarded or reintroduced as the wavefunction moves in phase space. This can be
seen in figure 4.8. The value at which the number of basis vectors plateaus determines
how computationally expensive the simulation is, and so it is desirable to use the largest
possible value of the basis threshold parameter which allows for accurate simulation of
the system, referred to hereafter as the maximum effective cutoff, ζMEC . The ζMEC
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value can be determined based on the agreement of the autocorrelation function (ACF)
with that calculated using the TDSE solver.
Figure 4.9: Motion of the wavefunction over time on a grid of 80 × 20 coherent states
with a separation of ∆ = 1.59 a.u. and with ζ = 10−3. Each pane illustrates the entire
grid, with whitespace denoting areas where the coherent states at those grid points have
been removed during reprojection. The panes show the motion of the important parts
of the wavefunction after reprojection at t = 20 a.u., 42 a.u., 74 a.u., and 117 a.u., and
clearly illustrates how the external field has an effect on the wavefunction, drawing a
portion of it into an elliptical motion around the core of the wavefunction. The elliptical
motion of this portion of the wavefunction is illustrated by the dashed line.
As the CCS method represents quantum dynamics in phase space, the motion of the
wavefunction can easily be visualised. Figure 4.9 illustrates the dynamics of the wave-
function in a periodic field, with the colour scale showing the amplitude Dk at a par-
ticular point in phase space and white space indicating where trajectories have been
removed during the reprojection process for four values of t. For an initial wave packet
starting at the origin, the wavefunction starts very localised before spreading starting
from the high and low momenta points. The wavefunction then spreads more in the
region where the momenta of the grid points are close to zero and a substantial portion
of the wavefunction begins motion in an elliptical orbit around the origin as it interacts
with the external field. This motion illustrates how the wavefunction loses some ampli-
tude at the edges of the grid when the external field is at maxima or minima, and as
such shows that during propagation a part of the wavefunction irreversibly leaves the
dynamically important part of the phase space. It can be seen that the path travelled
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by the orbiting portion of the wavefunction differs from that of the classical motion
because without reprojection the basis coherent states guided by Hamilton’s equations
(Eq. 2.3.9) move quickly away from the most important region, even when starting very
close to the core as is shown in figure 4.7. If allowed to follow this path, the overlap
between the basis functions would very quickly tend to zero and so the most important
area of phase space could not be described adequately.
Furthermore, much of the wavefunction moves off in opposite directions, resulting in
a loss of coupling between the basis functions and the ACF decaying in both the real
and imaginary parts as is shown in figure 4.5. With reprojection however, the coupling
(a) Comparison between the absolute values of the autocorrelation functions produced by the
TDSE solver and the CCS method with ζ = 0.
(b) Comparison between the absolute values of the autocorrelation functions produced by the
TDSE solver and the CCS method for the first few values of the basis threshold parameter.
Figure 4.10: Comparisons between absolute values of the autocorrelation functions
produced by the TDSE solver and the CCS method for various values of the basis
threshold parameter. Reprojection is carried out at every τ = 1a.u. and the intensity
of the external cosine field is set at E0 = 0.1 with a frequency of ω0 = 0.05 for both
comparisons. In all cases the wave packet initially starts at (q,p) = (0,0).
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ζ ∆ Nfinal
%
speed-up
0
1.75
1601 -
1× 10−10
1.75
1547 11.27
1× 10−8 1.75 1521 16.04
1× 10−6 1.75 1427 34.67
1× 10−5 1.74 1196 61.56
1× 10−4 1.71 715 89.23
1× 10−3 1.59 328 98.44
1× 10−2 1.28 39 99.88
1× 10−1 1.00 15 99.99
Table 4.1: Table of the parameters for the different wavefunctions. The grid parameter
∆ shows how the density of the grid increases as the basis threshold parameter increases,
and the link between the computational expense and the number of basis functions can
be clearly seen.
is maintained and although a small amount of information is lost at the edges of the
grid the wavefunction still remains valid, as is shown in figure 4.10a, which shows the
absolute value of the ACF for both the TDSE solver and the CCS method with ζ = 0.
As the two autocorrelation functions are in almost complete agreement this confirms the
efficacy of the reprojection procedure with the entire initial basis set used throughout
propagation and no basis functions discarded. For other values of the basis threshold
parameter the agreement between the plots varies.
For the higher values of ζ there are noticeable discrepancies (figure 4.10b), however
for values of ζ ≤ 10−3, the plots converge towards the TDSE solver calculation result.
Indeed, the ACF for ζ = 10−5 is virtually indistinguishable from the TDSE result, and it
can be seen from this and from table 4.1 that using ζMEC = 10−5 is sufficient for accurate
calculation of the ACF of the system while also reducing the computational expense of
the simulation by over 60%. Even a very cheap calculation with the threshold parameter
ζ = 10−3, which reduces computational cost by 98.4%, produces a result which is in good
agreement with the benchmark for most of the propagation time.
As mentioned earlier, the HHG spectrum is found by taking the Fourier transform of the
dipole moment d(t), which is calculated here in acceleration form so as to better probe
the core. The plot of the dipole acceleration is given in figure 4.11, comparing the TDSE
and CCS dipole accelerations, with the CCS plot calculated with ζ = ζMEC . The dipole
acceleration approximately follows the laser field, which is shown inset in figure 4.11 for
comparison, and exhibits a series of high-frequency oscillations. As mentioned earlier,
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these oscillations have been associated with the interference between electron trajecto-
ries which, together with spatial localisation, are responsible for the HHG plateau. The
oscillations have also been studied in a different context, namely the adiabatic approxi-
mation [231, 232] and Bohmian trajectories [195, 233].
The extent to which the plots agree is high, being almost identical until the very end of
the third oscillation of the cosine field. This agreement persists in the HHG spectrum.
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the HHG spectrum obtained from the TDSE solver compared
against that from the CCS method for various values of the basis threshold parameter.
Figure 4.12(a) shows the HHG spectrum for ζ = 10−1, and as can be seen the comparison
with the TDSE solver generated spectrum is not very good, showing differences in the
overall intensity in the region between around 25ω0 and the cutoff, disagreements with
the positions of many of the peaks in the spectrum and fluctuations after the cutoff
point which could confuse the position of the cutoff. Figure 4.12(b) is an improvement
on this, using ζ = 10−3. This gives a much better agreement for the overall intensities
over the spectrum, and much better agreement in the peak positions. It does, however,
show fluctuations after the cutoff which are not present in the TDSE solver spectrum.
Figure 4.13(a) gives the spectrum for ζ = ζMEC , and it can be seen that there are few
Figure 4.11: Comparison between dipole acceleration graphs for the ζ = ζMEC CCS
calculated wavefunction and the TDSE calculated plot. Inset is also the cosine laser
field (right axis).
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Figure 4.12: Comparisons of HHG spectra generated by the TDSE solver and those
generated by the CCS method, with ζ = 10−1 in panel (a), ζ = 10−3 in panel (b)
differences between this spectrum and that in figure 4.13(b) where ζ = 0, indeed despite
the smaller basis set the HHG spectrum when ζ = ζMEC is virtually unchanged from
the ζ = 0 spectrum. In both panels of figure 4.13 the spectra generated by the CCS
calculation show excellent agreement with that of the TDSE solver, exhibiting the cutoff
and plateau in the correct regions and agreeing almost completely for the features of
the spectrum, although some low amplitude fluctuations after the cutoff are still present
due to numerical effects.
4.5.2 Use of Alternative Laser Fields
The success of the CCS method with reprojection at accurately simulating HHG on a
level comparable to a TDSE solver is an important result. Two questions arise from
these results however: firstly, can this method be applied to a Hamiltonian with a less
simple laser interaction potential, and secondly, will this reprojection procedure still
produce valid results at longer times. To answer these questions we consider an electron
bound to the same inverted Gaussian potential, but acted on by an N -cycle sine-squared
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Figure 4.13: Comparisons of HHG spectra generated by the TDSE solver and those
generated by the CCS method, with ζ = 10−5 in panel (a), ζ = 0 in panel (b)
pulse, with the equation
E(t) = E0 sin2
(
ω0t
2N
)
sin (ω0t) . (4.5.1)
The amplitude and frequency of the laser field were set to be E0 = 0.1 a.u. and
ω0 = 0.057 a.u. respectively, as is used by Song et. al. in ref [234]. These parameters
allow the same size and density of grid to be used in the calculations as the excursion
length for the electron becomes E0/ω20 = 30.8 a.u. and the maximum momentum be-
comes (2Ekmax)
1/2 =
(
3.17 E
2
0
2ω20
)1/2
= 2.2 a.u. As the motion of the wavefunction is not
appreciably faster the value of ζ = ζMEC = 10−5 is also still used for the reprojection
process. Three pulse lengths are considered, with N = 2, N = 3, and N = 5. The inclu-
sion of the 5-cycle sine-squared pulse requires a total propagation time of t = 551 a.u.,
a significant increase to the previous propagation time.
Figure 4.14 shows the dipole acceleration and harmonic spectrum generated when a
2-cycle sine-squared laser pulse is used. As is seen from the dipole acceleration, the
higher frequency oscillations which are responsible for the main features of the harmonic
spectrum appear in more significant amounts after the first cycle of the laser field. The
smaller number of high frequency oscillations resulting from the short pulse length is
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Figure 4.14: Dipole acceleration (left) and harmonic spectrum (right) for a 2-cycle
sine-squared laser pulse with frequency ω0 = 0.057 a.u. and amplitude E0 = 0.1 a.u.
Also shown on the graph for the dipole acceleration is the shape of the laser pulse.
echoed in the harmonic spectrum, which shows fewer peaks than is seen for the 3-
cycle cosine field considered in the previous section. The main features of the high
harmonic spectrum are all present, with the cutoff in the region of Ip + 3.17Up very
easily recognisable and with a stable plateau preceding this cutoff, although it should be
noted that while it may appear at first glance that the odd-harmonics rule is obeyed in
this spectrum, closer examination shows that this is not the case. Since this simulation
only considers a system with a single electron present however, this is to be expected.
Figure 4.15: Dipole acceleration (left) and harmonic spectrum (right) for a 3-cycle
sine-squared laser pulse with frequency ω0 = 0.057 a.u. and amplitude E0 = 0.1 a.u.
Also shown on the graph for the dipole acceleration is the shape of the laser pulse.
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The dipole acceleration and harmonic spectrum generated when a 3-cycle sine-squared
laser pulse is used is shown in figure 4.15. As with the 2-cycle pulse, the amplitude of the
high frequency oscillations in the dipole acceleration gets larger towards the end of the
pulse. The harmonic spectrum shows more peaks than is seen for the 2-cycle pulse also,
which is to be expected since the longer pulse length allows more time for the harmonic
spectrum to build up. The main features of the harmonic spectrum are present, however
due to the greater number of frequencies represented in the spectrum, the cutoff is not
a smooth dropoff as it is for the 2-cycle pulse.
Figure 4.16: Dipole acceleration (left) and harmonic spectrum (right) for a 5-cycle
sine-squared laser pulse with frequency ω0 = 0.057 a.u. and amplitude E0 = 0.1 a.u.
Also shown on the graph for the dipole acceleration is the shape of the laser pulse.
The dipole acceleration and harmonic spectrum for the third pulse structure, a 5-cycle
sine-squared pulse, are shown in figure 4.16. As with the dipole acceleration for the 3-
cycle pulse, the amplitude of the high frequency oscillations increases towards the end of
the pulse. The dipole acceleration follows the laser field as well as for the shorter pulses
despite the longer propagation time. The main features of the harmonic spectrum are
again present, with the plateau populated by more frequencies. The fact that these
features are present indicates that coherence is maintained using the CCS method for
longer simulations, thus answering one of the questions raised at the beginning of this
section.
The steady increase in complexity of the spectra as the number of cycles increases echoes
the results from ref. [165] shown in figure 4.2. A direct comparison of the spectra shows
that as the spectrum builds up over more laser cycles, not only is more complexity seen
in the plateau but the position of the cutoff moves closer and closer to the calculated
value of Ip+3.17Up = 51.57ω0, with the cutoff for the 2-cycle pulse occurring well before
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this value, around 46.5ω0, the cutoff for the 3-cycle pulse occurring around 49ω0 and the
cutoff for the 5-cycle pulse agreeing almost completely with the calculated value. This
can be seen clearly in figure 4.17.
4.6 Conclusions
The work presented here shows that when using a large grid of coherent states as a basis,
trajectory decoupling can be prevented through reprojection of the wavefunction, thus
removing the requirement of short time scales for CCS simulations while also improving
the ability of the CCS method to accurately describe coherent phenomena. This is
demonstrated through the ability of the CCS method to accurately simulate strong field
phenomena such as the HHG spectrum of an electron in an intense laser field in one
dimension for both steady fields and for laser pulses of various lengths. It has also been
shown that computational cost can be reduced by adaptively reducing the basis set size
which has allowed the method to account for wavefunctions which spread out to cover
large areas in phase space without being prohibitively computationally expensive. This
reprojection process applied to the CCS method has also shown itself to be capable of
maintaining coherence for at least a 5-cycle laser pulse with no signs that longer pulses
would be problematic. The reprojection of the wavefunction relies on a large regular
grid which scales exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom of a system.
Since only a small part of the grid is kept during the reprojection however, the cost
of the computation can be greatly reduced, with very accurate results obtained with a
> 60% speedup, and a good reproduction of the majority of the spectrum with a > 98%
speedup.
Furthermore, for multi-dimensional systems we expect the reduction of the grid used
here to play an even greater role, further reducing computational cost. It has been
shown previously [69, 71, 235], that the CCS method can make use of Monte-Carlo
sampling, ideally scaling quadratically with degrees of freedom. In the direction of
the laser field, due to the motion in phase space of the wavefunction and the need
for high accuracy in this dimension, this is not possible. A Monte-Carlo sampling,
however, can be applied to the remaining two directions for consideration of a realistic
three-dimensional system resulting in much less than exponential scaling. Preliminary
testing has been carried out using this basis set structure, and it has been found that
if using the inverted Gaussian potential, a smaller grid spacing is necessary to properly
describe the relevant area of phase space than was needed for the 1D simulation, and
as such the size of the grid must be increased to cover the same area, changing the
grid dimensions from 80×20 with a spacing of ∆ = 1.75 in the direction of the laser
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of the HHG spectra generated by 2-, 3-, and 5-cycle sine-
squared pulses. Also marked on the graphs is the calculated location of the HHG cutoff
at Ip + 3.17Up = 51.57ω0
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Figure 4.18: Calibration graph showing the dependence of the difference between
initial and final norm on the compression parameter for a 3D high harmonic generation
simulation with a regular grid in one dimension and random swarms in the other two.
field to 100×26 with a spacing of ∆ = 1.40. It was found also that the random swarm
must have a high compression parameter, equating to a small width for the Gaussian
envelope of the swarm distribution, in order to preserve the norm. Some calibration
tests were carried out (see figure 4.18), which show that a compression parameter of
≥ 500 was necessary to preserve the norm to the same standard as the 1D simulations
reported earlier (shown by horizontal lines). Such a high compression factor could cause
problems in correctly describing the behaviour of the wavefunction in these dimensions.
In some cases however, including HHG with an external elliptically polarized field, it is
possible that these swarms would be ill-suited to the system and so regular grids would
be necessary in more than one dimension, which would of course affect the scaling. In
addition, the CCS method using the reprojection scheme can be used in the future to
treat only the most important degrees of freedom in a system with the rest treated by a
single Gaussian, in the spirit of the MCE method [23, 24, 236], which will be the subject
of future work aiming at more challenging multi-electron systems.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Outlook
The Coupled Coherent States (CCS) and Multiconfigurational Ehrenfest (MCE) meth-
ods have been shown in the past to be capable of simulating many quantum interactions.
There remained the case though that if the basis set does not cover the correct area in
phase space, the simulation falls into the semiclassical regime and becomes incapable
of accurately simulating behaviour of the wavefunction in classically forbidden regions.
While in many cases this can happen due to too large a spreading out of the basis set
at longer timescales resulting in a loss of coupling between the basis functions, there
are some systems where instead the basis set remains too compressed, causing the basis
functions to follow paths which are too similar to each other resulting in a basis set
which does not cover a large enough area in phase space. With the addition of extra
basis set propagation methods and basis set samplings, it has been shown in this work
that steps can be taken to account for the behaviour of such systems, and thus the range
of applications to which the CCS methods can be applied is increased to systems where
previously the motion of the wavefunction prohibited their use.
The work in Chapter 3 has shown that a discrepancy exists between the two formulations
of the MCE method due to the separation of the intraconfigurational coupling and the
interconfigurational coupling in the second formulation of this method. As a result of
this separation, simulation of a high dimensional system can result in a lack of spreading
of the basis set, returning results which do not properly describe the quantum mechanics
of the system. With the introduction of swarms of trains during the basis set sampling
process and basis function cloning during propagation, it is shown that for a system in
which the basis set remains too closely compressed during propagation, such as the high
dimensional spin boson model, successful simulation using the MCEv2 equations can be
performed with a good level of agreement to the MCTDH benchmark calculations. This
is a very important result in the context of wider research using the MCE method, as
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simulations using these modifications have been carried out for the non-radiative decay of
the first excited state of ethylene[1] and the total kinetic energy release spectrum for the
photodisociation of pyrrole[2]. The results in Chapter 3 therefore support the methods
used in these two publications. The importance of these results goes further though,
as the original motivation for developing a second formulation of the MCE method was
to allow use of ab initio “on-the-fly” direct dynamics, and with these modifications this
aim is realised.
The work in Chapter 4 shows that with the introduction of adaptive reprojection during
propagation, a system in which interconfigurational coupling is lost due to behaviour of
the coherent state basis such as a single electron acted upon by a strong monochromatic
linearly polarised laser field can be successfully simulated using the CCS equations giving
good agreement to TDSE benchmark calculations. Using this technique, a large grid of
coherent states can be reduced to only the area of interest, while the basis set is kept in
the region of this area of interest. It has also been shown that this still holds even if the
equations of motion tend to move basis functions far away from this area. This allows
the CCS method to simulate quantum effects on larger timescales than was previously
possible while also being capable of accurately describing coherent phenomena.
The development of these modifications to the CCS methods significantly widens the
range of applications to which the methods can be applied. In light of the results
presented in Chapter 3 further cases of the spin boson model can be investigated, in-
cluding cases which use non-Ohmic spectral densities. Investigations into other cases of
the Ohmic bath spin boson model would provide information on the limitations of this
method. One expected limitation would be in the case of localisation due to the lack
of population transfer between the states, removing the possibility for cloning. Work
considering this and other cases of the Ohmic bath spin boson model are currently on-
going. The ability to treat super- and sub-Ohmic baths would be of great use also. As
is mentioned in section 3.2 the range of applications of the spin boson model is large,
including quantum computation, condensed matter physics, and chemical physics, and
many of these applications require careful selection of an appropriate spectral density
to describe the harmonic bath. The success of the AIMC method to simulate the spin
boson model for an Ohmic bath indicates that application to these problems may be
possible, however further work to verify this supposition would be necessary.
The results presented in Chapter 4 show the success of the CCS method in simulating the
phenomenon of high harmonic generation in a one-dimensional pseudo potential acted
on by either a steady field or a laser pulse, however by drawing on previous work this
could be expanded to a three-dimensional Coulombic potential. It has been shown before
[71, 75, 235] that upon converting the three dimensional Coulomb potential to coherent
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states z-notation the Coulomb singularity is removed. As such not only is it possible
to simulate high harmonic generation for a realistic atomic hydrogen potential using
the CCS method, but there are benefits in doing so from a computational perspective.
Work to implement this into the CCS codes is currently ongoing. More challenging
cases, such as for molecular hydrogen or atomic helium, can also be considered by using
the Fermionic CCS method [75], which would allow multiple electrons to be considered
with the correct permutation symmetry by using a fermionic coherent state which for
example would combine two electrons in a singlet state with S = 0 as
|α〉 = |z1〉 |z2〉+ |z2〉 |z1〉√
2
(
1 + |〈z1| z2〉|2
) ,
as opposed to the standard CCS combination which would be a simple product state
|Z〉 = |z1〉 |z2〉. In addition to this the new two-layer CCS approach [236] could be a
very useful tool in the simulation of high harmonic generation, as it would allow the
wavefunction to be treated more rigorously in the direction of the laser field than in the
other two directions through the use of a modified ansatz
|Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
k
Dk
∑
j
dj,ke
iSj,k
∣∣∣z(q)j,k〉
∣∣∣z(c)k 〉
in which the direction of the laser field is treated by the more quantum
∣∣z(q)〉 coherent
states while the other degrees of freedom are treated by the more classical
∣∣z(c)〉 coherent
states. This could be implemented allowing larger systems to be within the reach of the
CCS methods. Further to this, other strong field phenomena such as Above Threshold
Ionisation or Non-Sequential Double Ionisation could be investigated using the CCS
method making it potentially a very useful tool in the area of strong field physics.
Further to extensions and expansions of the systems presented in this work, the con-
firmation of the ability of the MCEv2 equations to simulate high dimensional systems
allows further work in the direction of ab initio “on-the-fly” direct dynamics, with simu-
lations of interactions such as the photodissociation of hydrogen from various azoles and
other ultrafast processes in small organic molecules. Work is already ongoing study-
ing the dynamics of pyrazole, imidazole and 2-ethylpyrrole in conjuction with Prof.
Vasilos Stavros, with further work planned considering methylpyrrole and other small
molecules.

Appendix A
Algorithmic and Programming
Details
A.1 Program Overview
A.1.1 Program Design
A program was written in order to undertake the investigations presented in the earlier
chapters. This program was designed with the following requirements in mind:
• The program must be able to run successfully using different Hamiltonians, num-
bers of electronic states or equation sets without too much extra effort involved in
changing between running conditions.
• The program must be able to carry out simulations to a high level of accuracy.
• The program must be efficient with little to no unnecessary or redundant code.
• The program must be either written in a parallelised format or be parallelisable.
• The program must be robust with good error checking and handling.
While points 2-5 are fairly self explanatory, the first point bears some explanation. Flex-
ibility in Hamiltonian is, of course, a basic requirement for a generalised program, as
is flexibility in the number of electronic states allowed. Flexibility in the equation set
is required as there are many methods within the CCS family, from the original single
surface CCS [31] and the MCE methods [23, 24], to more specialised versions such as
Fermionic CCS[75, 235] and Cartesian CCS [237], to the recent ab initio MCE [26, 27]
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and Multiple Cloning MCE methods [1, 2]. It is therefore desirable that the program be
able to use many of these methods, although due to differences in the required program
structure some of these methods may not be entirely compatible.
A modular design for the program is very important in light of the requirement for
flexibility. By using a modular design, different systems can be modelled or different
equation sets can be used without the need for any major revision of the code, and
without creating multiple versions of the same program. It was decided that the program
should have the following main sections:
• Main Program , which determines program flow,
• Basis Set Generation Module , which contains code to generate the initial basis
set and initial values of the wavefunction parameters,
• Hamiltonian Module , which contains code to calculate the norm and overlap
and the general structure of the Hamiltonian,
• System Redirection Module , containing case statements which choose the cor-
rect system specific module to read in system specific parameters and calculate the
initial wavefunction, |z0〉, the elements of the Hamiltonian and those of the time
derivative of the Hamiltonian, allowing easy expansion of the program to different
applications,
• Time Derivative Module , which contains code to solve the time propagation
equations, chosen by a similar redirection case statement,
• Propagation Module , which contains code to implement the time derivative
equations from the previous module and take a single timestep,
• Input Module , containing subroutines to read in parameters from the input files,
and
• Output Module , containing subroutines which produce data outputs from the
simulation.
Using this structure it is easy to change the Hamiltonian or swap the MCEv1 equations
for the MCEv2 equations by simply calling a different module from the redirection
statement. In addition, expanding the program is easy as the modules were written in
a general way so as to allow new modules to be added easily. A basic layout of the
program is illustrated in figures A.1 and A.2. Some further explanation is required at
various points on the flowchart. These points are labelled and itemised below:
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Figure A.1: Flow Chart showing the layout of the first half of the operation of
the program. The program continues in figure A.2 starting from the “Begin time
propagation” process box.
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Figure A.2: Flowchart showing the layout of the second half of the operation of the
program carrying on from figure A.1.
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(a) We consider here the case where a random swarm is used for the initial basis set.
As such for both the initial wavefunction |z0〉 and basis set |zk(0)〉, the initial
values are selected from a set of Gaussian distributed complex random numbers.
Due to the requirement that the coherent states must satisfy equation (2.3.5), the
real part of these random numbers are multiplied by
√
γ/2 and the imaginary part
by
√
1/2γ. The calculation of the basis set is optionally recursive, as can be seen
from the flowchart, recalculating the basis set with adjustments to the compression
parameter using the norm as an indicator as to the suitability of the basis set. A
similar process can be used for a grid-based basis set as is used in chapter 4. In this
case the grid spacing parameter is automatically adjusted until a norm within an
acceptable range is calculated. This acceptable range is determined by the input
parameters which are discussed more in Appendix C.
(b) The norm, the autocorrelation function and the populations of the wavefunction
on different potential energy surfaces are used to keep track of the evolution of the
wavefunction. For all propagation systems, the norm and the sum of populations
should be conserved and numerically identical within a tolerance on the order of
10−6, and, in addition, for the MCEv2 system the Ehrenfest energy, calculated as
the sum of the single configuration Ehrenfest Hamiltonian values, should also be
conserved to a similar level throughout propagation. The autocorrelation function
is used in many applications as the primary result of a simulation, or acted on by
a Fourier transform to generate a Franck-Condon spectrum [24].
(c) The position of the coherent states is checked before each time step to ensure
that the coherent states are neither too far apart nor too closely packed. This is
done because, if coherent states move too far away from each other, the overlap
becomes negligible, effectively removing the coupling between the configurations
and causing the simulation to fall into the semi-classical regime. If, however, the
coherent states are too closely packed, the norm will increase exponentially, causing
the simulation to fail. If this check fails, the initial basis set can be recalculated
without the need to restart the program manually.
A.1.2 Program Implementation
The program itself is written mainly in Fortran95, with some of the external subroutines,
for example those for generating the random numbers, written in a Fortran77 style.
The source code is split into various modules which group together related subroutines
and functions, such as a module for data input subroutines, and another for output
subroutines. The list of these modules and their dependencies are given in table A.1.
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Module Name Module Purpose Module Dependencies
GlobalVars Contains global variables None
Allocation Allocates and de-allocates GlobalVars
arrays
Output Generates data output files GlobalVars
SysRedirect Switchboard to redirect the GlobalVars
correct system-specific Various system specific modules
functions to the main program
Ham Calculates, among other GlobalVars
things, the Hamiltonian, Allocation
overlap, autocorrelation SysRedirect
function and norm
Chks Runs checks on the basis set GlobalVars
to ensure proper propagation Ham
BsetAlter For basis set cloning, GlobalVars
adaptive grids, etc. Allocation
Output
Ham
ReadPars Read in the simulation GlobalVars
parameters from input files Allocation
SysRedirect
Ham
Derivs Time derivative functions for GlobalVars
MCE and CCS propagation Allocation
Output
SysRedirect
Ham
ReadPars
Prop Propagates the wavefunction GlobalVars
by a single timestep Allocation
Derivs
BsetGen Generates the initial basis GlobalVars
set Allocation
Output
SysRedirect
Ham
Chks
Prop
Main Controls program flow GlobalVars
Allocation
Output
SysRedirect
Ham
Chks
BsetAlter
ReadPars
BsetGen
Table A.1: Table of modules of the CCS/MCE program with their dependencies
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Throughout the program, actions and calculations are carried out on the wavefunction.
To aid this a defined type is set up in which all parameters of the wavefunction are kept,
as shown in listing A.1.
1 type basisfn
2 complex(kind =8), dimension (:), allocatable ::z
3 complex(kind =8) ::D_big
4 complex(kind =8), dimension (:), allocatable :: d_pes
5 real (kind =8), dimension (:), allocatable ::s_pes
6 complex(kind =8), dimension (:), allocatable :: a_pes
7 end type basisfn
Listing A.1: Definition of the “basisfn” data type
The basis set is made up of an array of this data type of a size equal to the number
of basis functions. This has been done to aid the transfer of the basis set to dummy
variables in subroutines, which is done often in the propagation section of the program.
The z part of the basisfn type has dimensions equal to the number of degrees of free-
dom, and the parts with the suffix “ pes” have dimensions equal to the number of basis
states in the quantum system (or number of potential energy surfaces in the interaction),
which in the case of the simple spin boson model is two. “D big” is the Dk pre-factor.
This wavefunction structure can be applied to MCEv1 simulations if “D big” is set to 1
and kept constant, or applied to CCS simulations if “d pes” is set to 1 and kept constant.
The simulation parameters such as the number of basis functions “nbf”, the number
of degrees of freedom “ndim” and the number of quantum states “npes” are all global
variables, and are stored in a separate module which only has variable definitions and
initialisations in it. The declaration for the “basisfn” defined-type is in this module, as
is the declaration of a constant i equal to the imaginary unit and of the defined type
“hamiltonian”, the structure of which is found in listing A.2.
1 type hamiltonian
2 complex(kind =8), dimension (:,:), allocatable ::Hjk
3 end type hamiltonian
Listing A.2: Definition of the “hamiltonian” data type
The “hamiltonian” defined type allows a 2D array of size nbf × nbf to be made where
each element is a 2D array of size npes× npes. This means the entire Hamiltonian can
be held in a single variable in a way which is more intuitive than the alternative 4D
array. Also in the global variable module are error checking variables and the arrays for
the real and imaginary parts of |z0〉 and the time propagation variables.
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It should be noted that throughout the course of writing the program, error checking
code has been included. These error checking routines can be split into two types: fatal
errors and non-fatal errors. The fatal errors are usually caused by problems with the
machine, the code, or the input files and are handled by checking for the error and if it
is present returning an error message and setting the global variable errorflag to equal
1, then escaping the subroutine or function to the main program. At the beginning of
each subroutine or function in the program, there is the following check and so once an
1 if (errorflag ==1) return
Listing A.3: This check for previous errors starts each subroutine or function
error has been detected every subsequent process is skipped until the end of the pro-
gram where if the “errorflag” value is not zero an output of the status of the program
is generated. This was written in, rather than simply placing a “stop” command on
detected errors so that it was easier to determine from where any unexpected errors
might originate.
Non-fatal errors are those which may be due to the distribution of the basis set generated.
These errors would be things like the energy of the trajectories being too large or the
position components of the coherent states being too widely spaced. Such problems,
while not resulting in severe problems straight away may cause problems later during
the time propagation of the wavefunction. In situations like this the basis set can
be re-calculated by setting a second flag, restart to equal 1, which is the condition
to carry on to the next iteration of a loop encompassing the wavefunction generation
subroutines. An example of a check for these non-fatal errors is the Energy check
subroutine, which is called every time a coherent state is generated. This calculates the
Ehrenfest Hamiltonian, which initially is equal to H(rr)ord , where r is the initial quantum
state, and returns the real part. A too large/small value of this would indicate a basis
function which may cause problems in the calculation of Ck or Dk, or during time
propagation.
A.2 Basis Set Creation
The basis set creation process is very important to the success or failure of a simulation.
There are two main parts to generating the basis set correctly : generating the coherent
states, and calculating their amplitudes. In this section the basis set generation pro-
cedure will be discussed in detail, starting with the generation of the coherent states
followed by their amplitudes before exploring how the validity of the basis set can be
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confirmed. When talking about the coherent states, only the case of swarms will be
considered, as the process of sampling a regular grid is trivial and the process of gener-
ating trains is explored in the main text. Also omitted are the assignments of the action,
which is always initially at Sk = 0 ∀ k, and of the values for the single configuration
amplitudes in MCEv2 as these are d(r)k = (1 + 0i) ∀ k where r is the initial electronic
state.
A.2.1 Monte Carlo Sampling of Coherent State Basis Set
When constructing the basis set as a swarm, the values for the coherent states are selected
from pre-defined distributions. In real terms this means that as F (zk) from equation
(2.3.20) is a set of Gaussian distributed values, the values for the quantity zk can be
found using random numbers selected for a set upon which a Gaussian distribution has
been imposed, hence equation (2.3.20) gives
z(m)k = z
(m) + αc(C.R.G) (A.2.1)
where C.R.G denotes a complex random Gaussian distributed value. It should be noted
that these values must also correspond to the general equation for a coherent state with
momentum and position data given in equation (2.3.5), and so the real part is multiplied
by
√
γ/2 and the imaginary part by
√
1/2γ. As for all simulations γ = 1, this can be
largely ignored if the system is divided by
√
2.
Two methods of creating the swarm of normally distributed random numbers were con-
sidered. The first uses a subroutine labelled “GAUSS RANDOM” modelled upon one
supplied in “Numerical Recipes” by Press et al.[238]. This subroutine generates a Gaus-
sian random number by applying a Box-Muller transformation to put these random
numbers within the envelope of a Gaussian distribution with a width of 1 and a mean
value of zero. Once this subroutine returns a value, it can be divided by αc
√
2 to get
the real part of the z(m)k value, after which the subroutine is called again and the result
divided by αc
√
2 and multiplied by i to get the imaginary part of z(m). The second
method uses a library of random number generation subroutines written by Richard
Chandler and Paul Northrop[239], and later modified by Stuart Reed, originally de-
signed to extend and supersede the more commonly used NAG library. The relevant
subroutine, labelled “ZBQLNOR”, takes as its arguments a mean and a width parame-
ter and returns a Gaussian distributed random number from the required distribution.
In the case of the initial basis set z(m)k , the width is αc/
√
2 while the centre of the real
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and imaginary parts will be the real and imaginary parts of z(m)0 , which is found by
different methods depending on the system being simulated.
Figure A.3: Comparison between the distributions of the initial basis function z(m)k
showing the real and imaginary parts as separate data sets. As the FG CS width
parameter is set to γ = 1, the real and imaginary parts coincide almost exactly. The
difference between the GAUSS RANDOM and ZBQLNOR subroutines is shown to be
undetectable, and so from a mathematical point of view the two are equivalent. From
a computing and robustness point of view however, the ZBQLNOR subroutine is still
superior.
1 sigb =0.5
2 gamma =1.0d0
3 sigx=gamma/sqrt (2.0)
4 sigy =1/( sqrt (2.0)*gamma)
5
6 do i=1,ndim
7 mup(i)=0.0d0 ! This loop gives the
8 muq(i)=0.0d0 ! values for the initial CS
9 end do
10
11 do j=1,ndim
12 call GAUSS_RANDOM (xtemp) ! This loop generates the
13 call GAUSS_RANDOM (ytemp) !values for z_k
14 x(j)=muq(j)+(xtemp*sigb*sigx) ! The width and mean for x&y
15 y(j)=mup(j)+(ytemp*sigb*sigy) ! are applied after initial
16 q(j)=ZBQLNOR(muq(j),sigb*sigx) ! call while mean & width values
17 p(j)=ZBQLNOR(mup(j),sigb*sigy) ! are input parameters for p&q
18 end do
Listing A.4: Code to generate the initial coherent state and initial basis state using
GAUSS RANDOM and ZBQLNOR
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Figure A.4: Surface plot showing the two dimensional distribution of the complex z
values on the real and imaginary axes for a single coherent state with 10000000 degrees
of freedom. As can be seen not only do the independent distributions coincide, but the
dependent distributions show a 3 dimensional Gaussian peak, as would be expected.
The less important difference between the two subroutines in their running is that while
the ZBQLNOR subroutine and its dependants are built upon the super-wizz-o algorithm
of Marsaglia & Zaman and so have a periodicity of 21376, the GAUSS RANDOM sub-
routine uses the intrinsic set of random number subroutines which has a much lower
periodicity of 257. This however is not a problem for the purposes of this program since
it is unlikely that a basis set of more than 7.2 × 1016 values will be used. The more
important difference between the two subroutines is that while the GAUSS RANDOM
subroutine is easily implementable due to its simplicity, the ZBQL* family of subroutines
have in built various fail-safes and error catching procedures making it more robust and
more likely to show an error if one is present, and in a recognisable way. It is unfortu-
nate that the ZBQL* family of subroutines is not entirely thread safe, and so can cause
problems with parallelisation.
To check the running of the two subroutines in comparison to each other, a small checking
program was made which creates two large basis functions of around 10000000 degrees of
freedom each (ensuring a very small contribution from shot noise), and plots the values
of the real and imaginary parts of the coherent states as histogram data. This plot is
shown in figure A.3, and the code snippets used to generate this plot is given in listing
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A.4. To ensure that the real and imaginary parts of the data sets coincided in reality
as well as they appeared to, a surface plot was created which plotted both the real and
imaginary parts together as histogram data. This is shown in figure A.4. The values for
the initial coherent state z(m)0 used are set at (q, p) = (0, 0) in all degrees of freedom.
A.2.2 Generation of the Normalised D Prefactor
Once the basis set coherent states are assigned it is possible to find the values for the
set of Dk prefactors (or in the case of MCEv1, the d
(r)
k single configuration amplitude
where r is the initial electronic state). This is done through calculation of the initial
Ck prefactor which was used often in the earlier simulations of the CCS method as the
main prefactor leading the coherent state basis. As mentioned earlier,
Ck = 〈zk| Ψ(0)〉 = 〈zk| z0〉 , (A.2.2)
and using equation (2.3.11) this can be calculated using a simple loop such as in listing
1 zinit (1: ndim) = cmplx(muq(1: ndim),mup (1: ndim),kind =8)
2
3 do i=1,nbf
4 zpq (1: ndim) = bs(i)%z(1: ndim)
5 C_k(i) = ovrlpij(zpq , zinit)
6 C_kinp(i) = C_k(i)
7 end do
Listing A.5: Loop to generate values of Ck
A.5, where “mup” and “muq” are the imaginary and real parts of the initial coherent
state, the form of which is dependent upon the system being simulated. The distribution
of values generated by this process is unusual in that for a single degree of freedom, the
imaginary and real parts of the Ck value have different distributions, with an approxi-
mate Gaussian in the distribution of the real values centred on zero, but an exponential
growth from zero to one in the imaginary values. As the number of degrees of freedom in
the system increases, the real and imaginary parts get closer together and both tend to-
wards a Gaussian peak, as shown in figure A.5 which shows the real and imaginary parts
of the distribution of Ck independently of each other, and also in figure A.6 which shows
the Ck distribution on both the real and imaginary axes. The distribution of the Dk
values is more regular. It starts out as a wide Gaussian on the real and imaginary axes,
but very quickly smooths and narrows to a very tight Gaussian peak centred around
zero (see figure A.7). As mentioned earlier, if the overlap matrix Ωjk is calculated, Dk
can be calculated by use of equation (2.3.25). There are two ways of calculating Dk
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Figure A.5: Set of graphs showing the Real and Imaginary parts of the distribution
of values for the Ck prefactor independently of each other for the number of degrees
of freedom in the system, ndim=1 to 8. It can easily be seen how as the number of
degrees of freedom increases, the closer together the shapes of the real and imaginary
parts and the closer both tend towards a Gaussian distribution
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Figure A.6: Set of graphs showing the Real and Imaginary parts of the distribution
of values for the Ck prefactor as 3D surface plots for the number of degrees of freedom
in the system, ndim=1 to 15. These graphs show how the real and imaginary parts
combine to form the overall distribution and also show how the distribution becomes
narrower and more smooth.
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Figure A.7: Set of graphs showing the Real and Imaginary parts of the distribution
of values for the Dk prefactor independent of each other for the number of degrees of
freedom in the system, ndim=1 to 8. It can be easily seen how the distribution becomes
narrower and more smooth much more quickly than the distribution for Ck and exhibits
none of the unusual distribution shape that was found for Ck.
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from this relationship - firstly by finding the solution to the set of linear equations
ΩjkDj = Ck (A.2.3)
which can be carried out by use of the “zgesv” subroutine which is part of the LAPACK
library of matrix manipulation subroutines, or secondly by inverting the overlap matrix
and calculating the matrix multiplication
Dj = Ω−1jk Ck (A.2.4)
which can be achieved by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the overlap matrix
using the “zheev” subroutine, which is also a part of the LAPACK library. The inverted
matrix is found from the eigenvalues, λ and eigenvectors, ν using the following transform:
Ων = λν
ν = Ω−1λν
λ−1ν = Ω−1ν
Ω−1 =
νν−1
λ
(A.2.5)
and so this can be implemented in the code as shown in listing A.6
1 call zheev(’V’,’U’,nbf ,ovrlp ,nbf ,om_eigen ,WORK ,LWORK ,RWORK ,info)
2
3 ! zheev returns an array of nbf eigenvalues ‘‘om_eigen ’’ and overwrites the ‘‘
ovrlp ’’ matrix with nbf eigenvectors for a nbf x nbf overlap matrix
4
5 do i=1,nbf
6 do j=1,nbf
7 do k=1,nbf
8 if (abs(om_eigen(k))/maxval(abs(om_eigen)).gt.1.0d-3) then
9 om_inv(i,j)=om_inv(i,j) + ovrlp(i,k)*dconjg(ovrlp(j,k))/om_eigen(k)
10 end if !om_inv is the inverse overlap matrix
11 end do
12 end do
13 end do
14
15 ! This loop will only assign values to the inverse matrix if the eigenvalue is
large enough. This removes the possibility of extremely large values arising
from small overlaps
16
17 D = matmul(om_inv ,C_k) ! Generates the D array.
18
19 return
Listing A.6: Subroutine to generate Dk through matrix inversion
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Various error checks have been removed from the above listing, which check that no zero
eigenvalues exist, that the inverse matrix is hermitian, and that the zheev subroutine
executed properly. If any of these checks fail a flag is returned to the main program
which causes it to recalculate the wavefunction. The code to generate the Dk array by
solving a set of linear equations is much simpler, and is given in listing A.7, again with
error checking procedures omitted.
1 call zgesv(nbf ,nrhs ,ovrlp ,nbf ,IPIV ,C_k ,nbf ,info)
2
3 ! zgesv overwrites the C_k array with the values for the D array.
4
5 ! Error checking code omitted
6
7 D = C_k
8
9 return
Listing A.7: Subroutine to generate Dk through linear equations
After various tests with known input basis sets, it was found that both methods returned
identical answers to an acceptable level of precision. The benefit of the zheev method
however is that in cases with very sparse overlap matrices it is less likely generate errors
due to the check for small eigenvalues. The zgesv method has no such safety net which
can be implemented. To see if there were other benefits of one method over the other, a
set of tests were carried out in which a wavefunction was calculated using one or the other
of the methods and the norm | 〈Ψ| Ψ〉 |2 and the population sum ∑r | 〈Ψ| r〉 〈r| Ψ〉 |2 was
calculated, and the amount of time taken to calculate the wavefunction was recorded.
This was done for many values of the number of degrees of freedom and the number of
basis functions with ten repeat recalculations. The plots of the averages resulting from
these tests are in figure A.8.
As is immediately apparent, the norm and population sum is identical apart from sta-
tistical fluctuations, and so as expected the quality of the data generated by the two
methods is the same. The amount of runtime, which is directly related to the amount
of computational power needed to run the calculation, shows very large differences how-
ever. The lower two plots of figure A.8 show that if using the zgesv subroutine for 1
to 1000 basis functions the time ranges from 0.1 seconds to 27.4 seconds, while using
the zheev subroutine under the same conditions ranges from 0.1 seconds up to 3170 sec-
onds. As solving equation (2.4.21) in the propagation of the wavefunction also requires
a similar equation to be solved to obtain D˙k, this amount of time is far too large for the
zheev subroutine to be usable. A direct comparison between the run times for the zgesv
and zheev subroutines is given in figure A.9 for 1 to 1000 basis functions with a single
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Figure A.8: Set of graphs showing the results from the tests on the zgesv and zheev
subroutines used for calculation of the Dk array. In the norm and population sum
graphs, the white area indicates the part where the norm/popsum is ≥ 0.999, which is
used in the previous research as the area where the wave function is valid.
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degree of freedom. This plot confirms the increased computational power needed to run
the zheev subroutine, and also seems to show a fourth-order polynomial relationship,
indicating that the amount of computational power needed is likely to grow much faster
than the size of the basis set. As such the zgesv subroutine was used, and in an attempt
to protect against very small non-zero overlaps which would result in large terms in an
inverse matrix, a check was placed in the overlap matrix generation subroutine which
keeps the overlap value at zero if the calculated value is less than 1 × 10−5 (this cutoff
value is purely empirical).
A.2.3 Basis Set Verification by way of the Initial Norm
The norm of the initial wavefunction is one of the best indicators of the usability of the
wavefunction, as it incorporates data from all the parameters of the wavefunction using
the equation
〈Ψ| Ψ〉 =
N∑
j,k=1
[
D∗j 〈zj | zk〉Dk
(∑
r
a
∗(r)
j a
(r)
k
)]
. (A.2.6)
Figure A.9: Graph directly comparing the calculation time for the two methods
against the number of basis functions for 1 degree of freedom. The time was plotted
against the number of basis states as this was the greatest contributor to the calculation
time. The trends seem to follow a quartic polynomial curve, and so increases in the
number of basis functions will have a large effect on the runtime of the program, and
hence the computational power needed.
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for a system of r quantum states and N basis functions. It is also a measure of the
accuracy of the method because, as mentioned earlier, the only approximation used in
the MCE method is the discrete sum over all basis functions in the ansatz which will
Figure A.10: Contour graph showing the norm of the initial wavefunction for 50-5000
basis functions and 1-24 degrees of freedom. Unlike previous graphs for the norm, this
shows a linear scale for the number of basis functions and has a much larger range. The
white area again is the area in which the norm is ≥ 0.999, and it can be seen that with
an increasing number of basis functions the “acceptable” area still does not show any
signs of being able to reach the larger numbers of degrees of freedom for the system.
approach the value given from integration at a large enough total number of basis func-
tions. As shown in figure A.10, and in the plots in figure A.8, even with a large number
of basis functions the norm may not be close enough to 1 for larger numbers of degrees
of freedom. As such a second method of achieving an acceptable norm value is needed,
and this comes in the form of the compression parameter αc.
As was mentioned earlier, the αc parameter supplies the width of the Gaussian distri-
bution from which the set of basis states |zk〉 is selected. As such decreasing the value
of the compression parameter will decrease the spread of the basis functions making the
overlap matrix less sparse and thus increasing the norm. To find the maximum values of
αc for a range of different values of Nbf and Ndim a test was carried out which decreased
the value of αc by a factor of 0.9 and recalculated the basis set until a norm was found
of ≥ 0.999. The results of this test are seen in figures A.11 and A.12.
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Figure A.11: Surface plot showing the average values for the compression parameter
αc needed to generate a wavefunction with a norm of ≥0.999. Due to the large spread
of values the results are displayed on a logarithmic scale.
As can be seen from these plots there is definite dependence on both the number of basis
functions and the number of degrees of freedom in the system. A plot of αc against the
ratio of these two variables, shown in figure A.13, did not show any discernible pattern or
trend, and so the best option for ensuring an acceptable description of the wavefunction is
a recursive algorithm similar to that used to generate the data for figures A.11 and A.12.
If using a grid structure for the initial basis set a similar procedure can be used with
the grid spacing parameter ∆. While the relationship between the number of basis
functions and the grid spacing is not the same as for a swarm, to properly describe the
wavefunction the grid must have a certain density. If this condition is not met, the initial
norm will be below the minimum allowed level which, for the high harmonic generation
simulations, was in the region of | 〈Ψ| Ψ〉 ≥ 0.99999. Listing A.8 shows the conditional
governing the this recursive algorithm.
Here, if the relevant parameter results in a norm which is outside the allowed limits,
that parameter is raised or lowered by 5% and a flag named restart is given a value of
1, then passed back to the main module. Once this happens the basis set is recalculated
using this new parameter and checked again, being changed again in the same way if
necessary, and so on. This process will result always in a basis set which can adequately
describe the wavefunction.
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Figure A.12: Contour plot showing the average values for the compression parameter
αc needed to generate a wavefunction with a norm of ≥0.999. Due to the large spread
of values the spread of colours correspond to a logarithmic scale.
Figure A.13: Plot of the ratio of Nbf and Ndim against the average maximum al-
lowed values for the compression parameter. Despite a short approximately linear
section towards the beginning, the values diverge once Nbf becomes greater than Ndim.
Unfortunately Nbf is almost always greater than Ndim in simulations and so it appears
that any direct relationship by which the optimal value of αc can be calculated is not
available.
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1 if (absnorm.lt.lowlimnorm) then
2 write(6,’(a,es16.8e3)’), "Initial Norm too low with a value of ", absnorm
3 if (basis.eq."GRID") then
4 gridsp = gridsp * 0.95d0
5 else if (basis.eq."SWARM") then
6 alcmprss = alcmprss * 0.95d0
7 end if
8 restart = 1
9 else if (absnorm.gt.uplimnorm) then
10 write(6,’(a,es16.8e3)’), "Initial Norm too high with a value of ", absnorm
11 if (basis.eq."GRID") then
12 gridsp = gridsp * 1.05d0
13 else if ((basis.eq."SWARM").or.(basis.eq."SWTRN")) then
14 alcmprss = alcmprss * 1.05d0
15 end if
16 restart = 1
17 end if
Listing A.8: Condition governing the recursive algorithm for finding the correct
compression factor for a swarm basis set, or finding the correct spacing for a grid
basis set
A.3 Basis Set Propagation
The process labelled “Take a time step” in figure A.2 is fairly complex as it is one of
the most important parts of the program. The simplest method of taking a time step
would be to multiply the time derivative of a variable by the time step and in the Euler
method of numerical integration, this would be all that would be needed, as in general
yn+1 = yn + ∆x
dy
dx
∴ y = lim
∆x→0
∑
∆x
dy
dx
=
∫
dy
dx
dx.
(A.3.1)
While this is mathematically accurate, it is not really a viable method of propagating the
wavefunction as it relies very heavily on the size of the step for the limit of the accuracy.
An alternative to this is to use one of the Runge-Kutta methods. Runge-Kutta methods
propagate a function by taking multiple points along the curve and using the derivatives
at that point to achieve a better estimate of the position of the function at the end of
the time step. This done through a series of equations such as
k1 = dtf(xn + a1, yn)
k2 = dtf(xn + a2, yn + b2,1k1)
...
km = dtf(xn + am, yn + bm,1k1 + bm,2k2 + · · ·+ bm,m−1km−1)
(A.3.2)
which are combined by
yn+1 = yn + c1k1 + c2k2 + · · ·+ cmkm (A.3.3)
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where f(x, y) is the function used to calculate the derivative of y. The coefficients for a
Runge-Kutta method are usually given in a Butcher tableau, such as in table A.2 below.
The most widely used and simplest of the Runge-Kutta methods is the “rk4” method,
a1
a2 b2,1
a3 b3,1 b3,2
...
...
...
. . .
am bm,1 bm,2 · · · bm,m−1
c1 c2 · · · cm−1 cm
Table A.2: Butcher tableau for a general Runge-Kutta method.
so called because it uses four calculation points to take a step between t0 and t1. The
comparative simplicity shows in the fact that four terms are calculated and all four
terms are used to calculate the step, while most other Runge-Kutta methods require
more values of km to be calculated than are actually used in the final calculation of
yn+1; for example reference [240] gives a sixth order Runge-Kutta method and requires
seven values of km to be calculated. The Butcher tableau that dictates the rk4 method
is given in table A.3, which shows how only the previous value of km is used to calculate
the next, rather than all previous values as is the case for higher order Runge-Kutta
methods, and figure A.14 shows the rk4 graphically for variables labelled v and t, where
the km values are labelled an.
While the rk4 method is simple and effective in many cases, it does not account for
0
1/2 1/2
1/2 0 1/2
1 0 0 1
1/6 1/3 1/3 1/6
Table A.3: Butcher tableau for the classical Runge-Kutta (RK4) method.
the possibility of fast moving functions. To spot a fast moving function without any
unintentional aliasing effects the best system is one which can change the step size to
account for fast motion in the function. In their “Numerical Recipes” book [238], Press et
al. suggest the use of the Runge-Kutta-Cash-Karp system which is a set of coefficients
that can be used for both fourth- and fifth-order propagation, shown in the Butcher
tableau in table A.4. By comparing the difference between the two results a measure of
the error in the fourth-order result can be found which in the case of this method scales
as (dt)5. If the error found from this process is ∆1, and there is a desired margin of
error ∆0, then the time step needed to give that desired error will be
dt0 = dt1
∣∣∣∣∆0∆1
∣∣∣∣ 15 . (A.3.4)
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Figure A.14: Example plot showing the data points used to calculate a time step in
the RK4 method. The locations of these points in the t direction relate to the value
of the am values in the butcher tableau. This figure also illustrates how the solution
of one part step is used to calculate the next (grey arrows). This picture is courtesy of
http://www.ipf.uni-stuttgart.de
0
1/5 1/5
3/10 3/40 9/40
3/5 3/10 -9/10 6/5
1 -11/54 5/2 -70/27 35/27
7/8 1631/55296 175/512 575/13824 44275/110592 253/4096
ci 37/378 0 250/621 125/594 0 512/1771
c∗i 2825/27648 0 18575/48384 13525/55296 277/14336 1/4
Table A.4: Butcher tableau for embedded Runge-Kutta-Cash-Karp (RKCK45)
method. The lowest row contains c∗i which is used to calculate the fifth-order result.
Subtracting the fifth-order result from the fourth-order result gives an estimate of the
error.
Setting the values of ∆0 is done by the assignment of fractional errors and, as suggested
by Numerical Recipes [238], a slight deviation is built in to protect against points where
the function is passing through zero, hence
∆0 = ε
(
|yn|+
∣∣∣∣dyndt dt
∣∣∣∣) (A.3.5)
where ε is the factor by which the value of the function is multiplied to get the fractional
error for example 1 in 106. By this procedure the time step can be kept at the correct
size to accurately describe the evolution of the variables without losing any accuracy.
In the implementation of the Runge-Kutta propagation scheme both the static time-step
(RK4) and the adaptive time-step (Runge-Kutta-Cash-Karp) methods were encoded. As
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such propagation is carried out over four subroutines. The first is a driving subroutine
which chooses the propagation scheme and drives the process, the second checks the er-
ror and adapts the time-step if needed for the adaptive time-step case, the third carries
out the calculations of the Runge-Kutta-Cash-Karp method for the adaptive time-step
case and the fourth carries out the calculations of the RK4 method for static time-steps.
All these subroutines are based upon those given in the “Numerical Recipes” book [238].
The driving subroutine, shown in listing A.9 starts by performing a check to ensure that
the time-step selected does not overshoot the pre-defined end time, and to reduce it if
needed. Following this the first set of time derivatives is calculated which will be used
in propagation and also to generate ∆0.
1
2 if ((time+dt-timeend)*(time+dt-timestrt) .gt. 0.0d0) then
3 dt = timeend - time !ensure time parameter does not overshoot
4 end if
5
6 call deriv(bs, dbs_dt1 , 1) ! calculates derivatives . the ‘‘1’’ is the
7 !runge -kutta step index (i.e. first step)
8
9 if (step == "A") then !adaptive step size
10 call allocbs(bserr0) !the error margin
11 do k=1,nbf
12 bserr0(k)%z(1: ndim) = bs(k)%z(1: ndim) &
13 + dbs_dt1(k)%z(1: ndim) + tiny (0.0d0)
14 bserr0(k)%d_pes (1: npes) = bs(k)%d_pes (1: npes) &
15 + dbs_dt1(k)%d_pes (1: npes) + tiny (0.0d0)
16 bserr0(k)%s_pes (1: npes) = bs(k)%s_pes (1: npes) &
17 + dbs_dt1(k)%s_pes (1: npes) + tiny (0.0d0)
18 bserr0(k)%D_big = bs(k)%D_big + dbs_dt1(k)%D_big + tiny (0.0d0)
19 end do
20
21 call rkstpctrl (bs , dbs_dt1 , dt, bserr0 , dtfin , dtout , tempbs)
22
23 else if (step == "S") then !static step size
24
25 call rk4 (bs, dbs_dt1 , dt , dtfin , dtout , tempbs)
26
27 end if
28
29 bs = tempbs !write new wavefunction
30
31 return
Listing A.9: Code for the driving subroutine for the numerical integration system.
This is done by calling a subroutine which in turn calls all the time derivative functions
and returns all the numerical results together in a basisfn type variable, here called
dbs_dt1. After that a check is made to see if the simulation is to use the adaptive
step size subroutines or the static step size subroutine. If static is selected then the
rk4 subroutine is called however if the adaptive step size is selected then a basis set
type variable is populated as required by equation (A.3.5), after which the step control
subroutine is called. The final line, which runs after the time propagation is complete,
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1
2 eps = 1.0d-6
3 dt = dtprev
4 adap = 0
5
6 do
7
8 call rkck45(bs,dbs_dt1 ,dt ,tempbs ,bserr1) !single step
9
10 do k=1,nbf
11 err1z(k) = sum(realpart(dconjg(bserr1(k)%z(1: ndim))&
12 *( bserr1(k)%z(1: ndim))))
13 err0z(k) = sum(realpart(dconjg(bserr0(k)%z(1: ndim))&
14 *( bserr0(k)%z(1: ndim))))
15 end do
16
17 errmin = 1.0 d10
18
19 do k=1,nbf ! calculates minimum error ratio
20 do r=1,npes !over each of the derived values
21 errmin = min(abs(bserr0(k)%d_pes(r)/bserr1(k)%d_pes(r)), &
22 abs(bserr0(k)%s_pes(r)/bserr1(k)%s_pes(r)), &
23 errmin)
24 end do
25 errmin = min(abs(bserr0(k)%D_big/bserr1(k)%D_big),&
26 abs(err0z(k)/err1z(k)),errmin)
27 end do
28
29 errmin = errmin * eps
30
31 if (( errmin.lt.1).and.(adap.eq.0)) then
32 dt = sign(max ((0.9* abs(dt)*( errmin **0.2)),dtmin),dt)
33 if (dt== dtmin) dtnext=dtmin
34 if (time+dt.eq.time) then
35 print "(a,e12.5,a,e12.5)", "Error! Underflow in step size at time = ", time
, " for dt value of ", dt
36 errorflag = 1
37 return
38 end if
39 adap = 1 !ensures time is only changed once
40 cycle
41 else if (errmin.ge.1) then
42 dtnext = sign(min (0.9* abs(dt)*( errmin **0.2) ,dtmax),dt)
43 exit
44 else
45 exit
46 end if
47
48 end do
49
50 dtfin = dt
51
52 return
Listing A.10: Code for the adaptive step control subroutine used in the numerical
integration system.
overwrites the existing wavefunction bs with the new wavefunction.
The adaptive time-step control subroutine rkstpctrl deals with the changing of the
time-step, the code for which can be found in listing A.10. The majority of the subroutine
is enclosed in a loop which is controlled by a flag such that the loop will experience at
most two cycles. Once the subroutine to calculate the step using the Runge-Kutta-Cash-
Karp parameters is called, the error (calculated as the difference between the fourth-
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and fifth-order results) is compared against the desired error ∆0 using equation (A.3.4)
for all parameters, and a minimum value is selected. If this value is less than one then
the time-step is reduced and the the step recalculated. This recalculation is only car-
ried out once because upper and lower limits are pre-defined for the time-step and so
if the calculated new time-step is lower than the minimum an infinite loop could form.
If the minimum error ratio is greater than one however then the result is kept and an
estimate is made of the next time-step, which is calculated using equation (A.3.4) and
the subroutine returns.
The Runge-Kutta-Cash-Karp time-step calculation subroutine calculates equations (A.3.2-
A.3.3) using the coefficients in the Butcher tableau in table A.4, the code for which is
given in listing A.11. This is done by populating arrays with the Butcher tableau values
(this process is omitted in the listing) and running through loops to generate the values
for km, which are themselves stored in a 2d array of the derived basisfn type. A tem-
porary basis set is used to supply values so that the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices
can be recalculated for each intermediate step. Once all the values of km are calculated,
they are combined as required by equation (A.3.3) and the error basis set errbs, corre-
sponding to ∆1 in equation (A.3.4), is generated using equation (A.3.3) but instead of
using the cm values, i.e. the upper values in the Butcher tableau, it uses the difference
between the upper and lower values. Once this is complete, control is passed back to
the step control subroutine so that the quality of the data can be examined by the step
control system. When adaptive stepsizes are used, to obtain usable data, the raw data
must undergo interpolation to get evenly spaced points which can then be averaged over
multiple repeat simulations. This is done at the end of propagation. The subroutines
used for interpolating this data are taken verbatim from the “Numerical Recipes” book
[238] and so will not be reproduced here.
The static step size subroutine calculates the step using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method. The implementation is very similar to that of the time adaptive step subroutine
which uses the Runge-Kutta-Cash-Karp method, however this subroutine is a bit simpler
due to the lack of an error function or off diagonal terms in the Butcher tableau (table
A.3). As before arrays are populated with the values from the Butcher tableau, after
which a two-dimensional array of the derived basisfn type is generated and allocated
to be used for holding the derivative terms, and the first time derivative set of variables
are written to this array. Following this the different steps are calculated as required by
equation (A.3.2) and the time step is calculated from these steps by equation (A.3.3).
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1
2 allocate (dbs_dt(6,nbf)) !to hold time derivative values at each step
3
4 do l=h,6
5 do k=1,nbf
6 call allocbf(dbs_dt(h,k))
7 end do
8 end do
9
10 do k=1,nbf
11 dbs_dt(1,k)=dbs_dt1(k) !first derivative step
12 end do ! calculated in driving subroutine
13
14 do n=2,6 !n=2-6 as n=1 already calculated
15 tempbs = bsin !bsin is the existing wavefunction
16 do k=1,nbf !b(n,h) is the values from the butcher tableau
17 do h=1,n-1
18 tempbs(k)%z(1: ndim)=tempbs(k)%z(1: ndim)&
19 +(b(n,h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%z(1: ndim))
20 tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)&
21 +(b(n,h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%d_pes (1: npes))
22 tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes)&
23 +(b(n,h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%s_pes (1: npes))
24 tempbs(k)%a_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)&
25 *exp(i*tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes))
26 tempbs(k)%D_big=tempbs(k)%D_big+(b(n,h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%D_big)
27 end do
28 end do
29
30 call deriv(tempbs , dbs_dt(n,:), n)
31
32 !the arguments for the derivs subroutine are (input , output , step index)
33
34 end do
35
36 tempbs = bsin
37
38 do k=1,nbf !c(h) is the fourth -order values for the butcher tableau
39 do h=1,6
40 tempbs(k)%z(1: ndim)=tempbs(k)%z(1: ndim)&
41 +(c(h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%z(1: ndim))
42 tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)&
43 +(c(h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%d_pes (1: npes))
44 tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes)&
45 +(c(h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%s_pes (1: npes))
46 tempbs(k)%a_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)&
47 *exp(i*tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes))
48 tempbs(k)%D_big=tempbs(k)%D_big+(c(h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%D_big)
49 end do
50 end do
51
52 do k=1,nbf !d(h) is the difference between the fourth - and
53 do h=1,6 !and fifth -order values from the butcher tableau
54 errbs(k)%z(1: ndim)=errbs(k)%z(1: ndim)&
55 +(d(h)*dbs_dt(h,k)%z(1: ndim))
56 errbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)=errbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)&
57 +(d(h)*dbs_dt(h,k)%d_pes (1: npes))
58 errbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes)=errbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes)&
59 +(d(h)*dbs_dt(h,k)%s_pes (1: npes))
60 errbs(k)%D_big=errbs(k)%D_big +(d(h)*dbs_dt(l,k)%D_big)
61 end do
62 end do
63
64 return
Listing A.11: Code for the Runge-Kutta-Cash-Karp numerical integration.
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1
2 allocate (dbs_dt(4,nbf))
3 do h=1,4
4 do k=1,nbf
5 call allocbf(dbs_dt(h,k))
6 end do
7 end do
8
9 do k=1,nbf
10 dbs_dt(h,k)=dbs_dt1(k) !first derivative step
11 end do ! calculated in driving subroutine
12
13 do n=2,4 !n=2-6 as n=1 already calculated
14 do k=1,nbf !h=n-1 as only last value needed.
15 tempbs(k)%z(1: ndim)=bsin(k)%z(1: ndim)&
16 +(b(n)*dt*dbs_dt(n-1,k)%z(1: ndim))
17 tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)=bsin(k)%d_pes (1: npes)&
18 +(b(n)*dt*dbs_dt(n-1,k)%d_pes (1: npes))
19 tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes)=bsin(k)%s_pes (1: npes)&
20 +(b(n)*dt*dbs_dt(n-1,k)%s_pes (1: npes))
21 tempbs(k)%a_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)&
22 *exp(i*tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes))
23 tempbs(k)%D_big=bsin(k)%D_big+(b(n)*dt*dbs_dt(n-1,k)%D_big)
24 end do
25 call deriv(tempbs , dbs_dt(n,:), n)
26 !the arguments for the derivs subroutine are (input , output , step index)
27 end do
28
29 tempbs=bsin
30
31 do k=1,nbf
32 do h=1,4
33 tempbs(k)%z(1: ndim)=tempbs(k)%z(1: ndim)&
34 +(c(h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%z(1: ndim))
35 tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)&
36 +(c(h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%d_pes (1: npes))
37 tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes)&
38 +(c(h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%s_pes (1: npes))
39 tempbs(k)%a_pes (1: npes)=tempbs(k)%d_pes (1: npes)&
40 *exp(i*tempbs(k)%s_pes (1: npes))
41 tempbs(k)%D_big=tempbs(k)%D_big+(c(h)*dt*dbs_dt(h,k)%D_big)
42 end do
43 end do
44
45 dtfin = dt !needed for compatibility with adaptive step system
46 dtout = dt
47
48 return
Listing A.12: Code for the Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta (RK4) numerical integration
subroutine.
A.4 Parallelisation
A.4.1 Parallel Environments in High Performance Computing
For many applications, confining computation to a single processor can make execution
times unwieldy, and as even modern PCs often contain many cores using only a single
processor can be a waste of available resources, even for standard consumer software.
The alternative is to construct code in such a way as to make use of multiple processors
simultaneously. This is often achieved using one of two methods: the first is a shared
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memory system such as used by OpenMP, the second is a distributed memory system
such as MPI.
Figure A.15: Illustration of a sequential program (a) compared to a program using
the the fork/join parallel function of OpenMP (b).
Figure A.16:
Representation of the
architecture of a single
shared memory multiple
processor node where Px
indicates a processor, and Cx
the corresponding cache.
OpenMP, or Open Multi-Processing, is a multi-
threading system which allows sections of a pro-
gram to be run on multiple parallel threads si-
multaneously through the use of shared mem-
ory architecture.This is achieved by introducing
parallel sections in a program where formerly
serial sections are split by forks, executed and
then recombined at joins, as illustrated by figure
A.15.
Each thread is executed independently of its fel-
lows, meaning that no communication is needed
between the threads. This means that sections of
program which previously ran sequentially can be
executed simultaneously, with the runtime environ-
ment assigning threads to different processors. The
shared memory architecture used by OpenMP con-
sists of multiple processors which are all connected to the same physical memory chip,
as illustrated in figure A.16. This allows data from the same memory address to be
copied into the cache for multiple processors and so used in different processing threads
without the need for message passing. Combined with the independent nature of the
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parallel threads in OpenMP, this results in a parallel environment with little overhead.
This creates an upper limit on the number of simultaneous processes allowed however,
which cannot exceed the number of logical processors sharing the memory chip, and as
such purely OpenMP parallel implementations are unsuited for programs which require
very many simultaneous calculations.
In cases where a larger system is required, one would instead turn to a distributed
memory system such as MPI, or Message Passing Interface. This is a system whereby
separate processes in a program communicate by means of explicit messages. Usually
this requires a master process which broadcasts data to slave processes. These slave
processes then carry out calculations, sometimes communicating between themselves,
and produce a result. The ”farming out” of the workload to the slave processes can
be thought of in a similar manner to the fork/join model used by OpenMP, however
there are differences in that the master process remains running, and often acts as a
controller for the communication between the slave processes. One of the main benefits
of this system is that the program is not limited to a single physical memory block.
Instead, the local cache memory assigned to a single processor can exchange data with
a memory address located in a physical memory block on a different node through
the interconnect between nodes, and thereby local cache memories can communicate
with each other. This can be more easily understood by considering figure A.17. This
Figure A.17: Representation of the architecture of a cluster computer with multiple
nodes, where Pxx indicates a processor, and Cxx indicates the cache assigned to the
processor.
architecture is similar in structure to that of most available cluster computers, such as
those used for the simulations of the spin boson model and for high harmonic generation
in the preparation of this work. Here, data calculated by processor P13 can be passed
to processor P34 through the interconnect by means of a message. As such there is
no requirement that the processors used be on the same node - a single execution of
the program requesting four processors could use processors P11, P23, P31 and P33 for
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example. There is also no limitation in the number of processing nodes used, unlike
OpenMP where the maximum number of slave processes is equal to the number of
logical processors attached to a single memory chip.
A.4.2 Choosing a Parallel system
Running the MCE program in a serial fashion can have serious drawbacks when it comes
to doing large simulations or large numbers of repeats. Using a parallel system is the
logical alternative, spreading the workload over many processors. The structure of the
program does not lend itself easily to fine-grain parallelisation. It is well known that
recursive integration systems such as Runge-Kutta cannot be parallelised in any mean-
ingful way since each part of the calculation depends on the previous and so independent
threads or processes cannot be constructed, and as the majority of matrix operations
use Level 2 BLAS (matrix-vector) operations there is an impediment to parallelisation
here also, as these operations show little improvement using the PBLAS system except
for very large matrices. As a consequence, coarse-grain parallelisation is the best option,
and as such running repeat calculations from within the program and executing these
repeat calculations in parallel should significantly improve the running time of the pro-
gram.
While the use of MPI would allow very many processors to be used simultaneously, the
addition of MPI directives to a serial program is difficult and very time consuming. In
contrast adding OpenMP directives to a serial program is relatively simple, and requires
little rewriting of the existing code. OpenMP limits the number of simultaneous threads
that can be used effectively depending on available hardware, and so a combination
of OpenMP and a shell script which splits the repeat running of the simulation into
many separate instances of the program would be an acceptable compromise which
would increase the available number of cores for a single simulation with many repeat
calculations. In the future however, if very large systems were needed, for example a
simulation which uses many thousands of basis functions to represent the wavefunction,
it is possible that the inclusion of MPI may become necessary.
A.4.3 Implementation of Parallel coding
As mentioned previously, two levels of load splitting are added into the running of the
program. Firstly, separate instances of the program are created in a group of individual
folders, run, and then a separate program gathers, combines and averages the output
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Figure A.18: Flow chart showing the splitting of the operation of the program into
OpenMP threads and separate executions.
data from all instances of the program.
The second layer of load splitting occurs inside the program by way of OpenMP direc-
tives. The combination of these two levels of load splitting is illustrated in figure A.18,
wherein it can be seen that after the shell script forking described above, the program
begins, input parameters are read and initialised, and then the program passes through
a second forking, labelled ”Fork (OpenMP)”. Once this fork has split the program load,
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the program initialises the different threads (labelled ”Init”) before beginning a process
of ”generate basis set, propagate, repeat” until the required number of repeat calcu-
lations are completed. Following this, the outputs from the threads are finalised and
averaged before being combined at the OpenMP join, after which the combined out-
put files are written and the program ends. Once the program has ended, a second join
is undertaken wherein the combining and averaging of data detailed above is undertaken.
OpenMP works through the use of directives - preprocessor commands which instruct
the compiler to interpret the following code in a certain way. These directives are
compiler extensions, and as such are language dependent, meaning that the directives
used for C or C++ are different to those used for Fortran. In Fortran, these directives
are always preceded by the flag !$omp. A parallel section of code is enclosed between
the directives !$omp parallel and !$omp end parallel, often with a list of variables
to be kept private, or particular to each individual thread, accompanying the starting
command. It is important to include this list as, due to the shared memory nature of
OpenMP programs, any variables not explicitly set to be private will be shared amongst
all threads meaning that errors due to two threads overwriting the same value could be
introduced. The list of private variables for this program is extensive as the majority of
the main operation of the program exists within the parallel section of code. Included
in this list are all the output parameters (norm, autocorrelation function, populations
etc.), the basis set defined type variable, the time and various parameters and indices.
Often a parallel section in OpenMP enabled code will contain a loop, with the individual
results from that loop combined after completion. This is the case for this program, with
arrays of the output parameters combined through the use of the reduction directive,
which is given at the begining of the !$omp do loop, as shown in listing A.13. A
1 !$omp do reduction (+: pops ,absnorm ,absnorm2 ,absehr ,acf_t , extra)
2
.
.
.
3 !$omp end do
Listing A.13: Initialisation of the parallel loop with declaration of the variables to be
reduced.
significant consideration for parallel computing occurs when attempting to write to a file
or variable which needs to be accessible from all threads. In these cases it is necessary
to block other threads from accessing the memory address or file while one thread writes
to it, so as to limit conflicts between the threads. To this end, two directives are used :
!$omp critical which stops all threads executing a block of code effectively serializing
this section, and !$omp atomic which limits access to a particular line of code as it
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accesses a given memory address. The !$omp critical environment is very general and
is often used for writing to files or for accessing third party subroutines which may not be
thread safe. The !$omp atomic, being more specific, has much lower overhead cost and
can only be applied to a single instruction. In the implementation of the parallelisation,
both of these directives are used. The critical directive is used to call subroutines
which use the UCL random number generator (see section A.2 for a discussion of the
random number generator), which is not thread safe due to the method of acquiring the
seed values, and is also used to write timestep information to a file when the adaptive
timestep functionality is used. These are shown in listing A.14. The atomic directive
1
2 !$omp critical ! Critical block stops subroutine running
3 ! on multiple threads simultaneously
4 call genzinit(mup , muq) ! This is needed as the UCL random library
5 ! is not thread safe
6 !$omp end critical
7
8
.
.
.
9
10 !$omp critical ! again , the random number generator called in
11 ! this sub requires the critical block
12 call genbasis(bset , mup , muq , alcmprss , gridsp , time , initgrid)
13
14 !$omp end critical
15
.
.
.
16 !$omp critical
17
18 write (1710,"(e12 .5)") dtdone ! Outputs the stepsizes of all repetitions
19
20 !$omp end critical
Listing A.14: Usage of the critical directive to prevent access conflicts.
is also used when incrementing the counters tracking when the time step size has been
changed for adaptive step size functionality. As these counters are incremented in all
threads and over all repeats of the program, this becomes necessary to prevent memory
access conflicts. By the use of these directives, the running of repeat calculations in the
1
2 if (dtdone.eq.dt) then
3
4 !$omp atomic ! nsame and nchange are used to keep track of
5 nsame = nsame + 1 ! changes to the stepsize. The atomic directive
6 else ! is used to ensure two threads do not write to
7 !$omp atomic ! the same memory address simultaneously as
8 nchange = nchange + 1 ! these counts are taken over all repeats.
9
10 end if
Listing A.15: Usage of the atomic directive to prevent memory access conflicts.
program is successfully parallelised without large overheads and without major changes
to the serial program, providing a significant speedup compared to the serial code.
Appendix B
Derivations of Equations for the
Coupled Coherent States and
Multi-Configurational Ehrenfest
methods
In this appendix we will endeavour to present a more complete derivation of the equations
used in chapters 3 and 4. The time derivative equations derived in sections B.2-B.4
are found through a combination of the time dependent variational principle (TDVP)
of Kramer and Saraceno[79], the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation, and classical
Hamiltons equations. To begin with the equations of the CCS method will be derived,
and many of the results of this derivation will be subsequently used for the derivation of
the equations for the MCE methods. Following this the Hamiltonian and the acceleration
form of the dipole moment are derived for the high harmonic generation system. For
the purposes of all the following derivations, ~ = 1.
B.1 Properties of the Coherent States
The derivations below make use of various properties of coherent states. The first is
that the overlap of two coherent states, being non-orthogonal, is non-zero and can be
found by
〈α| β〉 = exp
[
α∗β − α
∗α
2
− β
∗β
2
]
. (B.1.1)
This is well known (see for example [40, 41] or [37]) and need not be confirmed here.
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A second property is that of the overlap between a coherent state and the time derivative
of a coherent state, which is given as
〈
α
∣∣∣ β˙〉 = (α∗β˙ −− β˙∗β
2
− β
∗β˙
2
)
〈α| β〉 . (B.1.2)
This may need some confirmation which is done via
〈
α
∣∣∣ β˙〉 = lim
t→0
〈α| β + ∆β〉 − 〈α| β〉
∆t
. (B.1.3)
If equation (B.1.1) is used here, this becomes〈
α
∣∣∣ β˙〉 =
lim
t→0
1
∆t
(
exp
[
α∗β + α∗∆β − α
∗α
2
− β
∗β
2
− β
∗∆β
2
− ∆β
∗β
2
− ∆β
∗∆β
2
]
− 〈α| β〉
)
.
(B.1.4)
By taking out the terms which together equal 〈α| β〉 this becomes
〈
α
∣∣∣ β˙〉 = lim
t→0
1
∆t
(
exp
[
α∗∆β − β
∗∆β
2
− ∆β
∗β
2
− ∆β
∗∆β
2
]
− 1
)
〈α| β〉 , (B.1.5)
which upon taking a first order Taylor expansion and neglecting O(∆β2) terms becomes
〈
α
∣∣∣ β˙〉 = lim
t→0
1
∆t
(
1 + α∗∆β − β
∗∆β
2
− ∆β
∗β
2
− 1
)
〈α| β〉 . (B.1.6)
Taking the limit lim
t→0
then finally returns
〈
α
∣∣∣ β˙〉 = (α∗β˙ − β˙∗β
2
− β
∗β˙
2
)
〈α| β〉 . (B.1.7)
A third property is that of the time derivative of the overlap, which follows from the
previous, such that
d 〈α| β〉
dt
=
〈
α˙
∣∣∣ β〉+ 〈α∣∣∣ β˙〉
=
[(
α˙∗β − α˙
∗α
2
− α
∗α˙
2
)
+
(
α∗β˙ − β˙
∗β
2
− β
∗β˙
2
)]
〈α| β〉
=
[((
β − α
2
)
α˙∗ − α
∗α˙
2
)
+
((
α∗ − β
∗
2
)
β˙ − β˙
∗β
2
)]
〈α| β〉
=
[(
(α∗ − β∗) β˙ − α˙
∗α
2
+
α∗α˙
2
)
+
(
(β − α) α˙∗ − β
∗β˙
2
+
β˙∗β
2
)]
〈α| β〉 .
(B.1.8)
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B.1.1 Conversion into z-notation
The reformulating of a Hamiltonian into the coherent states z-notation is often not
trivial. In some cases one can merely substitute Eq(2.3.5). In many other cases, to find
the z-notation version of an operator in M dimensions,〈
zj
∣∣∣ Oˆ(x) ∣∣∣zk〉 , (B.1.9)
one must use the identity
I =
∞∫
−∞
|x〉 〈x| dMx, (B.1.10)
such that
〈
zj
∣∣∣ Oˆ(x) ∣∣∣zk〉 = ∞∫
−∞
〈
zj
∣∣∣ x〉〈x∣∣∣ Oˆ ∣∣∣zk〉 dMx = ∞∫
−∞
〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉 Oˆ(x)dMx. (B.1.11)
As such, it is necessary to have an expression for 〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉. Starting with equation
(2.3.2) and its conjugate,
〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉 =
(γ
pi
)M
2 exp
[
−γ
2
(
(x− qk)2 + (x− qj)2
)
+i
(
pk (x− qk)− pj (x− qj)
)
+
ipkqk
2
− ipjqj
2
]
.
(B.1.12)
This can be rearranged such that
〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉 =
(γ
pi
)M
2 exp
[
−γ
2
(
(x− qk)2 + (x− qj)2
)
+ ix (pk − pj)
− i
2
(pkqk − pjqj)
]
=
(γ
pi
)M
2 exp
[
−γ
2
(
2x2 − 2x (qk + qj) + q2k + q2j
)
+ ix (pk − pj)
− i
2
(pkqk − pjqj)
]
=
(γ
pi
)M
2 exp
[
−γ
(
x2 − x (qk + qj)− i
γ
x (pk − pj)
)
− γ
2
(
q2k + q
2
j
)
− i
2
(pkqk − pjqj)
]
.
(B.1.13)
If we then introduce
ρjk =
z∗j + zk√
2γ
=
1
2
[
(qk + qj) +
i
γ
(pk − pj)
]
, (B.1.14)
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this then becomes
〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉 =
(γ
pi
)M
2 exp
[
−γ (x2 − 2xρjk)− γ2 (q2k + q2j)− i2 (pkqk − pjqj)
]
=
(γ
pi
)M
2 exp
[
−γ (x− ρjk)2 + γρjk − γ2 (q2k + q2j)− i2 (pkqk − pjqj)
]
.
(B.1.15)
By substitution of
γρ2jk =
γ
4
(
q2k + q
2
j + 2qkqj
)− 1
4γ
(
p2k + p
2
j − 2pkpj
)
+
i
2
(pkqk − pjqj) + i2 (pkqj − pjqk) ,
(B.1.16)
this can be rewritten as
〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉 =
(γ
pi
)M
2 exp
[
−γ (x− ρjk)2 + γ2 (qkqj)− γ4 (q2k + q2j)
+
1
2γ
(pkpj)− 14γ
(
p2k + p
2
j
)
+
i
2
(pkqj − pjqk)
]
.
(B.1.17)
By considering the coherent state overlap
〈zj | zk〉 = exp
(
z∗jzk −
|zj |2
2
− |zk|
2
2
)
= exp
[
γ
2
(qkqj) +
1
2γ
(pkpj) +
i
2
(pkqj − pjqk)
−γ
4
(
q2k + q
2
j
)− 1
4γ
(
p2k + p
2
j
)]
,
(B.1.18)
we can finally get
〈zj | x〉 〈x| zk〉 =
(γ
pi
)M
2 exp
[
−γ (x− ρjk)2] 〈zj | zk〉 . (B.1.19)
B.2 Derivation of the Equations for the Coupled Coherent
States method
The CCS method uses the variational principle to find the time derivative equation for
the amplitudes. Starting from the ansatz
|Ψ〉 =
∑
k
Ak |zk〉 , (B.2.1)
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we construct the Lagrangian
L =
〈
Ψ
∣∣∣ i←→∂ t − Hˆ ∣∣∣Ψ〉 = i2 [〈Ψ∣∣∣ Ψ˙〉− 〈Ψ˙∣∣∣ Ψ〉]− 〈Ψ∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣Ψ〉 , (B.2.2)
where the differential operator is defined as
←→
∂ t =
1
2
(−→
∂ t −←−∂ t
)
where
−→
∂ t |· · ·〉 , 〈· · ·|←−∂ t. (B.2.3)
In equation (B.2.2), the term
〈
Ψ
∣∣∣ Ψ˙〉 is found as
〈
Ψ
∣∣∣ Ψ˙〉 = i
2
∑
jk
[
A∗j 〈zj | zk〉 A˙k +A∗j 〈zj | z˙k〉Ak
]
, (B.2.4)
and so, in light of equation (B.1.2) the Lagrangian becomes
L = i
2
∑
jk
(
A∗j A˙k − A˙∗jAk
)
〈zj | zk〉+
i
2
∑
jk
A∗jAk
[(
z∗j z˙k −
z∗kz˙k
2
− z˙ ∗k zk
2
)
−
(
z˙∗jzk −
z∗j z˙j
2
− z˙ ∗j zj
2
)]
〈zj | zk〉−∑
jk
A∗jAkHord
(
z∗j , zk
) 〈zj | zk〉 .
(B.2.5)
From this Lagrangian, the Euler-Lagrange equations can be determined, and by obtain-
ing the Euler-Lagrange equation for A∗ we can find the time derivative equation for A˙.
This is given as
∂L
∂A∗j
− ∂
∂t
∂L
∂A˙∗j
= 0. (B.2.6)
The first term can be found as
∂L
∂A∗j
=
i
2
∑
k
[
A˙k +Ak
(
2iHord
(
z∗j , zk
)
+ z∗j z˙k − z˙∗jzk
)
−1
2
(
z∗kz˙k + z˙
∗
kzk − z∗j z˙j − z˙∗jzj
)] 〈zj | zk〉 , (B.2.7)
and the second as
− ∂
∂t
∂L
∂A˙∗
=
∂
∂t
i
2
∑
k
Ak 〈zj | zk〉
=
i
2
∑
k
[
A˙k +Ak
(
2iHord
(
z∗j , zk
)
+ z∗j z˙k + z˙
∗
jzk
)
−1
2
(
z∗kz˙k + z˙
∗
kzk + z
∗
j z˙j + z˙
∗
jzj
)] 〈zj | zk〉 .
(B.2.8)
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This finally gives
i
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉 A˙k −
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉AkHord
(
z∗j , zk
)
+ i
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉Ak
(
z∗j z˙k −
z∗z˙k
2
− z˙
∗
kzk
2
)
= 0,
(B.2.9)
which, from comparison with equation (B.1.2) can be seen as being equivalent to the
Schro¨dinger equation. If we now make the substitution
Ak = DkeiSk , (B.2.10)
where Sk is the action, given by
S =
∫ [
i
2
(
z∗
dz
dt
− zdz
∗
dt
)
−Hord(z∗, z)
]
dt, (B.2.11)
we obtain the equation
i
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉 D˙keiSk −
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉DkeiSk
[
i
(
z∗kz˙k
2
− zkz˙
∗
k
2
)
−Hord(z∗k, zk)
]
−
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉DkeiSkHord
(
z∗j , zk
)
+ i
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉DkeiSk
(
z∗j z˙k −
z∗z˙k
2
− z˙
∗
kzk
2
)
= 0,
(B.2.12)
which then becomes
i
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉 D˙keiSk−
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉
[
Hord(z∗j , zk)−Hord(z∗k, zk)− i
(
z∗j − z∗k
)
z˙k
]
Dke
iSk = 0,
(B.2.13)
and so
∑
i
〈zj | zi〉 ∂Di
∂t
= −i
∑
k
〈zj | zk〉 δ2H ′ord
(
z∗j , zk
)
Dke
i(Sk−Si) (B.2.14)
where
δ2H ′ord
(
z∗j , zk
)
=
[
Hord
(
z∗j , zk
)−Hord (z∗k, zk)− i (z∗j − z∗k) z˙k] . (B.2.15)
The time derivative equations for z˙ can also be found through the variational principle
using the Euler-Lagrange equations for z∗, however as the centre of a coherent state
moves classically through phase space the Hamilton’s equations can be used, and indeed
if variational calculations are performed this is the result. As such, in the coherent state
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z notation,
iz˙k =
∂Hord (z∗k, zk)
∂z∗
. (B.2.16)
B.3 Derivation of the Equations for the First Formulation
of the Multiconfigurational Ehrenfest Method
The time derivative equations for the MCEv1 method are found in a similar fashion to
those of the CCS method. Here we present the derivation for two electronic states, but
the equations can be easily expanded to more states. We use a Hamiltonian of the form
〈
z
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣z〉 = ∣∣∣∣∣ H
(11)
ord (z
∗, z) H(12)ord (z
∗, z)
H
(21)
ord (z
∗, z) H(22)ord (z
∗, z)
∣∣∣∣∣ . (B.3.1)
Starting with the ansatz
|Ψ〉 =
∑
k
|ϕk〉
=
∑
k
(
a
(1)
k |1〉+ a(2)k |2〉
)
|zk〉 ,
(B.3.2)
to find the time derivative equation for the coherent state basis we first construct the
single configuration Lagrangian
Lsc =
〈
ϕ
∣∣∣ i←→∂ t − Hˆ ∣∣∣ϕ〉
= i
[
a(1)∗a˙(1)
2
− a˙
(1)∗a(1)
2
]
+ i
[
a(2)∗a˙(2)
2
− a˙
(2)∗a(2)
2
]
+ i
[(
z∗z˙
2
− z˙
∗z
2
)(
a(1)∗a(1) + a(2)∗a(2)
)]
−H(11)ord (z∗, z) a(1)∗a(1) −H(22)ord (z∗, z) a(2)∗a(2)
−H(12)ord (z∗, z) a(1)∗a(2) −H(21)ord (z∗, z) a(2)∗a(1).
(B.3.3)
The Euler-Lagrange equation for z∗ can then be found as
∂Lsc
∂z∗
− ∂
∂t
∂Lsc
∂z˙∗
=i
z˙
2
(
a(1)∗a(1) + a(2)∗a(2)
)
− ∂H
(11)
ord (z
∗, z)
∂z∗
a(1)∗a(1) − ∂H
(22)
ord (z
∗, z)
∂z∗
a(2)∗a(2)
− ∂H
(12)
ord (z
∗, z)
∂z∗
a(1)∗a(2) − ∂H
(21)
ord (z
∗, z)
∂z∗
a(2)∗a(1)
+ i
z
2
d
(
a(1)∗a(1) + a(2)∗a(2)
)
dt
+ i
z˙
2
(
a(1)∗a(1) + a(2)∗a(2)
)
= 0.
(B.3.4)
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By introducing the Ehrenfest Hamiltonian
HEhr =
∑
rs
(
H
(rs)
ord (z
∗, z) a(r)∗a(s)
)
∑
r
(
a(r)∗a(r)
) , (B.3.5)
where in this case r, s ∈ {1, 2}, we can then say
iz˙ =
∂HEhr
∂z∗
+ i
z
2
d ln
(
a(1)∗a(1) + a(2)∗a(2)
)
dt
, (B.3.6)
and since the second term here is equal to zero for a single configuration, this becomes
iz˙ =
∂HEhr
∂z∗
(B.3.7)
which, as with the CCS method, is equivalent to the Hamiltons equations in z notation.
To find the time derivative equations for the amplitudes we use the multi-configurational
Lagrangian
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to find the Euler-Lagrange equation for a(1)∗j ,
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This can be rewritten, thanks to equation B.1.8, as
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and so
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Introducing the substitution that
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and finally
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or more generally
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where, similarly to with the CCS method,
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It is possible to find the equation for z˙ from the multi-configurational Lagrangian using a
fully variational method. As shown by Shalashilin in ref [23], this leads to a formulation
equivalent to the G-MCTDH equations [112, 113, 115]. A discussion of this is given in
appendix A of [23].
B.4 Derivation of the Equations for the Second Formula-
tion of the Multiconfigurational Ehrenfest Method
The process for finding the time derivative equations for the MCEv2 method is very
similar to that of the MCEv1 method. The ansatz for the MCEv2 method is
|Ψ〉 =
∑
k
Dk |ϕk〉
=
∑
k
Dk
(∑
r
a
(r)
k |r〉
)
|zk〉 .
(B.4.1)
An important consideration is that in the MCEv2 method the configurations are nor-
malised, and so unlike in the case of the MCEv1 method, within a single configuration
k,
〈ϕk| ϕk〉 = 〈zk| zk〉
∑
r
(
a
(r)∗
k a
(r)
)
= 1. (B.4.2)
The condition still stands from the MCEv1 method that
〈r| s〉 = δrs. (B.4.3)
Again the single configuration Lagrangian is used to find the equation for the evolution
of the coherent states, giving the same result for z˙. As the single configuration ampli-
tudes a(r)k are not coupled across configurations in this method, the single configuration
Lagrangian is also used to find the time derivative equations for these also. The single
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configuration Lagrangian is unchanged from equation B.3.3, and the Euler-Lagrange
equation for a(r) can be found as
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(B.4.4)
which after introduction of the substitution (B.3.12) becomes,
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The equation for the time evolution of the Dk prefactor can be found through the
variational method as earlier, it can also be found much more simply by substitution of
the ansatz (B.4.1) into the Schro¨dinger equation
d |Ψ〉
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= −iHˆ |Ψ〉 , (B.4.6)
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In this equation the overlap between two configurations is given as
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the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are given as〈
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and by way of equation (B.1.8),
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Equation (B.4.4) can be introduced to the first term of the above equation, such that
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When substituted into equation (B.4.11), we then get
〈ϕj | ϕ˙k〉 = 〈ϕj | ϕk〉
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Returning then to equation (B.4.8),∑
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This is effectively the same as for the CCS equations, as for a single electronic state
〈ϕj | ϕk〉 = 〈zj | zk〉 ei(Sk−Sj), (B.4.17)
and so in that situation
∆2 〈H〉jk = δ2H ′ord
(
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)
ei(Sk−Sj), (B.4.18)
making equations (B.2.14) and (B.4.15) equivalent
Appendix C
Use of the CCS/MCE Program
C.1 Running the Program
The program allows a wide array of simulations using the MCE and CCS equations. The
files are separated into three folders : run, src and build. The src folder contains all
the source files, the build folder contains the Makefile and any temporary compilation
files, and the run folder contains scripts to compile and run the program and collect
and combine results in addition to the input files containing the simulation parameters,
which are discussed in more detail in section C.2. This section will describe the function
of the scripts in the run folder.
As discussed in Appendix A.4, the MCE and CCS methods usually require a large num-
ber of repeat executions. These repeat executions are split in two levels - firstly a number
of different instances of the program are created in separate folders (these are named
1-run, 2-run, etc), and secondly the program reruns itself for a number of times, which
can be done on multiple processors simultaneously using OpenMP directives. To run
the program the run.sh file in the run folder is executed, with the following arguments:
$1 - Total number of repeat calculations desired
$2 - Number of parallel threads per folder
$3 - Number of folders to split the job into (referred to as sub-folders).
For example, to run 128 jobs using 4 parallel cores, with the load split into 4 folders,
you would use the command
./run.sh 128 4 4
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which would have a total of 16 parallel threads running simultaneously. This allows
OpenMP execution to be carried out over many more cores than would be present on a
single node. Within the run.sh script, the arguments are checked first to ensure they
comply with the following conditions:
• There are 3 arguments used;
• All arguments are integers;
• All arguments are greater than 0;
• $2 is not greater than the number of cores per node of the machine;
• $3 is less than 100;
• $1/$3 is less than 1000 (Less than 1000 repeats per program instance);
• If the conjugate repeats flag is enabled, that the total number of repeats is an
integer multiple of 2× $2× $3;
• If the conjugate repeats flag is disabled, that the total number of repeats is an
integer multiple of $2× $3;
• The total number of cores requested ($2× $3) is below 100;
• If there is no job management system present, that $3 is equal to 1.
Following this the folders in which the program will be executed are set up, and the
program is compiled by way of the Makefile in the build folder. For portability the
program is compiled using the GNU fortran compiler, gfortran. An issue encountered
during development is that the intel ifort 12.1 compiler results in problems due to a
known bug with allocation through subroutines when OpenMP is enabled, however the
intel compiler can be used if not version 12.1 and this would require modifications to
the makefile in the build folder. Once compilation is completed the input files and the
program executable are copied to the execution folders, along with a job script used
by the job management system which controls how long the program will run for, how
much system memory it can be allocated, how many parallel cores are needed and how
many simultaneous instances of the program will be running. By submitting this job
script to the job management system all instances of the program will be run.
The run.sh script creates a second script, called result.sh which when run calls the
collate.sh script which combines the results from all the completed runs. This script
collects all the data from the different subfolders, calls averaging programs to combine
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this data, then puts all relevant files in a results folder, before deleting the raw data. By
disabling a flag in the script, this raw data can be preserved. The collate.sh script
requires the following arguments:
$1- The path of the folder in which the raw data exists
$2- The total number of repeats for the entire simulation
$3- The number of sub-folders in the raw data folder
$4- The random number generated by the run.sh script as a unique run identifier
$5- The name of the results file which calls this script (deleted at the end)
Once all the output files are collected and averaged a set of gnuplot scripts are created,
and if gnuplot is present on the machine these scripts are run, allowing instant graphical
results.
Often a cluster computer with many users will impose time limits on running jobs, and
once this time limit is reached the job will be cancelled, aborting the program. If time
limits cause a simulation to be aborted prematurely, this simulation can be restarted
through the restart.sh script which uses the same arguments as the run.sh script. This
file should be called from the running folder of the most recent partial run. When this
script is run it collects the output files from the execution folders and uses them as input
files for a new set of simulations before calling the run.sh script. This allows the simu-
lation to restart with a wavefunction in the same state as when the program was aborted.
If multiple partial runs are used, the data from the different partial runs can be combined
with the combine.sh script which requires the file folderlist.dat, a file containing a
list of the required folders which should be in order. This file is automatically created by
the restart.sh script, however care should be taken to ensure that no confusion occurs
when there are multiple simulations happening at the same time. This script overwrites
the output files of the final partial run with the combined data (after making a backup),
averages the data in each sub-folder (as would be done by the main program), and then
calls the collate.sh script to combine and average the data.
C.2 Input Files
There are three input files containing all the parameters needed : input.dat, inham.dat
and prop.dat. This section will contain a description of the various parameters in the
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different input files. The input.dat file controls most aspects of the program infras-
tructure and operation, and contains parameters given in tables C.1 and C.2. Unless
otherwise stated, it should be assumed that the values given are case sensitive.
Parameter Values Effect Restrictions
System SB Spin Boson Usable only with MCE
HP Harmonic Potential Usable only with CCS
FP Free Particle Usable only with CCS
MP Morse Potential Usable only with CCS
IV Inverted Gaussian Usable only with CCS
CP Coulomb Potential Usable only with CCS
HH Hennon-Heiles Potential Usable only with CCS
Runfolder default Runs program in a folder Case insensitive
with the pattern
<method>-<system>-<rand>
ie CCS-HP-31254
<any string> <method>-<system>-<string>
ie CCS-HP-withgrids
debug 0 No debug output generated
1 Debug outputs generated Will not work with
dynamic basis set sizes
gen YES/NO Basis set generated
prop YES/NO Basis set propagated
restart 0 Standard simulation
1 Restart a prior simulation Set by restart.sh
cmprss YES/NO Automatically change the
compression parameter or
the grid spacing to ensure
an acceptable norm
method CCS Runs using CCS equations Only valid for 1 PES
MCEv1 Runs using MCEv1 eqns Only valid for >1 PES
MCEv2 Runs using MCEv2 eqns Only valid for >1 PES
MCE12 Two jobs are submitted, Only valid for >1 PES
1 using MCEv1 eqns, the
other using MCEv2 eqns
repeats <number> Number of repeats for this Integer. Set automatically by
instance of the program the run.sh script
Conjugate YES/NO If yes, constructs the basis If enabled must have an even no.
Repeats set for every other repeat repeats for each instance of the
around the conjugate of z0 program. Also incompatible with
of the previous run. restarting a prior simulation.
in nbf <number> Initial number of basis Integer
functions.
ndim <number> Number of degrees of Integer
freedom in the system
in PES <number> Initial electronic state of Integer
the wavefunction
Table C.1: Parameters in the input.dat file, part 1
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Parameter Values Effect Restrictions
npes <number> Number of electronic states Integer. Must be 1 for CCS
in the system and >1 for MCE
basis SWARM Basis set is a swarm
SWTRN Basis set is a swarm of
trains
TRAIN Basis set is a single
train
GRID Basis set is a regular grid Only valid for ndim ∈ {1, 3}
GRSWM Basis set is a regular grid Only valid for ndim = 3
in one dimension with
swarms in the other two
ALCMP <number> Seed number for αc Double precision real number
nbfadapt yes/no Enables adaptive basis sets Only valid with GRID or
GRSWM basis
nbfepsilon <number> Adaptive basis set cutoff ζ Double precision real number
parameter in the form 1.0d-x
gridsp <number> Spacing ∆ between Real number in the range
adjacent grid points 0.8 ≤ ∆ ≤ 2.0
qsizex <number> Size of a 3D grid in xq Integer
psizex <number> Size of a 3D grid in xp Integer
qsizey <number> Size of a 3D grid in yq Integer
psizey <number> Size of a 3D grid in yp Integer
qsizez <number> Size of a 1D or 3D grid in zq Integer
psizez <number> Size of a 1D or 3D grid in zp Integer
Cloning yes/no Enables basis set cloning
max cloning <number> Maximum number of cloning events Integer
clon freq <number> Minimum number of timesteps Integer ≥ 50
between cloning events
trainsp <number> Number of timesteps between Integer
adjacent basis functions in a
train-type or swarm-train basis
def stp <number> Number of basis functions per Integer. May be increased or
train in a swarm-train basis set decreased by 1 by program
matfun zgesv/zheev Allows change of function
used for linear equations
SEED <number> Seed of random number generator Defaults to 0 which takes the
seed from /bin/urandom
gamma <number> Width parameter for CSs Default value 1.0d0
mu <number> Centre of z0 Double precision real number
hbar <number> Value of ~. Defaults to ~ = 1.
Table C.2: Parameters in the input.dat file, part 2
The inham.dat file contains parameters specific to the available systems. Different
parameters are read depending on the value of the “System” parameter in the input.dat
file. Table C.3 gives these parameters, and unless otherwise stated all parameters are
double precision real numbers.
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Parameter Description
Spin Boson Model Parameters
SBDelta Tunnelling amplitude between states ∆, with default value of 1.0d0
SBEps Bias detuning parameter 
SBw Cutoff frequency ωc
SBwmax Largest frequency of the bath modes, which should be ωmax = 5ωc
SBkondo Kondo parameter αk
SBBeta Thermal parameter β = 1/kT
SBupnorm Largest allowed value for the initial norm
SBdownnorm Smallest allowed value for the initial norm
Harmonic Potential Parameters
HPw Frequency of the harmonic oscillator
HPupnorm Largest allowed value for the initial norm
HPdownnorm Smallest allowed value for the initial norm
Free Particle Parameters
FPmass Mass of the free particle
FPupnorm Largest allowed value for the initial norm
FPdownnorm Smallest allowed value for the initial norm
Morse Potential Parameters
MPw Frequency of the Morse oscillator
MPmass Mass of the particle in a Morse oscillator
MPDissEn Dissociation Energy for Morse ocillator
MPWellParam Width of potential well for Morse oscillator
MPupnorm Largest allowed value for the initial norm
MPdownnorm Smallest allowed value for the initial norm
Inverted Gaussian Parameters for High Harmonic Generation
IVm Mass of particle (electron) in strong field
IVw Frequency of laser field
IVlambda Width of Gaussian potential well
IVIntensity Intensity of laser field
IVupnorm Largest allowed value for the initial norm
IVdownnorm Smallest allowed value for the initial norm
Coulomb Potential Parameters for High Harmonic Generation
CPm Mass of particle in a strong laser field
CPfrequency Frequency of laser field
CPRc Initial distance between particle and the potential well
CPIntensity Intensity of the laser field
CPupnorm Largest allowed value for the initial norm
CPdownnorm Smallest allowed value for the initial norm
Henon-Heiles Parameters
HHcoupling Coupling between Henon-Heiles oscillators
HHupnorm Largest allowed value for the initial norm
HHdownnorm Smallest allowed value for the initial norm
Energy Checking Parameters
ECheck (YES/NO) Flag to enable checking of energy p2/2 of single initial basis functions to
ensure they will not run away from each other too fast (YES/NO)
Ntries (Integer) Number of recalculations before program is aborted if energy check fails
Ebfmax Maximum allowed energy of single initial basis function
Ebfmin Minimum allowed energy of single initial basis function
Table C.3: Parameters in the inham.dat file
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The prop.dat file contains parameters specific to the propagation of the wavefunction.
Table C.4 lists the parameters contained within this file. All values in the file are in
atomic units, and all but the final parameter are double precision real numbers.
Parameter Description
dtmin Minimum allowed step size, used for adaptive step size propagation
dtmax Maximum allowed step size, used for adaptive step size propagation
dtinit For adaptive step size propagation, this is the size of the first time step taken.
For static step size propagation this is the size of every time step taken
time end End time of propagation
time start Start time of propagation. For restarted simulations this is set automatically
step (adaptive/static) Determines the type of propagation (See section A.3 for details)
Table C.4: Parameters in the prop.dat file
C.3 Output Files
There are three types of output files generated by the program. The first is the raw
data, which is a set of files specific to each individual repeat simulation. The second is
the combined data which is data that has been combined and averaged over a set or over
all repeat simulations. The third is plotting outputs which contains gnuplot commands
to graphically display data from other output files. This section will give a description
of all the possible output files, their data fields and under what conditions the file will
be created.
C.3.1 Raw Data Outputs
The raw data outputs are created in the running sub-folder (named 1-run, 2-run, etc).
Most of them refer to a single repeat simulation of the program, and have the naming
convention “<name>-#.out”, where # denotes the repeat number.
(a) normpop-#.out contains data for each time step for a single repeat and is always
created. This is the main data file for the simulation, and for most simulations
this will be the only output file used in data processing. The normpop-#.out file
contains the time, norm, autocorrelation function (real, imaginary and absolute),
population in each electronic state and an extra field with real, imaginary and
absolute parts which can be determined by the system (for example dipole ac-
celeration for HHG simulations, or cross-correlation function). If there are two
electronic states then this file will also contain the population sum and population
difference.
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(b) Outbs-#.out contains the wavefunction data for the most recent time step, and
can be used to restart a simulation. If the program is run only to generate an initial
basis set, this is also the main output file. It contains all the wavefunction data
needed to restart a simulation and is laid out in three sections. Firstly there is a
preamble containing the number of degrees of freedom, number of electronic states,
number of basis functions, initial electronic state of the wavefunction, the linear
algebra equation used (zgesv/zheev) and the current simulation time. Secondly
there is the real and imaginary parts of the |z0〉 state in all dimensions. Finally
there are the wavefunction parameters Dk, d
(r)
k , S
(r)
k , and z
(m)
k for all values of
k, r, andm. This file does not however contain the information contained in
prop.dat or inham.dat or any information about cloning so a restarted simulation
will still need the main input files.
(c) timesteps.out contains a list of all time step sizes and is only generated when
adaptive step size propagation is enabled
(d) clonearr-#.out contains a list of the basis function indices (k = 1 . . . Nbf ) with
both the number of times that particular basis function has undergone cloning
and the most recent time step in which that basis function was cloned. This file is
only generated when basis function cloning is enabled, and can be used to restart
a simulation which has used cloning to ensure that Ncln is not exceeded and that
two cloning events do not occur too close together in time.
(e) Clonetrack-#.out is written to every time a cloning event occurs, and contains
the index of the basis function which has been cloned, the index to which the new
cloned basis function has been written, the time step number at which cloning
occurred and the absolute values of the single configuration amplitudes a(r)k . The
data in this output file can be used to reconstruct a cloning history of the wave-
function.
(f) normpop-#_interp.out is an interpolated form of the normpop-#.out file, created
when adaptive step size propagation is used. This is needed for averaging all the
data from each repeat execution in such cases as it ensures that each file being
averaged will have the same size time step.
(g) wavefn-#.out gives the Dk amplitude and the real and imaginary parts of the
z
(m)
k values for all basis functions. This is only generated when a 1D adaptive grid
is used, and the data within it can be used to visualise the wavefunction such as
is done for figure 4.9. As a regular grid removes the need for repeat executions,
the number in the filename is the time step number, with one file being created at
each time step.
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(h) PropVars-#.out contains all the wavefunction parameters Dk, d
(r)
k , and S
(r)
k for
all values of k, andr at each time step. This file is only created when the debug
flag is enabled in the input.dat file.
(i) Traj-#.out contains all the real and imaginary parts of the coherent state variables
z
(m)
k for each value of k and m at each time step. This file is also only created if
the debug flag in the input.dat file is enabled.
(j) normpop.out is an averaged combination of all the normpop-#.out files for a single
instance of the program (or if adaptive step sizes are used, an averaged combination
of all the normpop-#_interp.out files). This file is created by the main program
itself at the end of propagation, but only when the program has completed exe-
cution uninterrupted. If the program has restarted at any point this file will not
be created and is instead made by a small external program called subavrg.exe
(with the help of a separate interpolation program if needed)
C.3.2 Combined Outputs
The combined outputs are created in the output folder upon running of the collate.sh
script. Within this folder also is the output files from the job management system if any
exist, which gives the status of the program as it runs and contains any error messages
generated as the program runs. In these files, for the most part, # will denote the
sub-folder number from which the data file originated.
(a) normpop_#.out is a copy of the file normpop.out from each sub-folder, containing
the time, norm, autocorrelation function (real, imaginary and absolute), popula-
tion in each electronic state and an extra field with real, imaginary and absolute
parts which can be determined by the system (for example dipole acceleration for
HHG simulations, or cross-correlation function). If there are two electronic states
then this file will also contain the population sum and population difference.
(b) normpop_cumul_#.out contains a cumulative average of the data from the normpop_#.out
files. There are always as many files of the normpop_cumul_#.out type as there
is of the normpop_#.out, and are numbered by the number of repeat execu-
tions considered, so if each subfolder has 32 repeats then the first will be named
normpop_cumul_32.out and be identical to normpop_1.out, the second will be
named normpop_cumul_64.out and be an average of the data from the normpop_1.out
and normpop_2.out files, the third will be named normpop_cumul_72.out and be
an average of the data from the normpop_1.out, normpop_2.out and normpop_3.out
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files, and so on. The highest numbered file will be an average over all repeat ex-
ecutions. The way in which these files can be used to test convergence is detailed
in section C.4.
(c) Outbs-#_#.out is a copy of the Outbs-#.out file from each subfolder, with the first
numerical identifier being the repeat number and the second being the sub-folder
number. These files are used for restarting a prematurely aborted simulation.
(d) timesteps.out is a concatenation of all the timesteps-#.out files from each sub-
folder, containing the sizes of time steps for all repeat executions of the program.
This is only generated if adaptive step size propagation has been used.
(e) timehist_#.out contains histogram data generated from the individual timesteps-#.out
files. This is also only created if adaptive step size propagation is used.
(f) timehist_all.out contains histogram data generated from the timesteps.out
file, and so is a histogram of time steps for all instances of the simulation.
(g) popdiffresiduals.out contains the differences between the population difference
from the highest numbered normpop_cumul_#.out file and that from each of the
lower numbered normpop_cumul_#.out files. This can be used to assess conver-
gence as is shown in section C.4.
C.3.3 Plotting Outputs
The plotting outputs can be divided into two categories. The first, used mainly as a
preliminary check on the validity of a simulation and to ensure that no major errors
have occurred, plots data from the files enumerated in sectionC.3.1. The second plots
data from the files enumerated in section C.3.2 and can be used to assess the combined
data and in the process of finding the optimal running parameters. The second type will
be discussed in detail in section C.4, while the first type will be discussed here. As in
section C.3.1, unless otherwise stated it should be assumed that the numerical identifiers
# refer to the repeat number.
(a) plotacf-#.gpl plots the real, imaginary and absolute values of the autocorrelation
function from the data in the normpop-#.out file.
(b) plotdif-#.gpl plots the population difference from the normpop-#.out file
(c) plotext-#.gpl plots the real, imaginary and absolute values from the “extra”
output data field in the normpop-#.out file, which can be the dipole acceleration
in the case of HHG simulations or the cross-correlation function for example.
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(d) plotnrm-#.gpl plots the norm from the normpop-#.out file.
(e) plotamps-#.gpl plots the real values of the Dk prefactors against their imaginary
counterparts for each basis function k. The data for these plots are taken from
the PropVars-#.out file and as with the data file, this plotting file will only be
created if the debug flag is enabled in the input.dat file
(f) plotd-#.gpl plots the real values of the d(r)k single configuration amplitudes
against their imaginary counterparts for each basis function k and each electronic
state r. The data for this plot also comes from the PropVars-#.out file and so
again this file is only created when the debug flag is enabled
(g) plotact-#.gpl plots the action S(r)k against time for each of the basis functions
k and each electronic state r. Again the data for this plot originates in the
PropVars-#.out file and so the plotting file is only created when the debug flag
is enabled
(h) plot-Traj-#.out plots the real and imaginary parts of the coherent state param-
eters z(m)k for each basis function k and each degree of freedom m. The data used
is taken from the Traj-#.out file and so this plotting file is only created when the
debug flag is enabled.
C.4 Finding Optimal Running Parameters
When running a simulation it is important that the correct size of time step is used. As
discussed in section A.3 a useful way of ensuring that the correct time step is always used
is by using the adaptive time step system. Unfortunately if the basis set is constructed
using trains at all this is not an option, as all basis functions must be equally temporally
spaced at all times during simulation, else instabilities could result. A good way of
ensuring that an adequate time step is used is by running the simulation first with a
swarm-type basis set and adaptive step size propagation. Once the simulation data is
collected a histogram of all timestep sizes can be generated by the files plothist.gpl and
plothistall.gpl. The plothistall.gpl file uses data from the timehist_all.out
file and so returns a histogram of all time steps taken by all instances of the program
and as a check the plothist.gpl file plots the individual histograms from the time step
data from each of the sub-folders to ensure that no outliers are effecting the combined
data. The importance of carrying out this preliminary run can be seen in figures C.1 and
C.2, which show the histogram data for adaptive step size simulations of the symmetric
and asymmetric cases of the spin boson model respectively. For the symmetric case
of the spin boson model the peak of the distribution of time steps is in the region of
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Figure C.1: Histograms of the time steps taken during adaptive time step propagation
for the symmetric case of the spin boson model, with individual histograms from each
of the sub-folders in (a) and a histogram of all the data combined in (b)
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Figure C.2: Histograms of the time steps taken during adaptive time step propagation
for the asymmetric case of the spin boson model, with individual histograms from each
of the sub-folders in (a) and a histogram of all the data combined in (b)
dt = 0.016 and considering the width of the distribution an acceptable value of the static
step size would be dt = 0.01. This value however would be completely unsuitable for
the asymmetric case of the spin boson model, which peaks around dt = 0.0036 giving
an acceptable value of the static step size at dt = 0.002.
A second important consideration is that the number of repeat executions of the program
be sufficient to ensure an acceptable level of convergence. To aid in this, two plotting
files are created, which compare the population difference from each of the cumulatively
averaged data files normpop_cumul_#.out and the residuals between these population
differences and that from the highest numbered normpop_cumul_#.out file. Examples of
these plots are given in figures C.3 and C.4 for the symmetric and asymmetric cases of the
spin boson model, using uncloned swarm-type basis sets and the MCEv2 equations. In
some cases a lack of convergence will be readily apparent in the population difference plot
(a), however sometimes the residual plot (b) would need to be considered. In the cases
above it can be easily seen that convergence is approached, with the instability in the
residuals greatly reduced by Nrpt = 192 in the asymmetric case and the overestimation
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Figure C.3: Plots used to test convergence in the population difference for the sym-
metric case of the spin boson model, where (a) is the population difference averaged
over different numbers of repeats, and (b) is the difference between the those population
differences and that averaged over 256 repeats
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Figure C.4: Plots used to test convergence in the population difference for the asym-
metric case of the spin boson model, where (a) is the population difference averaged
over different numbers of repeats, and (b) is the difference between the those population
differences and that averaged over 256 repeats
of the oscillations reduced in the symmetric case, although it should be noted that the
residuals for the symmetric case are never as large as is seen for the asymmetric case,
indicating that a larger number of repetitions may be needed for the asymmetric case
than for the symmetric case.
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